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Executive Summary
From April 11, 2022 until June 6, 2022, Teton Backcountry Alliance, Teton Climbers
Coalition, Winter Wildlands Alliance, Access Fund, and American Alpine Club administered an
online survey to document the perspectives and knowledge of Teton backcountry skiers and
winter climbers on the Teton bighorn sheep herd and winter backcountry recreation. The primary
goal was to inform the development of Grand Teton National Park’s Bighorn Sheep Winter
Habitat Protection Plan. An earlier edition of this report was submitted with a comment letter
for the National Park Service scoping of its proposed plan. The survey asked backcountry skiers
and winter climbers about their past backcountry travels and observations of Teton bighorn
sheep, options for managing sheep habitat, the extent and need for closure areas and travel
routes, future bighorn sheep research, how skiers & climbers can best work with agencies, and
the willingness of backcountry travelers to participate in citizen science programs for bighorn
sheep conservation. Only those who had traveled the Teton backcountry in winter were asked
the more detailed questions. The sample of respondents (n=258) were mostly residents of the
Teton region (67%) and includes a high proportion of users who have decades of backcountry
experience, with many having traveled the more remote areas of Grand Teton National Park.
Backcountry skiers and winter climbers provided many details about geographically specific
areas. Most respondents reported that they have observed few to no bighorn sheep in their
backcountry travels, with small number of people having observed sheep on high, wind-blown
areas. Respondents provided many details about geographically specific areas of the Teton
backcountry, with references to “high value” classic Teton ski descents. Interestingly, most
respondents stated a willingness to comply with closures, but also felt that closures were
unnecessary. The willingness to comply by high users differed only slightly from low users. More
nuanced comments suggested that remote areas of sheep habitat that see low visitation (e.g.,
northern part of park, portions of the west slope of the Tetons) should be managed differently
than those where larger numbers of people travel. Several of the respondents noted the unique
wilderness experience offered in the remote regions and how they differ from the more popular
areas of the Teton backcountry. While some respondents indicated that they accept and agree
with the conclusion that backcountry skiing is limiting the population growth of bighorn sheep,
others expressed skepticism and rejected the conclusion that backcountry travelers are limiting
growth of the herd’s population. Participating backcountry users had a lot to say about the need
for monitoring and research, with most recommending more monitoring and research focusing
on human-sheep interactions. They also suggested that more information be shared with winter
backcountry travelers and that users be more involved in management with agencies. Education
of non-local backcountry skiers was also mentioned, including at trailheads. Respondents added
comments about other topics, such as the need to eliminate agency-sponsored hunt of bighorn
sheep outside the park, the loss of habitat due to land-use change, the climate change crisis,
summer backcountry travel, and on-going promotion of Jackson Hole tourism.
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About the Survey
An on-line survey was developed in collaboration with the Teton Backcountry Alliance, Teton Climbers
Coalition, Winter Wildlands Alliance, Access Fund, and American Alpine Club to document the
perspectives and knowledge of Teton backcountry skiers and winter climbers on the Teton bighorn
sheep herd and winter backcountry recreation. The primary goal of the survey was to inform the
development of Grand Teton National Park’s Bighorn Sheep Winter Habitat Protection Plan. The survey
asked backcountry skiers and winter climbers about their past backcountry travels and observations of
Teton bighorn sheep, options for managing sheep habitat, the extent and need for closure areas and
travel routes, future bighorn sheep research, how skiers & climbers can best work with agencies, and
the willingness of backcountry travelers to participate in citizen science programs for bighorn sheep
conservation. Filters were included so only those who had traveled the Teton backcountry in winter
were asked the more detailed questions. Respondents were recruited by announcing the survey through
the mailing lists of the five partner organizations. The survey was open from April 11, 2022 until June 6,
2022.

About Respondents
258 respondents participated in the survey, 67% of whom were from communities surrounding the
Teton Range. 25% were from other areas in the Mountain West. 12% indicated they had attended the
Teton Bighorn Sheep Working Group’s Snow King public meetings. 12% reported that they were
employed as Teton guides during the snow months (December 1-April 30). The survey did not ask about
age or gender.
The sample of respondents includes a high proportion of experienced backcountry skiers and winter
climbers. Respondents reported they had participated in backcountry skiing or winter climbing, on
average for 21 years (max 53 years; min 2 years), with 92% having previously backcountry skied or
climbed in the Tetons. 65% had spent ten or more days per year in the Teton backcountry from
December 1 to April 30 in the last five years. 75% had traveled the backcountry in the southern half of
Grand Teton Park, with 33% spending greater than 20 days in that region from December 1 to April 30.
60% of the respondents had traveled the backcountry in the more remote northern portion of Grand
Teton Park from December 1 to April 30, with only 6% spending greater than 11 days in that area.

Summary of Findings
Willingness to comply with closures: Only 12% of all respondents reported that they were unlikely or
extremely unlikely to follow voluntary closures, with 67% indicating they would likely follow closures or
were neutral on the question. Respondents were slightly (10%) more likely to follow (mandatory) nonvoluntary closures. High-use skiers were slightly less willing to comply with closures (voluntary and
mandatory) than low-use skiers. Those employed as guides were slightly less willing to comply than
those not employed. In their qualitative responses, backcountry skiers and winter climbers expressed
reasons for their support or lack of support for closures, with skeptics mentioning the lack of evidence
showing that winter travelers are having a negative impact on sheep and the need for more peerreviewed studies. Supporters referenced the validity of studies and described themselves as “rule
followers.” A few of the supporters also stated that voluntary closures should be mandatory closures. A
few noted that sheep conservation would become more critical as the climate crisis unfolds. Several
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respondents expressed the opinion that ending dates for closures need not run until April 30, and that
an earlier ending date (April 15 or March 30) was adequate. Others noted that it was hard to comment
without specific details of what would be closed.
Suggested alternatives: More than half of the respondents (61%) stated there are alternatives to
closures that could either complement or replace them. The most frequently noted alternatives were
more and better monitoring and research. Others mentioned alternatives include halting the agencysponsored hunt of bighorn sheep, the establishment of more backcountry travel corridors, providing for
sheep migration corridors, increasing genetic diversity, limiting the number of skiers in certain areas,
limiting the number of guided skiers, addressing growth and development in the valley bottoms, using a
“need-based” approach to closures rather than instituting static long-term closures, the removal of
mountain goats, addressing climate change, the introduction of more sheep to increase the herd’s
genetic diversity, habitat enhancement such as prescribed burns, supplemental feeding, more focus on
the impacts of summer travelers, and more education. Several people suggested modifications to fullwinter season closures (e.g., closing areas every other day) and closures that are based on need, such as
the actual location of sheep.
Comments on specific locations: We received a total of 186 comments about specific locations, including
comments on closures, travel routes, and ski runs. A few respondents noted areas travel in areas now in
mandatory or voluntary closures. The most spatially explicit area referenced was Avalanche Canyon and
its classic ski descents (e.g., Chinstrap, The Nugget, Amora Vida, 4-Hour Couloir, Sneak Couloir,
Matternaught). Other locations in northern GTNP and the west slope of the Tetons were also
mentioned, noting their high value for recreation. Many expressed the need to keep them open through
the winter, and several professional guides noted the negative impact on closures in high-value areas to
their livelihood.
Bighorn sheep observations: 56% of the skiers stated they have observed no or very few sheep where
they had traveled. Others did not report on observations. A few who had seen sheep noted that the
animals do not appear to respond to skiers. And still others asserted that the places where skiers travel
(ascending and descending) are not good quality sheep habitat because of its deep snow conditions.
One respondent reported observing bighorn sheep responding to a helicopter flight being used to shoot
goats, noting the irony that there was concern over backcountry skiing. 18% indicated that they had
seen sheep during their outings, with most observing only a few animals, usually on windswept ridge
tops. The locations reported are noted in the comment section.
Suggestions for working with agencies and doing monitoring and research: The most frequently
mentioned suggestion regarding backcountry travelers working with agencies was for more and better
education of skiers on the bighorn issue and on being responsible backcountry travelers (26%). Also
mentioned were winter backcountry users building a better working relationship with scientists (10%),
better awareness by and education of agencies on backcountry travel (8%), and more and better
communication (14%). Several people mentioned the positive value in allowing backcountry travelers to
participate in monitoring, research, and management decisions. 92% of the respondents stated a
willingness to document observations of bighorn sheep while in the backcountry using a phone app or
other method, with 82% reporting that access to real-time observations would be helpful in planning
their winter backcountry travels. Several spoke of the need for better communication from agencies to
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the public about monitoring and research results and allowing access by the public to bighorn sheep
location data. This was described as the need for two-way communication (“bi-directional”) and greater
overall transparency in decision making. Respondents noted the need for education at trailheads and
signage, especially for non-local visitors. Some supporters of closures noted that the best way for
agencies and skiers to work together is for skiers to simply comply with closures. 17 respondents
indicated they did not know how best to work with agencies.
Suggested research questions: Most respondents suggested that additional research focus on humansheep interactions. While most of these suggestions were for studies that focused on the implications of
backcountry skiing on sheep, others suggested studies examining the impacts of avalanche bombs, the
proposed expansion of the Grand Targhee Ski Resort into South Bowl, land-use change at the lower
elevations, and the energetic costs of scenic flights to sheep. Others suggested research questions that
are focused solely on bighorn sheep biology or ecology, including the need for a better understanding of
winter habitat quality, a comparison of north and south winter Teton habitat conditions, more groundtruthed data to complement remote-sensed habitat studies, better methods for determining herd
population, studies of population dynamics, identifying the threshold at which augmentation is needed
to stabilize a population, and treatments for pneumonia in sheep. 29% responded that they did not
know.
Other comments: Responding to a final question requesting “other comments,” many respondents
reiterated comments they had pervious provided. Here, people asked about wolverines, stated their
perspectives on the herd’s decline, suggested that dogs not be allowed in the backcountry, and the need
for closures, but not at the proposed scale. Several were philosophical, espousing their respect and love
for Teton wildlife, and the need for conservation. A few commented on the “selfish” nature of some
skiers. No comments were reported on mountaineering, ice, or rock ascent routes from the survey.
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Quantifiable Responses

Respondents' home zip codes
Teton Region (WY, ID)

67%

Mountain States (CO, MT, UT,
Other WY, Other ID)

25%

Western States (AZ, CA, OR,
WA)

5%

Midwest (IL)

1%

Northeast

2%

International

1%

How many years have you been
backcountry skiing or winter
climbing?
150

47%

100
50

24%
9%

10%

1 to 5

6 to 10

0
10 to 20

greater
than 20
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Are you likely to follow voluntary
bighorn sheep winter closures in the
future?
100
80
60
40
20
0

38%
29%
19%
8%

Extremely
likely

likely

neutral

6%

unlikely Extremely
unlikely

What is the likelihood you will follow
hard (non-voluntary) closures in the
future?
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

48%
28%
16%
3%
Extremely
likely

Likely

Neutral

5%

Unlikely Extremely
unlikely
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Cross tabulated responses on willingness to follow closures
Willingness to follow voluntary closures
Extremely
n
Likely
Home zip code
171
Local (Teton region)
33%
86
Non-local
38%
Days spent in
backcountry of the
Tetons
35
1-5
60%
35
6-10
49%
44
11-20
43%
122
>20
26%
Days spent south of
Leigh Canyon/South
Leigh Creek
62
1-5
47%
22
6-10
36%
31
11-20
23%
59
>20
19%

Likely

Neutral

Unlikely

Extremely
Unlikely

30%
20%

20%
14%

11%
2%

5%
6%

26%
20%
25%
34%

14%
23%
23%
19%

0%
3%
2%
15%

0%
6%
7%
7%

21%
36%
35%
37%

24%
9%
26%
19%

6%
5%
6%
17%

2%
14%
10%
8%

38%
20%
0%
0%

25%
36%
22%
33%

17%
12%
33%
67%

5%
24%
22%
0%

5%
8%
22%
0%

32%
40%

22%
31%

26%
17%

9%
8%

10%
4%

27%
39%

30%
29%

23%
19%

17%
7%

3%
6%

Days spent north of
Leigh Canyon/South
Leigh Creek
1-5
6-10
11-20
>20
Attendance at Bighorn
Working Group
workshops
Attended
Did not attend
Employment guiding
Employed
Not employed

220
25
9
3

68
169
30
207
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Willingness to follow hard (non-mandatory) closures
Extremely
n
Likely
Home zip code
171
Local (Teton region)
42%
86
Non-local
48%
Days spent in backcountry of
the Tetons
36
1-5
64%
35
6-10
54%
44
11-20
55%
122
>20
38%
Days spent south of Leigh
Canyon/South Leigh Creek
1-5
6-10
11-20
>20
Days spent north of Leigh
Canyon/South Leigh Creek
1-5
6-10
11-20
>20
Attendance at Bighorn Working
Group workshops
Attended
Did not attend
Employment guiding
Employed
Not employed

Likely

Neutral

Unlikely

Extremely
Unlikely

30%
17%

17%
9%

5%
0%

5%
3%

22%
23%
20%
34%

8%
14%
18%
17%

0%
6%
0%
5%

3%
0%
5%
7%

62
21
31
59

53%
52%
35%
31%

24%
29%
39%
37%

18%
10%
6%
22%

3%
0%
10%
3%

2%
10%
10%
7%

220
25

48%

24%

13%

2%

3%

28%

40%

8%

12%

12%

9
3

0%
0%

44%
0%

44%
100%

0%
0%

11%
0%

69
187

36%
47%

22%
27%

25%
11%

6%
2%

10%
2%

29
226

31%
46%

28%
26%

31%
12%

0%
4%

10%
4%
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Willingness to document observations of bighorn sheep while in the backcountry
Strongly
Would Not
Might Consider
Consider
Consider
Home zip code
171
Local (Teton region)
56%
35%
8%
86
Non-local
52%
20%
6%
Days spent in backcountry
of the Tetons
36
1-5
64%
25%
6%
35
6-10
51%
37%
11%
44
11-20
64%
30%
7%
122
>20
58%
34%
8%
Days spent south of Leigh
Canyon/South Leigh Creek
62
1-5
63%
34%
3%
22
6-10
55%
32%
14%
31
11-20
58%
35%
6%
59
>20
63%
27%
10%
Days spent north of Leigh
Canyon/South Leigh Creek
220
1-5
55%
29%
6%
25
6-10
52%
32%
16%
9
11-20
56%
33%
11%
3
>20
0%
67%
33%
Attendance at Bighorn
Working Group workshops
70
Attended
67%
21%
9%
187
Did not attend
50%
33%
7%
Employment guiding
30
Employed
60%
27%
13%
227
Not employed
54%
30%
7%
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Qualitative (textbox) responses to questions organized by theme
Please identify winter closure areas (recommended or voluntary this winter) where you have previously
traveled from December 1 to April 30. Also, please note if you have observed bighorn sheep in these
areas.
N=193
Travel with no sheep observed
56%
Mix of comments
26%
Travel with sheep observed
18%
Travel with No Sheep Observed (108, 56%):
“Dartmouth Basin, Avalanche Canyon, Ranger Peak, Teton Canyon - I have never seen sheep in these
areas”
“Tour from South Fork Avalanche Canyon to Veiled Peak pass to Snowdrift Lake to Taminah Lake. No
sheep observed”
“I travel in the south facing terrain in Teton canyon, and have not seen any sheep there. I also travel
in avalanche canyon and on mount Wister, and have not observed any sheep there.”
“I have been on the following areas in the winter: Moose creek, fox creek, Darby, Teton, n fork Teton,
upper Alaska basin, avalanche, static peak. I have never seen sheep in any of these locations.”
“I have never observed bighorn sheep here in the Tetons. I have skied above Webb Canyon on north
facing slopes by Jackson Lake, north and east facing slopes off Pyramid, west facing slopes in Darby
Canyon and Teton Canyon on Table Mountain.”
“I have never observed any bighorn sheep in the avalanche canyon area. Typically ski terrain in this
area between 2-6 times per year.”
“During previous winters I have skied up the Ranger/Doane complex, Cirque lake & N Fork Teton
Canyon. I have not seen any bighorn sheep while skiing.”
“avalanche, static. no sheep”
“Proposed closure in Avalanche Canyon - I have traveled here numerous times, and have never
encountered or seen a sheep. I think that a closure here would be VERY detrimental to professional
guiding as well as recreational users. Proposed closure West of Albright/Wimpy's - Same here, I have
traveled here numerous times, and have never encountered or seen a sheep. I think that a closure
here would be detrimental to professional guiding as well as recreational users. Around Eagle's Rest
Peak - I have only skied here a few times but have never seen sheep.”
“None” – 12 respondents
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“Avy canyon avy basin Never the sheep but been buzzed by research helicopters or the snipers”
“S Facing Darby, S Facing Fox, Avalanche Canyon, N Fork Teton Canyon. Have not observed bighorn
sheep”
“Darby canyon and Teton canyon areas, though not specifically within the closure areas. I have never
seen bighorn sheep on the west slope of the Tetons (not these areas or anywhere on this side).”
“North Fork Teton Canyon, NE of Snowdrift Lake to Dartmouth Basin, Upper Alaska Basin, Avalanche
Canyon, Darby Canyon, Upper Death Canyon Shelf, Rendezvous Peak/Jensen Canyon. Have never
seen bighorn sheep in any of these areas during winter.”
“Rendezvous Peak, Westside Rendezvous Peak, Jensen Canyon- Never observed bighorn sheep”
“I have travelled extensively in the Avalanche Canyon (north and south fork) areas and Ranger Peak /
Eagles Rest areas. I have never seen sheep in either locations.”
“Avalanche canyon - several areas, moose creek, rendezvous peak, proposed static peak area
I have skied and climbed in the Tetons for years. Never seen a big horn sheep in the park.”
“Traveled in/near Avalanche Canyon, North fork, north wall, did not see any evidence of bighorn
sheep or tracks.”
“North Side of avalanche canyon - no sheep
South Teton down to Snow drift lake - no sheep
Previously open lower portions of Static peak - no sheep
Ridge between Olive oil and Hunt closure - no sheep
Mount Wister - No sheep
Grand Teton - no sheep
prospectors mountain - no sheep
Jensen Canyon area - No Sheep
rendevous peak and mountain and west side - No Sheep
Eagle's Rest area (Ranger/Dome) - No Sheep”
“I haven’t skied in any of the sheep areas or seen any sheep while skiing”
“I have not observed big horn sheep in any of those areas.”
“Visited rendezvous peak-mountain, west side rendezvous peak, Jensen canyon, static peak, mt huntprospectors, avalanche canyon Never seen big horn sheep in any zone.”
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“I have traveled in Darby Canyon and the South Facing Slopes in Fox Creek. I have not observed
bighorn sheep in these areas, but I also don't spend much time there.”
“I have skied in the Avalanche Canyon closure area, specifically on the south side of the South Teton,
as well as the Survey Peak and Forellen Peak area. I have not seen sheep in those areas”
“I have skied in Avalanche Canyon between the specified dates and have never observed bighorn
sheep back there.”
“Teton Canyon. I did not see sheep but did see tracks I believe were sheep tracks”
“I have previously backcountry skied in the Avalanche Canyon and North Fork of Teton Canyon areas.
I have never seen bighorn sheep there or anywhere else while skiing”
“Avalanche Canyon, Rendezvous Peak/Canyon. Have not observed sheep in either”
“Avalanche canyon- No sheep seen.”
“Mount Hunt, Static, Avalanche Canyon, Northern Range... have NEVER seen one sheep in any of
them.”
“I’ve spent time in several of the closure areas in the past. Most commonly is the south side of south
Teton/Nez Perce peak/shadow peak. In addition to that area, the Eagles Rest area west of Jackson
lake. Also I’ve spent time on Fossil mountain, south aspects of Darby canyon. I have NEVER seen big
horn sheep in any of my winter travels.”
“Of the proposed closures, I have skied most in Avalanche Canyon. The north side/south facing
routes including, but not limited to: Chinstrap, The Nugget, Amora Vida. I have not had the chance,
but would love the chance to ski 4 Hour Couloir, a seldom skied line between the Nugget and the
Chinstrap, the SE Couloir on the South Teton, North Bowl on Veiled Peak, the East Face of Mt. Wister,
and many others within that closure that hold some of the best winter-access ski mountaineering in
the Tetons. I have never had the privilege of seeing a member of the Teton bighorn sheep herd in any
of my winter or summer travels.”
“Avalanche canyon- No sheep seen.”
“Most of the section of Avalanche Canyon, no sheep ever seen in this area”
“Moose Creek, Rendezvous Peak, West Side Rendezvous Peak, Mount Hunt, Static, Avalanche Cny.
Have only seen tracks in Rendezvous Bowl inside the JHMR permit area but late fall, before resort
opening.”
“I have never witnessed any bighorn sheep in the Tetons.”
“I have never observed bighorn sheep in the Tetons. I have traveled: on Rendezvous mountain
(several aspects), S facing avalanche canyon (S Teton, Nugget, Chinstrap), And blackhole couloir
(eagles rest peak)”
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“Granite, Prospectors, North Fork- no sheep”
“I’ve skied the 25 short area and maverick’s. Never saw big horned sheep.”
“Avalanche Canyon, Static Peak, no sheep sighted”
“Wister, Veiled, Static, South Teton - never seen any sheep”
“Only traveled in Garnet Canyon, and not in 2022. Have not observed Bighorn Sheep”
“I have traveled in Teton Canyon and most of the canyons on the west slope. Most of the closed
areas seem to be south facing, and I haven't skied many of them except Teton Canyon. I have only
seen sheep in the summer, east of Devils Staircase and on Table Mtn.”
“Fox Creek/Upper Death Canyon shelf
Mt Hunt
Rendezvous Peak
No sheep observed”
“I skied the South Bowl off Peaked Peak (in the travel corridor?) south of Grand Targhee Resort at the
end of January 2022 down toward Teton Canyon. We did not see any sheep. I also climbed toward
the edge of the closure on Prospector's in order to ski the Apocalypse Couloir. We did not see any
sheep.”
“four hour couloir on south side of Shadow peak, which I think is in the proposed closure? no sheep
seen.”
“I traveled in Teton canyon, avalanche canyon,death canyon and near the middle Teton. Both high
and low. Those areas have potential closures. Yet I have never seen any wildlife in those areas.”
“Avalanche canyon is the only one and I have never observed sheep there.”
“Rendezvous Peak, Cody Peak, No Name Peak, Pinedale Canyon, No Name Canyon, Jenson Canyon, S
Fork Granite Creek, Pandora's Mountain, Cardiac Ridge, N Fork Granite Creek, Avalanche Canyon. No
sheep observed in any of the above locations.”
“Forellen Peak, Darby Canyon, Fox Creek, Moose Creek, Rendezvous Mountain”
“North Fork Teton Canyon. I did not see sheep.”
“North Fork Teton Canyon. I've never seen signs of sheep”
“Grand targhee backcountry. Have traveled extensively here and have never seen sheep. I feel the
entire public involvement process was clouded by covid and only carried out in Jackson. Now
targhee/Teton canyon backcountry is the sacrificial land so people can still ski the park. I’ve also
skied a lot in avalanche canyon and not seen sign.”
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“Of the closures/proposed closures I've most frequently visited terrain around the South Teton,
Mount Wister, Prospectors and Rendesvous peak. I spend the falls hunting and am generally
observant of game tracks and I've never observed sign of bighorn sheep in these areas.”
“Rendezvous Peak area/St. Patty's, Martini chutes, Pt. 10,018 up S. Fk. Darby, Olive Oil near Mt.
Hunt, Static Peak, skied around Mt. Wister, N. Fk. Teton near Eastern route shown, Maidenform
Peak. Never seen bighorns in the Tetons in the winter.”
“I have travelled mostly in the NF Teton Canyon closure area. I have back country skied in that area
extensively over the past 10-12 years and have never seen a sheep or sheep sign, although I only
travel there in the winter. It is prime ski terrain and adjacent to a ski resort so I think it will be
difficult to keep people out. The sheep people say it will be prime sheep viewing from Teton Canyon
bottom but that is unrealistic. I’ve also travelled over hurricane pass/avalanche canyon multiple
times in the winter time. That area is one of the only safe areas to traverse in the winter and that is a
huge closure. I’ve also travelled through the Darby and Battleship closures and also never seen a
sheep. I guess I’ve also travelled in the Moose Creek closure. Again, no sheep.”
“Pyramid - South slopes and north into Jensen Canyon: I have skied from the top of the Pyramid
many, many times and have never observed a bighorn sheep on the Pyramid proper. I have observed
a bighorn sheep one time below the Martini Chutes on Rendezvous Peak when the snow was
supportive.”
“The pyramid, triple cliffs into Jensen, V-notch, Mayan apocalypse, veiled peak, East buttress of
Wister, Taminah lake, 4hour on Shadow peak, ski summit of shadow peak, north shot to Sliver off of
Shadow, north side of avalanche canyon, lower saddle, west side of grand, eagle’s rest peak. South
Teton and Avalanche Canyon: I've never observed sheep.”
“Upper death canyon- no sheep”
“North Fork Teton Canyon, Teton Canyon, Forellen Peak, Owl/Elk/Red Mtn, Avalanche Canyon. Have
not observed bighorn sheep in these areas.”
“North Fork Teton Creek - never have seen sheep in winter for 47 years.
Mt. Wister to Hurricane Divide Area - never have seen sheep in winter
Moose Creek never have seen sheep”
“Rendezvous Peak/Mtn, Did see Bighorn tracks this April, 2022. Mt Hunt Prospectors, Avalanche
Canyon, Static Peak. In the past I have seen sheep or sheep sign in all these areas.
“north fork Teton canyon and rendezvous peak/jensen canyon, avalanche canyon and no bighorn
sheep observed”
“Avalanche canyon - no sheep
Static peak to pk 11094 - no sheep”
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“Rendezvous peak - did not see animals or skiers on my tours
Fox creek - did not see animals or skiers on my tours
Darby canyon - did not see animals or skiers on my tours”
“All – none”
“Avalanche canyon - no big horn”
“N. Fork Teton Canyon. No sheep seen.”
“Albright to Static Pk. Saw no sheep.”
“Rendezvous mountain to rendezvous peak/jensen, avalanche canyon, Mt wister, and Teton canyon.
I have never seen sheep in any of these areas.”
“Jensen Canyon area. Have never seen big horn sheep in this area in 15 years.”
“I have traveled in the avalanche canyon closure. I have not seen any bighorn sheep.”
“Have never seen sheep in the tetons near albrights bucks 25 short maverick”
“I've skied 25 short and Maverik the last two years. These do not appear to be in the winter closer
areas. I've never seen Big Horn Sheep in these areas.”
“I have been off the back of Rendezvous peak/mtn and west towards Housetop quite a few times in
the last 35 years and have never seen a bighorn sheep during my travels.”
“Ranger/Doane Complex - no sheep
Red Mountain - Forellen Peak - no sheep
Cirque Lake Basin - no sheep
North Fork Teton Canyon - no sheep
Mount Hunt and Prospectors - no sheep”
“Mt Hunt
Open Canyon
Timberline Lake
Static Peak Draw
Stewart Draw
We traveled to some of these areas years ago, but have not been lately.
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I can't see the map clearly enough to tell if our ski routes are actually in the closure areas. We have
never observed sheep in any of these areas. We were usually in the areas in late January or early
February”
“I, and many of my friends have skied in the purple area, north fork Teton canyon, off Grand Targhee
Resort for years. I have never seen a sheep.”
“Teton canyon and the north fork of Teton canyon, no sheep observed”
“Forellen Peak - observed tracks and scat
Red Mountain
North Fork Teton Canyon -- I ski here regularly and have never seen any sign of sheep
NE Snowdrift
Avalanche Canyon
Darby Canyon - frequently ski here and have never seen sign of sheep”
“I skied Wimpy’s and Mavericks this past winter and did not observe any bighorn sheep.”
“I worked at Jackson Hole Mountain Resort as a backcountry guide. The entire guide staff did not
encounter any sheep all season. We worked to stay out of the voluntary closure, but were close to
these areas and never witnessed a sheep or sheep track all season.”
“25 Short/Maverick areas Shadow Peak Avalanche Canyon (South Fork) 10,686 East face of Open
Canyon No sheep”
“N. Fork Teton Canyon. No sheep seen.”
“Albright to Static Pk. Saw no sheep.”
“Static Draw Stewart Draw Static Peak North Fork Avalanche Canyon South Fork Avalanche Canyon I
have NEVER seen a bighorn sheep in the Tetons between December 1st and April 30th.”
“I have not seen any bighorn sheep. It seems extremely rare.”
“I have traveled in the Rendezvous Peak/Jensen Canyon and Westside Rendezvous Peak areas, but
not this winter and I don't recall seeing any bighorn sheep the last time I was there.”
“Avalanche Canyon, Static peak to peak 11094, NE of Snowdrift to Dartmouth Basin, N Fork Teton
Canyon. No sheep observed anywhere within sight of the natural skiers route of travel in these zones
(aka favoring deep snow and avoiding windblown and rocky terrain)”
“I have traveled in or near many of the recommended and voluntary closures and have never seen a
bighorn sheep during this timeframe. These areas include: Rendezvous Peak/Jensen Canyon,
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Rendezvous Peak/Rendezvous Mountain, Mount Hunt/Prospectors, Static Peak, Mt Wister,
Avalanche Canyon, Eagles Rest Peak.”
“North Fork of Teton Canyon, access from Grand Targhee Ski Area, skied this area 1 - 2 times per
year for 20+ years, never seen bighorn sheep.”
“None. And I have not observed bighorn sheep while backcountry skiing the Tetons.”
“NE snowdrift lake to Dartmouth canyon. Avalanche canyon. Upper Alaska basin. Static peak to
11094. Darby Canyon. South facing slopes in rock creek. Moose creek. I have never seen bighorn
sheep during the winter in these locations.”
“I have traveled twice over the Wister-Veiled divide (up S Fork Avalanche, down N Fork Avalanche). I
have not witnessed bighorn sheep on this route in the dozen or so times that I've traveled it over the
years. This is a fairly well-used route - I'm surprised at it's exclusion while other, less popular ones
(such as Snowdrift to Dartmouth basin) are included.”
“I have traveled numerous times in the marked areas near or including: - Avalanche canyon (wister,
snowdrift, taminah…i’ve toured and skied all around that area) - Static peak and buck mt I have
***never*** seen bighorn sheep in over 30 trips to the above areas in the time period specified.”
“I'm still new to the area and haven't traveled in any closure areas. I have been close to the Jensen
canyon closure area once for backcountry skiing, and I did not see sheep.”
“I have traveled in the closure areas around static peak, avalanche canyon, just north of avalanche
canyon and have never seen any sheep.”
“Albright to Static Pk. Saw no sheep.”
“Forellen, avalanche canyon, everything around rendezvous. And static and hunt because I think
those closures used to lift either April 1 or 15. Seen 0sheep”
“West side of Rendezvous peak/mtn... skied numerous times, and we have not seen sheep.
Static Peak on April 1 (a few years ago). We did not see sheep.
Shadow Peak skied several times during winter... we have not seen sheep. South facing slopes above
the south fork of Avalanche Canyon, skied a couple of times... did not see sheep.”
“Moose Creek and Berry Creek areas, skied a couple of times... did not see sheep. Albright Peak,
skied multiple times. Saw sheep tracks and scat once.”

Mix of Comments (51, 26%):
“1. The south side of Mount Wister, particularly to access the north side of the mountain for skiing.
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2. Numerous areas in the south side of Avalanche Canyon: Shadow Peak, 4 hr couloir, chinstrap
couloir, sneaker couloir, Matternot col, South Teton via many routes.
3. Eagle's Rest Mountain via the N side from Waterfall Canyon, couloirs on the south side of the
mountain, and the Black Hole Couloir on the NE aspect.
4. Ranger Peak via the east ridge.
5. Peak 10,686' and Peak 8,320'.
6. The Mayan Apocalypse on the N side of Prospector Mtn accessed via the ridge above Rimrock
lake.”
“I generally am not on the steeper and higher slopes.”
“Teton Canyon”
“wasn't around this winter, so I didn't observe anything this year.”
“Prospector/MT hunt, static peak, Avalanche canyon,”
“Avalanche canyon. Static”
“Most of them but specifically, Waterfall Canyon. Exploring Ranger and Mount Doane is one of my
most memorable winter wilderness experiences.”
“I have traveled in the recommended areas of Avalanche Canyon.”
“Darby creek, fox creek, Teton canyon, glacier peak, fossil mt, table mt.”
“Avalanche canyon. Ranger peak area. Static draw. South fork of garnet. North fork of garnet”
“All of them. Traversing covers ground”
“Please don't close more areas to humans. We are very quiet vs airplanes, helicopters, snow mobiles
etc... Once these areas are closed it is unlikely you will open them back up to us. The ski resort is loud
and intrusive vs. quiet skinning. Thank you”
“All south facing terrain in Avalanche canyon is extremely important ski terrain. Don’t close it, no one
will respect such a closure.”
“I haven't skied in those zones”
“no closure area travel”
“I did not ski in these areas.”
“Northern Tetons, south facing avalanche canyon”
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“All of them”
“Over the years I have traveled in all of them during the winter.”
“I have not traveled in winter closure areas”
“I don't wish to share my travels other than I have not been in currently closed terrain but do travel
in areas that are being considered for closure. It's great skiing and I have had not any times where
I'm causing harm and stress to the sheep. I will note for this group that the day the helicopter flew to
shoot the goats this winter, I was touring and it seemed ironic that we're worried about a few skiers
in terrain meanwhile a helicopter with weaponry is killing goats - I would think that bighorn's stress
level was at a maximum that day and if this continues (likely will since those mountain goats travel
up from the snake river range), they will continue to be stressed from these events.”
“No current travel in the Closure zones”
“Teton Canyon Moose creek”
“I am opposed to all wildlife closures.”
“Teton Canyon, North Fork Teton Canyon, Fox Creek South Facing”
“Teton Canyon, Darby Canyon, Avalanche Canyon, Fossil Peak, Moose Creek, Ranger, Static Peak,
Death Canyon etc. Most areas besides far north of Ranger Peak.”
“north fork Teton canyon Teton canyon avalanche canyon prospectors darby canyon”
“North Fork Teton Canyon NE of Snowdrift Lake to Dartmouth Basin Avalanche Canyon Static Peak to
Peak 11094 Upper Death Canyon Shelf Darby Canyon Mt Hunt & Prospectors Mtn Rendezvous Peak Rendezvous Mountain Teton Canyon”
“All closed areas”
“Wister to veiled Area below static and buck Area around Albright Ranger to Doanne- ridge line from
top of ranger to 10333”
“N Fork Teton canyon, Alaska Basin, avalanche canyon”
“Mt. Hunt”
“Ranger/Doane Complex & Waterfalls Canyon Avalanche Canyon - a few lines of the south aspect,
east aspect of shadow, etc Buck area Teton Canyon”
“n/a”
“North Fork of Teton Canyon; Alaska Basin, Avalanche Canyon; Static Peak area, Prospectors area”
“n/a”
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“My Hunt , Open Canyon environs.”
“rendevous mtn/rendevous peak area targhee woods area”
“Ranger Peak, Colter Canyon, Waterfalls Canyon, South Side of Mt Wister”
“I have traveled in most northern areas”
“Prospectors mountain”
“North fork Teton Canyon”
“Rendezvous peak.”
“Teton Canyon”
“Teton Canyon”
“N. Fork Teton Canyon”
“I was not in any of these areas this past winter”
“Avalanche canyon”
“Avalanche Canyon, Static Peak, Prospectors, Jensen”
“Fossil Peak and the ridge that goes north from Fossil. Skied W facing Darby Canyon South facing.
Teton Canyon S facing Hurricane Pass to Avalanche Canyon North fork Teton creek Wigwams Ranger
Peak area N facing”
“Avalanche canyon, Rendezvous Peak - Rendezvous Mountain Jensen Canyon Eagles Rest”

Travel with Sheep Observed (34, 18%):
“I have traveled in many of the proposed/ recommended closure areas. Rarely do I see sheep in these
areas. When I do see sheep in these areas, they are confined to windswept/ rocky areas that I do not
travel (no good skiing in these areas). I encounter sheep a lot in other areas (i.e. Togwotee Pass and
Absarokas). My observation is my presence often causes sheep to move if I am within 50-100 yards.
But these movements are a matter of maybe 50 yards from open forage areas to more protected
sheltered cliff areas. Their movement, in my opinion, is not stressful to the sheep (they usually seem
to slowly saunter/ walk away).”
“Avalanche canyon, upper AK basin, static peak, n fork of Teton canyon, death canyon shelf, N
should of prospectors (mayan apocalypse couloir), backside of Rendezvous+Cody Peak, Jensen
Canyon, Eagles Rest peak. I have only ever seen evidence of bighorn sheep in Death Canyon at the
base of the Mayan Apocalypse/Birth Canal couloirs.”
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“I have traveled in almost all recommended or voluntary closure area for the last 16 years. In all
those years, I have seen two sheep - one sighing in avalanche canyon, the other on the shores of
Phelps Lake (the animal was dying - it was confirmed it had sustained internal injuries from a fall)”
“I have observed bighorn sheep on Cody peak just south of the jackson hole mountain resort.”
“Moose Creek, Fox Creek, Darby Creek, Teton Creek, Leigh creek
I have seen 2 bighorn sheep rams in the Fox Creek quarry at the upper most pond about 10 years
ago, this was in late April/early may when”
All
Yes, sheep and goats
“I've skied all the major peaks, so in the last 15 years, I've skied in every one of the new closures, and
yes, I've seen sheep in a lot of them, and the sheep never seemed to mind.”
“In the Rendezvous Peak/Jensen Canyon area I have skied off the North side of the Pyramid multiple
times. I have also skied off the North side of Rendezvous Peak skiing St. Patty's Couloir. In the
Rendezvous Mountain area, I have skied off the West side of Cody Peak. In the Avalanche Canyon
area, I have skied couloirs on the South sides of Mt. Wister, Shadow Peak, and Cloudveil Dome. The
only Teton big horn sheep I have seen in winter travels was a lone ram directly off the back side of
the JHMR Aerial Tram. We exited Gate 1 to ski Targhee Woods and saw the ram hanging out close to
the summit, within 150 yards of the top of the Tram and 100's of people moving every 10 minutes.
He looked at us and continued to graze on small grasses staying where he was.”
“Open Canyon, Prospectors' Peak, Coyote Lake. Yes, I've observed bighorn sheep.”
“Rendezvous peak, jensen canyon, darby canyon, upper death canyon shelf, fossil mtn, Teton canyon.
Ive seen bighorn ewes and lambs on Fossil, but it was later in the spring / summer after April 30.
Sometimes Im probably too tired or focused on other stuff to notice bighorns, to be honest.”
“Forellen Peak, Ranger/Doane complex, North Fork Teton Canyon, NE of Snowdrift Lake to
Dartmouth Basin, Static Peak, Mt. Hunt & Prospectors Mtn., Rendezcous Peak -Rendezvous Mtn. I
have seen sheep in these areas over the years in all but the Ranger/Doane complex.”
“Haven’t travelled in those areas on skis recently but flew those areas as a sheep spotter for State
and Federal wildlife winter surveys. We found sheep isolated on the tops of peaks in brutal winter
conditions. In high snow years sheep were unable to go lower in some cases.”
“I have travelled in nearly all of the winter closures except for the south facing terrain in Fox Creek,
Cirque Lake area, Camp Lake area, Red Mountain area, and Forellen Peak. I have seen bighorn sheep
in the Tetons but never in any of the proposed closures.”
“Moose Creek, Rendezvous West Side/ Jensen. Sheep sighted near Rendezvous Peak 15 yrs ago”
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“South facing gullies into Moose Creek - no sheep observed Avalanche Canyon - no sheep observed
North fork Teton Canyon & Teton Canyon - no sheep observed Owl/Elk/Red Mountain area - sheep
observed”
“Fossil mountain 2 times
Moose lake area
The wigwams (north fork of north Teton creek)
Saw no sheep in the above places
Survey peak saw sheep on that one”
“N. Fork Teton Canyon, Darby Canyon, Fossil Man, Prospectors & Open Canyon, Jensen Canyon &
Rendezvous Peak, Avalanche Canyon to Mt. Wister, traverse from Alaska Basin to Death Canyon. I
have only seen bighorn sheep on Rendezvous Peak during these winter/spring travels.”
“I traveled in the following areas- West ridge of static below existing closure, saddle of static peak
down into Alaska Basins, Veiled peak loop from south to north fork of Avalanche Canyon, Middle
Teton to Iceflow/ snowdrift lake loop, Cleaver Peak (last year), Eagle's rest, and Ranger Peak. I did
not see any sheep in these Areas. I also went to prospectors mountain and skied Mayan Apocalypse
and saw 2 goats. I skied by Rendezvous peak and the Gothics this year and saw 1 sheep.”
“North side of avalanche canyon - have not seen sheep
North side of eagle's rest/waterfalls canyon - have not seen sheep
Bowl/ridgeline between Albright and Static peaks - have not seen sheep, but saw tracks along the
ridge”
““Static outside of the timing above, yes sheep.
West Enclosure- No sheep during months above.
Avalanche Canyon- No sheep
Moose Creek/Owl, No sheep
Rendevous Peak and Mountain, No sheep
Moose Creek, No Sheep”

“N. Fork Teton Creek, Static Peak, Snowdrift Lake, Prospector Mtn, Rendezvous Peak. Only recall
Sheep on Table Mountain, and that was maybe 30 years ago.”
“I have skied 5 times into No. Fork of Teton Canyon from Grand Targhee. I was unaware that it was a
recommended closure under consideration. There was no signage. I have not seen any sheep in this
area. I have skied in this area twenty times in last several years. I am a wildlife photographer and am
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experienced in seeing wildlife. I feel that there should be a history of winter sightings before this
becomes an area closed to skiing. Would adaptive management be a good plan such that if there are
bighorns sighted and posted to someplace on the web, then folks could stay out of the area for a
recommended period of time.”
“In the "Rendezvous Peak/Jensen Canyon" area I have skied off the North side of the Pyramid
multiple times. I have also skied off the North side of Rendezvous Peak skiing St. Patty's Couloir. In
the "Rendezvous Mountain" area, I have skied off the West side of Cody Peak. In the "Avalanche
Canyon" area, I have skied couloirs on the South sides of Mt. Wister, Shadow Peak, and Cloudveil
Dome. The only Teton big horn sheep I have seen in winter travels was a lone ram directly off the
back side of the JHMR Aerial Tram. We exited Gate 1 to ski Targhee Woods and saw the ram hanging
out close to the summit, within 150 yards of the top of the Tram and 100's of people moving every 10
minutes. He looked at us and continued to graze on small grasses staying where he was.”
“Avalanche Canyon, Sheep observed in north fork.”
“Teton canyon off backside of Targhee. I have seen bighorns in the spring on south facing slopes only
3 miles or so from the parking lot. Heard there are salt licks there?”
“Survey Peak Forellen Peak (yes, sheep sign noted) Ranger-Doane Complex (yes, sheep observed)
Snow Drift-Dartmouth Avalanche Canyon Static to 11094 Hunt-Prospectors Rendezvous-Jensen Cyn.”
“In winter, I have traveled: Forellen Peak, Owl Peak (saw small group of sheep), Red Mountain,
Mount Robie, Ranger Peak, 10,731, 10,333 (have seen sheep on summit), Doane Peak,
Anniversary/EaglesRest, Snowshoe north fork, Talus Lake, RollingThunder, 10,900? (head of Webb),
Glacier Peak, Blackwelder Peak, Crocodile Crag, Cleaver, Maidenform, 10,952 (east of Cirque Lake),
Teton Canyon north fork, 10,852, Wigwams, 10,650, Fossil/Bannon/JedSmith/Mount Meek, The
Wedge, Darby Canyon north fork, Fox Creek north ramp to 10,336, Veiled/Wister, Snowdrift Lake,
Static Peak (saw two sheep near summit...before closure was instituted), Grand Teton west face,
Dartmouth Basin, Middle Teton, South Teton (saw sheep on southwest slopes), Prospectors (saw
sheep on summit plateau), 11,094, The Wall, west side of Albright, Mount Hunt (saw sheep up there
several times-before closure), all peaks above Coyote Lake, Indian Lake and rim above, Mount Wow
and 10,406 at head of MooseGame and all peaks north of there to Housetop, all over Rendezvous
Mountain/Jensen/Phillips (have seen sheep near summit of Rendezvous and on NoName Peak and
on Cody Peak)”
“South facing into Moose Creek (southern Tetons)
Jensen Canyon
Rendezvous Peak/JHMR sidecountry
South Bowl from Grand Targhee Resort into Teton Canyon
Death Canyon Shelf
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Have never seen a big horn sheep in the winter but but did see one in the summer months by Marion
Lake area. Have also seen sheep in the summer traveling from Granite Basin over Lake Solitude (this
was almost 20 years ago for both viewings)”
“We often ski the ridge line between the top of the tram and Teton Pass and several of the shots
along the way particularly off of Rendezvous Peak. I have seen bighorn sheep tracks on Rendezvous
Peak going from the eastern ridge line and skirting around the summit cliff to the southwest.”
“North Fork of Teton Canyon
I have seen one bighorn sheep in the area in 30 years in the winter”
“Quite a bit in the Avalanche Canyon and Garnet Canyon. Ranger peak. It's kind of shocking to me
how much you want to close. Yes, I saw some sheep. They didn't seem to care.”

Comments referencing specific locations
Number of comments by area; n=264
Avalanche Canyon

20%

North Fork of Teton Canyon

13%

Rendezvous Peak

10%

Teton Canyon

8%

Static Peak
Darby Canyon
Prospectors
Ranger/Doane

7%
5%
5%
5%
4%

Jensen
Mt Wister
North Grand Teton Park

3%
3%

Side Country/JHMR

3%

Albright

2%
2%
2%

Fox Creek
Moose Creek
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North Grand Teton Park
Death Canyon

2%
2%

Forellen/Survey/Red Mountain

2%

Dartmouth Basin

2%

Maverick/25 Short

2%

Mt Whiskey
South/Middle Teton

<1%
<1%

Avalanche Canyon (54, 20%)
“I have never seen sheep in these areas”
“Have not observed any sheep there”
“I have never seen sheep at any of these locations”
“Proposed closure in Avalanche Canyon - I have traveled here numerous times, and have never
encountered or seen a sheep. I think that a closure here would be VERY detrimental to professional
guiding as well as recreational users.”
“Proposed closure in Avalanche Canyon - This is the big one for the ski community! I have skied here
extensively and have never seen sheep, or any sign of sheep, over the past 5 years. There are a number of
classic ski descents that would be affected by your closure (Amora Vida and SE on South Teton and the
Nugget, Chinstrap, and 4-hour couloirs). These are AMAZING ski descents. Amora Vida is one of the best
ski descent in the Park (and the country). Chinstrap is the best intro to ski mountaineering line we have in
the Tetons, hands down. I struggle with this particular closure, as I want to find common ground on this
issue, but find it hard to believe that these slopes are (or would be) inhabited by the sheep.”
“I have traveled in almost all recommended or voluntary closure area for the last 16 years. In all those
years, I have seen two sheep - one sighing in avalanche canyon, the other on the shores of Phelps Lake
(the animal was dying - it was confirmed it had sustained internal injuries from a fall)”
“Loosing avalanche canyon would be devastating for bc skiers and riders, but otherwise most of the
proposed closures are rarely visited in the winter.”
“Closing any aspect of Mt. Wister, or the more eastern regions of avalanche canyon seems unnecessary.
Creating more contiguous sections of closure rather than large swaths of unconnected areas seems like it
would be more efficient and less intrusive on recreation (e.g. enlarging existing closures in areas where
recreation is less prevalent)”
“The most negatively impactful closures to skiers are the new ones in Avalanche canyon, prospectors,
static, wister and in the sidecounrty at the ski resort.”
“I could speak to zones I hope to visit and have not got the chance, but mainly, I'd like to reiterate the
importance that Avalanche Canyon holds to Teton skiers. Please reconsider sweeping closures within
Avalanche Canyon.”
“All south facing terrain in Avalanche canyon is extremely important ski terrain. Don’t close it, no one will
respect such a closure.”
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“There is a lot of high value ski terrain on: Rendezvous mountain, S face of avalanche canyon, Eagles rest
and Ranger peaks. Also west face of the Grand Teton is home to some classic test piece winter climbs.
For these reasons I do not think these areas should be considered for closure. I also think that more lower
elevation closures are necessary to allow to the herd to migrate and mix with other herds.”
“In all the skiing we have done in these areas we have seen 1 or 2 bighorn once!”
“I've never encountered sheep using the exit route in Avalanche Canyon or while skiing the world-class
runs off of the South Teton and Shadow Peak. Losing access to these runs until May would be really sad.”
“I think that the avalanche canyon closure is closing too much. I think that if it is high value to the
bighorn sheep, then there should be some sort of coexistence, not completely restricting human access.”
“Could be accomodated in the closure area by including a travel route over the following divides
1. Lower Saddle-Darthmouth Basin
1. North Fork Avalanche-South fork Avalnche via col West of Veiled Pk
1. Static/Stewarts to No wood Basin via high col above Timberline Lk (just south of the south buttress of
Buck
1. Static Draw to Death via No Wood Basin using col between Static and Albright Peaks”
“As noted above, the South - North loop of Avalanche Canyons is a major recreational route. While I have
never seen any sheep on this route, I do have any data to state that they don't occupy some of this
terrain.”
“Any restrictions are a balancing act and it seems closing the proposed Avalanche Canyon section
balances too much on providing range for the sheep and not enough on providing Winter access”
“Abandonment of habitat is specifically disproven in Avalanche canyon, where skiers travel commonly
during safe and favorable weather and snowpack conditions, and Sheep coexist without any measurable
impact. Closures in this area will almost certainly cost the trust and support of the backcountry ski
community, and the subsequent polarization will likely lead to an adversarial relationship between the
NPS and skiers, causing all efforts on behalf of these animals to be lost. Furthermore, closing citizens
access to public land based on an imaginative theory without any causality or even correlation is a
dangerous precedent for the National Park Service to set, and goes directly against the organizations
mission statement. Closing this would be a devastation to the cultural resources of GTNP.”
“I'd like if the north side of Avalanche Canyon (South Teton to Cloudveil to Shadow) were kept open, or at
least closed for less of the winter”
“I support most current and recommended closures. I do believe the ski descents into Avalanche Canyon
from the south side of the South Teton are classic and should remain open.”
“Would want to further examine the Avalanche canyon area.”
“Avalanche Canyon- No sheep”
“Proposed closure in Avalanche Canyon - I have traveled here numerous times, and have never
encountered or seen a sheep. I think that a closure here would be VERY detrimental to professional
guiding as well as recreational users.”
“Avalanche. No sheep”
“Have never seen bighorn sheep in any of these areas during winter.”
“I have travelled extensively in the Avalanche Canyon (north and south fork) areas and Ranger Peak /
Eagles Rest areas. I have never seen sheep in either locations.”
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“South facing slopes above the south fork of Avalanche Canyon, skied a couple of times... did not see
sheep.”
“In all those years, I have seen two sheep - one sighing in avalanche canyon, the other on the shores of
Phelps Lake (the animal was dying - it was confirmed it had sustained internal injuries from a fall)”
“I have traveled in or near many of the recommended and voluntary closures and have never seen a
bighorn sheep during this timeframe.”
“Traveled in/near Avalanche Canyon, North fork, north wall, did not see any evidence of bighorn sheep or
tracks.”
“North Side of avalanche canyon - no sheep”
“Mount Hunt, Static, Avalanche Canyon, Northern Range... have NEVER seen one sheep in any of them.”
“Of the proposed closures, I have skied most in Avalanche Canyon. The north side/south facing routes
including, but not limited to: Chinstrap, The Nugget, Amora Vida. I have not had the chance, but would
love the chance to ski 4 Hour Couloir, a seldom skied line between the Nugget and the Chinstrap, the SE
Couloir on the South Teton, North Bowl on Veiled Peak, the East Face of Mt. Wister, and many others
within that closure that hold some of the best winter-access ski mountaineering in the Tetons. I have
never had the privilege of seeing a member of the Teton bighorn sheep herd in any of my winter or
summer travels.”
“Avalanche canyon- No sheep seen.”
“Avalanche Canyon, Static Peak, no sheep sighted”
“Avalanche canyon is the only one and I have never observed sheep there.”
“I traveled in Teton canyon, avalanche canyon, death canyon and near the middle Teton. Both high and
low. Those areas have potential closures. Yet I have never seen any wildlife in those areas.”
“I’ve also travelled over hurricane pass/avalanche canyon multiple times in the winter time. That area is
one of the only safe areas to traverse in the winter and that is a huge closure.”
“South Teton and Avalanche Canyon: I've never observed sheep.”
“Avalanche canyon and no bighorn sheep observed”
“Avalanche canyon – no sheep”
“Avalanche canyon - no big horn”
“I have traveled in the avalanche canyon closure. I have not seen any bighorn sheep.”
“North side of avalanche canyon - have not seen sheep”
“Have traveled twice over the Wister-Veiled divide (up S Fork Avalanche, down N Fork Avalanche). I have
not witnessed bighorn sheep on this route in the dozen or so times that I've traveled it over the years.”
“Most of the section of Avalanche Canyon, no sheep ever seen in this area”
“I have ***never*** seen bighorn sheep in over 30 trips to the above areas in the time period specified.”
“Avalanche Canyon, Rendezvous Peak/Canyon. Have not observed sheep in either”
“Avy canyon avy basin. Never the sheep but been buzzed by research helicopters or the snipers”
“Avalanche Canyon - no sheep observed”
“I have never observed any bighorn sheep in the avalanche canyon area. Typically ski terrain in this area
between 2-6 times per year.”
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“I have previously backcountry skied in the Avalanche Canyon and North Fork of Teton Canyon areas. I
have never seen bighorn sheep there or anywhere else while skiing.”
“I’ve also skied a lot in avalanche canyon and not seen sign.”

North Fork Teton Canyon (34, 13%)
“Feel that north fork of Teton canyon should not be a recommended winter closure area unless there is a
history of winter bighorn sightings there.”
“I support 100% of the recommended closures, including what is recommended by the Teton Bighorn
Sheep Working Group in the North Fork of Teton Canyon. In my opinion, the best option is to close that
area to ALL BC use in order to protect the identified critical habitat for the sheep. This is a small sacrifice
for the BC skier community who have literally thousands of acres of public land available in this region
for them to enjoy their BC activities.”
“N. Fork of Teton canyon sees very little ski traffic compared to much of the other zones. It is one of the
only access points from the Idaho-side for backcountry adventures into the park. The Teton Canyon Yurt
provides a great base camp for trips into this area. I have ventured into this zone a few times a week all
winter, and never felt like my presence was a disturbance or even saw animal tracks beyond small
varmin and Moose. It’s a reach to close this area as well. No backcountry users in this area cause
disturbance, but venture back to avoid the crowds and becoming closer with nature.”
“Closures in Teton canyon & north fork of Teton canyon as well as near rendezvous peak do not make
sense given the proximity to grand targhee resort and JHMR respectively and the high number of human
users and the existing human impact that may already deter sheep from visiting the area (explosives,
snowmobiles, snowcats, etc)”
“Eliminate North Teton Creek closure area because it seems fragmented from any sheep that I have ever
observed in either summer or winter. I have seen goats in this area during the summer. Modify the
Moose Creek closure to only include the area north of Moose Creek Meadows on East facing slopes.
Eliminate Moose Creek south facing slopes below Moose Creek Meadows.”
“Again I think the NF Teton Canyon closure is the most unnecessary. It is adjacent to a ski resort, there
are no sheep ive ever seen there and it will be impossible to keep people out of.”
“North Teton Creek area seems to be ridiculous since never have seen sheep and prime area to access
from Gate at Grand Targhee Resort. The available routes shown would be very hard to interpret.
Eliminates prime backcountry access at high elevation.”
“For example, I will continue to travel in most of your proposed shaded/closed area in Teton Canyon
because most of that terrain is too snowy/ deep for winter sheep habitat. I will avoid areas in the
Wigwams/ north fork Teton Canyon (not shaded/ closed in your map) if I encounter sheep.”
“I believe that this body needs to review and add many more routes for recreational travel off Grand
Targhee Resort. A new lift will be installed next year which will drop people off at the north fork Teton
boarder. Knowing that terrain and how many people already ski the north fork of the Teton area, it is
unrealistic to think people will not be skiing that no matter if it is winter closure or not. Next year and the
potential of 1000's of skiers having lift access to that area will create a huge problem if it is not open or
has many more routes through it. Please rethink your original plan. Closing this area would be like
closing the rock springs area off Jackson resort, which is similar habitat. I can't help but notice that was
not suggested. Yet in some of the proposed closures, for example Darby, NE Snowdrift, Cirque Lake,
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Ranger/Doane, back country use is limited yet the sheep are not using these area regularly. If this is the
case then perhaps there are other reasons that the sheep find these areas unsuitable. Some of the
closures where the sheep are not currently using the areas appear to be aspirational meaning that there
is hope that the sheep might find there way to this habit. If it is good habitat why aren't the sheep using
it already?”
“I ski elsewhere in the Teton range as well, but will focus comments on the North Fork of Teton Canyon
closure as that is where much of my backcountry skiing is focused. The area is adjacent to Grand Targhee
Resor and is quality backcountry terrain that has been accessible from the resort for at least 30 years. A
little effort is required to get to it currently and to get back from it so the number small at the moment.
That is going to change with the Peaked lift going in this summer. This new lift (which has been approved
for 20ish years) will give many many more people access into the terrain and an easy way out. Whatever
the configurations of backcountry gates or even closures are will not keep people from going into this
area. It will be exactly like a Rock Springs situation. When Rock Springs was closed, people still went.
Gates went in and more people went. This Rock Springs scenario is the simplest comparison to what will
happen when the Peaked lift goes in. It seems as if the Rock Springs drainage would meet the
requirements for a sheep closure as well if it weren’t for the skier history and demand. He skier numbers
won’t be as high at Targhee as at the Village, but there will be a drastic increase in backcountry use in
that zone. They will not need to go all the way to the canyon bottom as there will be a simple traverse
back to the lift. A closure in that area will present a bunch of challenges; Who will police the closure (I
repeat... You will not be able to keep people out of there!)? If someone gets injured or avalanched in the
area, will they call for help knowing they could get fined after the event? Will the rescuers (Targhee Ski
Patrol and TCWYSar) be able to be in the area so they can be preapred to rescue people. The responsible
thing for the resort to do is provide a Guide Service (with arrangements with current permitted outfits)
for that area (similar to JHMR). Will they be able to guide in that area? Other thoughts: The two straight
line permitted ways through on your map makes no sense at all. Where did those come from? Are you
supposed to ski exactly in those lines? The comment that people can watch sheep from the canyon in
that area is BS. The view is obscured and a long way away. I’ve spent a lot of time in there over the years
and say one sheep in mid April about 7 years ago. Saw goats until they were shot. I do not think a lift
should ever be dropped into Teton Canyon as proposed in the new master plan, but that terrain will be
used by backcountry skiers. And it should be. I am all fo sensible sheep closures and much of your
proposal make a lot of sense. This area however, even if the studies may show that it is prime sheep
habitat, is just too close to a ski area that will be putting lots of folks directly above that closure.”
“The North Fork Teton Canyon area will likely become much more trafficked with the new lift at Grand
Targhee. Even with a closure the access is going to become much easier. I would either not recommend
this closure or include many more routes through this area that correspond with the many historic ski
routes. I am concerned that if a closure is in place if anyone gets hurt while skiing in that area they will
be less likely to contact Targhee Patrol, or TCSAR for fear of getting a fine.”
“Grand Targhee Ski patrol violated the voluntary closure of South Bowl. They tow up to the top of
Peaked, ski south bowl then traverse back in GTR above the Apostle Chutes. the travel route the sheep
folks gave us is down Noodle Ridge not South Bowl. GTR ski patrol is only allowed to do this lap when the
avalanche rating is at moderate. GTR wants to develop South Bowl. They want to put in a backcountry
gate at the top of Peaked and allow people to ski the south bowl then traverse back into GTR. South Bowl
is a huge avalanche path that has a history of producing crown depths of 10+ feet and running full track.
GTR would have to bomb the shit out of the South Bowl to make it appear safe. Remember avalanches
still happen in controlled areas. People still get buried and die in the areas controlled for avalanches. The
noise from these bombs can not be contained and will be heard up both forks of Teton Canyon and
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probably on the saddle of the Grand Teton. I have been in Teton Canyon when GTR is controlling the top
of SE Bowl of Peaked and they are super loud. this will greatly affect all forms of wildlife in the area. If
Big horn sheep are so affected by human presence the bombs will defiantly effect them. Wolverines are
also in the area. A judge just ruled that they could be placed on the endangered species list.”
“Have never seen bighorn sheep in any of these areas during winter.”
“The wigwams (north fork of north Teton creek) Saw no sheep in the above places”
“Traveled in/near Avalanche Canyon, North fork, north wall, did not see any evidence of bighorn sheep or
tracks.”
“I have skied 5 times into No. Fork of Teton Canyon from Grand Targhee. I was unaware that it was a
recommended closure under consideration. There was no signage”
“I have not seen sheep in this area. I have skied in this area twenty times in the las several years. I am a
wildlife photographer and am experienced in seeing wildlife.”
“Granite, Prospectors, North Fork- no sheep”
“North Fork Teton Canyon. I did not see sheep.”
“I have travelled mostly in the NF Teton Canyon closure area. I have back country skied in that area
extensively over the past 10-12 years and have never seen a sheep or sheep sign, although I only travel
there in the winter. It is prime ski terrain and adjacent to a ski resort so I think it will be difficult to keep
people out. The sheep people say it will be prime “sheep viewing” from Teton Canyon bottom but that is
unrealistic.”
“North Fork Teton Creek - never have seen sheep in winter for 47 years.”
“North fork Teton canyon no bighorn sheep observed “
“North Fork Teton Canyon - no sheep”
“I have seen sheep in these areas over the years”
“Teton canyon and the north fork of Teton canyon, no sheep observed”
“North Fork Teton Canyon -- I ski here regularly and have never seen any sign of sheep”
“Sheep observed in north fork.”
“N. Fork Teton Canyon. No sheep seen.”
“North Fork of Teton Canyon, access from Grand Targhee Ski Area, skied this area 1 - 2 times per year for
20+ years, never seen bighorn sheep.”
“North fork of Teton Canyon, I have seen one bighorn sheep in the area in 30 years in the winter”
“North Fork Teton Canyon. I've never seen signs of sheep”
“I have skied in the Avalanche Canyon closure area, specifically on the south side of the South Teton, as
well as the Survey Peak and Forellen Peak area. I have not seen sheep in those areas”
“North fork Teton Canyon & Teton Canyon - no sheep observed”
“I have previously backcountry skied in the Avalanche Canyon and North Fork of Teton Canyon areas. I
have never seen bighorn sheep there or anywhere else while skiing.”

Rendezvous Peak (27, 10%)
“There is a lot of high value ski terrain on: Rendezvous mountain, S face of avalanche canyon, Eagles rest
and Ranger peaks. Also west face of the Grand Teton is home to some classic test piece winter climbs.
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For these reasons I do not think these areas should be considered for closure. I also think that more lower
elevation closures are necessary to allow to the herd to migrate and mix with other herds.”
“Closures in Teton canyon & north fork of Teton canyon as well as near rendezvous peak do not make
sense given the proximity to grand targhee resort and JHMR respectively and the high number of human
users and the existing human impact that may already deter sheep from visiting the area (explosives,
snowmobiles, snowcats, etc).”
“I think if there are specific closures in place like the Static Peak/Mt Hunt and Rendezvous, skiers and
climbers tend to respect those closure because they are targeted for where there are sheep.”
“I appreciate the need for these closures, but I think just a few less, or maybe a few more routes, would
be helpful for skiers. Maybe another route around Rendezvous connecting to the West, or a route around
Wister?”
“In the "Rendezvous Peak/Jensen Canyon" area I question why the existing volunteer closure area is
being considered for expansion. The expanded area is all due north facing terrain that holds heavy snow
throughout the winter and sees a fair amount of skier traffic from the Pyramid. Yes there are some small
cliff band areas, but are separated by thick forested terrain with typically deep snowpack.”
“In the "Rendezvous Mountain" area there needs to be a Designated Travel Route down the west slope
of Cody Peak allowing skier access into upper Granite Canyon. The ridgeline of Cody Peak sees the
highest number of backcountry skier traffic in the entire region due to direct access from the Tram.
Expanding the voluntary closure around Cody and No Name peaks doesn't seem like an effective
regulatory move due to the concentration of skiers and also aggressive resort skiers commonly poach
closed areas as is.”
“I believe that this body needs to review and add many more routes for recreational travel off Grand
Targhee Resort. A new lift will be installed next year which will drop people off at the north fork Teton
boarder. Knowing that terrain and how many people already ski the north fork of the Teton area, it is
unrealistic to think people will not be skiing that no matter if it is winter closure or not. Next year and the
potential of 1000's of skiers having lift access to that area will create a huge problem if it is not open or
has many more routes through it. Please rethink your original plan. Closing this area would be like
closing the rock springs area off Jackson resort, which is similar habitat. I can't help but notice that was
not suggested.”
“I also feel there should be a travel route over Rendezvous Peak as this is very commonly used. Any sheep
in this area would be well acquainted with skiers.”
“I can only speak to areas like Rendezvous Mnt. and Rendezvous Peak due to fairly close proximity to
JMHR and people using the tram to access. Hard to keep people out of there. Then the Grand Targhee
expansion will have a huge negative impact if lift infrastructure is granted and a marked increase of
skiers going out gates to access more critical terrain to the east out Targhee ridge as we call it.”
“Rendevous Peak and Mountain, No sheep”
“Have never seen bighorn sheep in any of these areas during winter.”
“Never observed bighorn sheep”
“West side of Rendezvous peak/mtn... skied numerous times, and we have not seen sheep.”
“I have traveled in or near many of the recommended and voluntary closures and have never seen a
bighorn sheep during this timeframe.”
“I have only seen bighorn sheep on Rendezvous Peak during these winter/spring travels.”
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“Rendezvous Peak no sheep observed”
“I skied by Rendezvous peak and the Gothics this year and saw 1 sheep.”
“I have observed a bighorn sheep one time below the Martini Chutes on Rendezvous Peak when the snow
was supportive.”
“Rendezvous Peak/Mtn, Did see Bighorn tracks this April, 2022.”
“Rendezvous peak/jensen canyon no bighorn sheep observed”
“Rendezvous peak - did not see animals or skiers on my tours”
“I have seen sheep in these areas over the years”
“I have traveled in the Rendezvous Peak/Jensen Canyon and Westside Rendezvous Peak areas, but not
this winter and I don't recall seeing any bighorn sheep the last time I was there.”
“Sheep sighted near Rendezvous Peak 15 yrs ago”
“I have seen bighorn sheep tracks on Rendezvous Peak going from the eastern ridge line and skirting
around the summit cliff to the southwest.”
__________________________________________
“Avalanche Canyon, Rendezvous Peak/Canyon. Have not observed sheep in either”
“I have been off the back of Rendezvous peak/mtn and west towards Housetop quite a few times in the
last 35 years and have never seen a bighorn sheep during my travels.”

Teton Canyon (21, 8%)
“I have never seen sheep in these areas”
“Have not seen any sheep there”
“Feel that north fork of Teton canyon should not be a recommended winter closure area unless there is a
history of winter bighorn sightings there.”
“Teton Canyon. Because There have been sheep in the area. Suggest closing the paths from Peeked down
into Teton Canyon. That traffic will bother the sheep in the area.”
“Closures in Teton canyon & north fork of Teton canyon as well as near rendezvous peak do not make
sense given the proximity to grand targhee resort and JHMR respectively and the high number of human
users and the existing human impact that may already deter sheep from visiting the area (explosives,
snowmobiles, snowcats, etc)”
“The closed routes coming from peaked mtn into Teton Canyon seem too small. I don't feel like I know
enough about the sheep to comment, but would abide by closures.”
“The south aspects of darby and Teton canyon are not used by BHS in the winter, there is no evidence of
their presence in the areas designated as prime habitat. No winter surveys of these areas are being
undertaken before closures are suggested.”
“I do not have an opinion regarding specific closure areas other than that I hope the commercial ski
resort will not be allowed to develop within the proposed Teton Canyon closure zone and that routes will
remain open for human-powered ski descents down the South Bowl into Teton Canyon.”
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“For example, I will continue to travel in most of your proposed shaded/closed area in Teton Canyon
because most of that terrain is too snowy/ deep for winter sheep habitat. I will avoid areas in the
Wigwams/ north fork Teton Canyon (not shaded/ closed in your map) if I encounter sheep.”
“I’m okay with any closure. I think defining a route from Grand Targhee to Teton Canyon will be difficult
but not impossible.”
“I support the proposed closure areas, though the extension of the Teton Canyon closure to include the
area west of the summer trailhead appears that it would make winter travel into non-closure areas more
difficult, so I might be in favor of ensuring continued access along Teton Canyon Road to the summer
trailhead.”
“Teton Canyon South facing is going to get extensively used by slackcountry skiers. Maybe close the
eastern part of the ridge, but not the area close to Targhee.”
“I am assuming that the proposed closure in Teton Canyon does not include the nordic trail at the bottom
of the canyon... I believe that this trail should remain open.”
“None of these will particularly impact my backcountry winter travel in the future. The designated travel
routes in Darby and Teton Canyon seem sufficient for accessing terrain. Though I've never been there
myself.”
“This totally shuts down any skiing into Teton canyon from peaked mountain, Mary’s nipple, etc. That’s a
big recreational concession that will be hard to achieve. I want to see more data as to why this is so
critical.”
“Teton Canyon. I did not see sheep but did see tracks I believe were sheep tracks”
“I skied the South Bowl off Peaked Peak (in the travel corridor?) south of Grand Targhee Resort at the
end of January 2022 down toward Teton Canyon. We did not see any sheep.”
“I traveled in Teton canyon, avalanche canyon, death canyon and near the middle Teton. Both high and
low. Those areas have potential closures. Yet I have never seen any wildlife in those areas.”
“Teton canyon and the north fork of Teton canyon, no sheep observed”
“North fork Teton Canyon & Teton Canyon - no sheep observed”
“Teton canyon off backside of Targhee. I have seen bighorns in the spring on south facing slopes only 3
miles or so from the parking lot. Heard there are salt licks there?”

Static peak (19, 7%)
“We saw sheep on a wind blown northwest reidge on Static Peak heading up from the park cabin. The
closure around Static seems small. Being able to ski from JHMR and over Moose divide would be nice. I
can’t tell if the closure includes the summer trail that exists over Moose Divide.”
“The most negatively impactful closures to skiers are the new ones in Avalanche canyon, prospectors,
static, wister and in the sidecounrty at the ski resort.”
“In all the skiing we have done in these areas we have seen 1 or 2 bighorn once!”
“I think if there are specific closures in place like the Static Peak/Mt Hunt and Rendezvous, skiers and
climbers tend to respect those closure because they are targeted for where there are sheep.”
“Could be accomodated in the closure area by including a travel route over the following divides
2. Lower Saddle-Darthmouth Basin
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2. North Fork Avalanche-South fork Avalnche via col West of Veiled Pk
2. Static/Stewarts to No wood Basin via high col above Timberline Lk (just south of the south buttress of
Buck
2. Static Draw to Death via No Wood Basin using col between Static and Albright Peaks”
“I have seen mostly compliance with the recommended closures around Static and Hunt until Spring
skiing season.
“Static Peak expansion - I support the current closure of static peak. The expansion of this is an obvious
motivation of politics as much of this terrain goes the entire season without a single human passing
through, yet the sheep aren't leaving static peak. The SW face of buck mountain is a vertical face of 5th
class rock climbing, so including this in the expanded closure shows an innate lack of knowledge of the
terrain and its subsequent value of habitat. Similarly, due to the lower impact of wind in Alaska basin the
area holds one of the deepest snowpacks in all terrain near the hydrological divide. Much of this area is
not commonly used by backcountry skiers, however it harbors crucial terrain for approaching or linking
elite level terrain which is of enormous cultural value. This area demonstrates a motivation to "close it
cause we can" mentality without their being any actual benefit to sheep. Closing this would be a
devastation to the cultural resources of GTNP.”
“Static outside of the timing above, yes sheep.”
“Static. No sheep”
“Static Peak on April 1 (a few years ago). We did not see sheep.”
“I have traveled in or near many of the recommended and voluntary closures and have never seen a
bighorn sheep during this timeframe.”
“Previously open lower portions of Static peak - no sheep”
“Mount Hunt, Static, Avalanche Canyon, Northern Range... have NEVER seen one sheep in any of them.”

“Avalanche Canyon, Static Peak, no sheep sighted”
“Static peak to pk 11094 - no sheep”
“I have seen sheep in these areas over the years”
“Bowl/ridgeline between Albright and Static peaks - have not seen sheep, but saw tracks along the ridge”
“I have ***never*** seen bighorn sheep in over 30 trips to the above areas in the time period specified.”
“I have skied in Avalanche Canyon between the specified dates and have never observed bighorn sheep
back there.”

Darby Canyon (13, 5%)
“The south aspects of darby and Teton canyon are not used by BHS in the winter, there is no evidence of
their presence in the areas designated as prime habitat. No winter surveys of these areas are being
undertaken before closures are suggested.”
“The closures in Darby canyon seem to close prime ski terrain and very limited sheep terrain.”
“Yet in some of the proposed closures, for example Darby, NE Snowdrift, Cirque Lake, Ranger/Doane,
back country use is limited yet the sheep are not using these area regularly. If this is the case then
perhaps there are other reasons that the sheep find these areas unsuitable. Some of the closures where
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the sheep are not currently using the areas appear to be aspirational meaning that there is hope that the
sheep might find there way to this habit. If it is good habitat why aren't the sheep using it already?”
“I have never seen a bighorn while backcountry skiing. I have skied quite a bit in south facing Darby. I
think that there is generally too much snow for the bighorns in that area. Maybe they are close to The
Wedge, but there is generally a ton of snow on the western portion of the ridge. I understand that Fossil
may be good habitat, but I think the closure is extended a little too far north.”
“None of these will particularly impact my backcountry winter travel in the future. The designated travel
routes in Darby and Teton Canyon seem sufficient for accessing terrain. Though I've never been there
myself.”
“I’m very on board with the Darby and fox creek closures.”
“Have never seen bighorn sheep in any of these areas during winter.”
“Also I’ve spent time on Fossil mountain, south aspects of Darby canyon. I have NEVER seen big horn
sheep in any of my winter travels”
“I’ve also travelled through the Darby and Battleship closures and also never seen a sheep.”
“Darby canyon - did not see animals or skiers on my tours”
“Darby Canyon - frequently ski here and have never seen sign of sheep”
“I have traveled in Darby Canyon and the South Facing Slopes in Fox Creek. I have not observed bighorn
sheep in these areas, but I also don't spend much time there.”
“Only recall Sheep on Table Mountain, and that was maybe 30 years ago.”

Prospectors (12, 5%)
“The most negatively impactful closures to skiers are the new ones in Avalanche canyon, prospectors,
static, wister and in the sidecounrty at the ski resort.”
"In all the skiing we have done in these areas we have seen 1 or 2 bighorn once!”
“GTNP has not studied closed areas of Prospector and Mt Hunt to see if they are effective yet still want
to close more areas. GTNP has been talking about the skrinking gene pool in the Teton sheep herd yet
wont take the ineditable step of herd augmentation.”
“GTNP and the FS are taking the easiest steps they can take even though they have been proven
ineffective by the other sheep management programs.”
“I have traveled in or near many of the recommended and voluntary closures and have never seen a
bighorn sheep during this timeframe.”
“Prospectors mountain - no sheep”
“Granite, Prospectors, North Fork- no sheep”
“I also climbed toward the edge of the closure on Prospector's in order to ski the Apocalypse Couloir. We
did not see any sheep.”
“I also went to prospectors mountain and skied Mayan Apocalypse and saw 2 goats.”
“Mount Hunt and Prospectors - no sheep”
“Yes, I've observed bighorn sheep”
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“I have seen sheep in these areas over the years”

Ranger/Doane (12, 5%)
“There is a lot of high value ski terrain on: Rendezvous mountain, S face of avalanche canyon, Eagles rest
and Ranger peaks. Also west face of the Grand Teton is home to some classic test piece winter climbs.
For these reasons I do not think these areas should be considered for closure. I also think that more lower
elevation closures are necessary to allow to the herd to migrate and mix with other herds.”
“I believe many of the closures are unnecessary. For instance, if someone wanted to ski across Jackson
Lake and climb up Ranger Peak, a certain number of permits could be available, rather than just saying
humans who travel under their own power are BANNED.”
“I feel very strongly that some of the northern Park closures should be reexamined. Very few skiers travel
in these areas - especially the Doane/Ranger Peak areas due to the additional six miles of skinning
required for crossing Jackson Lake in both directions. I have been skiing consistently in these areas for the
last 15 years and have not seen sheep in this area. The southern closures, which many more skiers
frequent, make much more sense to me - I imagine, just numerically, those areas likely experience more
impact from skiers. Perhaps, the suggestion from the Zoom meeting last fall could also be considered lifting the closure areas in the north earlier - by March 1 at the latest? The snowpack in the Northern part
of the Park often is relatively unstable until that time period so that could allow for protection of the herd
along with use in that part of the Park?”
“Yet in some of the proposed closures, for example Darby, NE Snowdrift, Cirque Lake, Ranger/Doane,
back country use is limited yet the sheep are not using these area regularly. If this is the case then
perhaps there are other reasons that the sheep find these areas unsuitable. Some of the closures where
the sheep are not currently using the areas appear to be aspirational meaning that there is hope that the
sheep might find there way to this habit. If it is good habitat why aren't the sheep using it already?”
“The Ranger-Doane complex is a more remote zone and wilderness ski touring zone. I would hope that
access could continue to be accommodated in some way in this zone. Very little traffic here; curtailing
access seems more about convenience rather than based on numbers of skiers actually skiing there.”
“Ranger/Doane Complex - This area currently holds the northern herd, which is a more logical base to
start from regarding sanctifying sheep habitat. However, this complex is drawn over an enormous
amount of area with little resolution or specificity. As crowds grow intensifying impact to the tiny
amount of GTNP we have access to in the winter, the eastern slope and north facing canyon walls of this
range is an opportunity for expansion of use for the high fitness and highly skilled ski population. These
eastern and northern aspects hold deep and soft snowpacks for nearly the entire winter and are
therefore not suitable habitat for sheep. A closure of this complex as it is currently drawn would be the
equivalent of a land manager trying to dig a flower hole with a backhoe. Without extensive remapping,
closing this would be a devastation to the cultural resources of GTNP.”
“I have travelled extensively in the Avalanche Canyon (north and south fork) areas and Ranger Peak /
Eagles Rest areas. I have never seen sheep in either locations.”
“Eagle's Rest area (Ranger/Dome) - No Sheep”
“In addition to that area, the Eagles Rest area west of Jackson lake. I have NEVER seen big horn sheep in
any of my winter travels.”
“Ranger/Doane Complex - no sheep”
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“North side of eagle's rest/waterfalls canyon - have not seen sheep”
“Ranger-Doane Complex (yes, sheep observed)”

Jensen (11, 4%)
“Closing the top of the Pyramid and routes north into Jensen Canyon would be a huge loss. This is prime
winter skiing when the conditions are safe. The Pyramid has seen less traffic in recent years due to the
change in access, but it is still very high value terrain, offering some of the most interesting skiing in the
Southern Tetons. I've skied in this area tons and have never seen a bighorn sheep in the proposed closure
area for the Pyramid proper. In addition, closing the Pyramid would be really sad considering that this
plan seems to maintain access to Rendezvous Peak/Martini Chutes, where I actually have seen sheep! Is
this recommendation to appease JHMR and its guides? If you're going to close prime ski terrain on the
Pyramid to protect sheep, then you should also close the side country runs that they would normally live
in if there wasn't a constant onslaught of skiers using lift access and guides from the resort.”
“Jensen Canyon - I’ve been up there for 15 years and have never seen big horn sheep. Any areas that they
might be located are likely not areas that one is skiing or accessing.”
“In the "Rendezvous Peak/Jensen Canyon" area I question why the existing volunteer closure area is
being considered for expansion. The expanded area is all due north facing terrain that holds heavy snow
throughout the winter and sees a fair amount of skier traffic from the Pyramid. Yes there are some small
cliff band areas, but are separated by thick forested terrain with typically deep snowpack.”
“Have never seen bighorn sheep in any of these areas during winter.”
“Never observed bighorn sheep”
“I have traveled in or near many of the recommended and voluntary closures and have never seen a
bighorn sheep during this timeframe.”
“Jensen Canyon area - No Sheep”
“Pyramid - South slopes and north into Jensen Canyon: I have skied from the top of the Pyramid many,
many times and have never observed a bighorn sheep on the Pyramid proper.”
“Rendezvous peak/jensen canyon no bighorn sheep observed”
“Jensen Canyon area. Have never seen big horn sheep in this area in 15 years.”
“I have traveled in the Rendezvous Peak/Jensen Canyon and Westside Rendezvous Peak areas, but not
this winter and I don't recall seeing any bighorn sheep the last time I was there.”

Mt. Wister (9, 3%)
“Closing any aspect of Mt. Wister, or the more eastern regions of avalanche canyon seems unnecessary.
Creating more contiguous sections of closure rather than large swaths of unconnected areas seems like it
would be more efficient and less intrusive on recreation (e.g. enlarging existing closures in areas where
recreation is less prevalent)”
“The most negatively impactful closures to skiers are the new ones in Avalanche canyon, prospectors,
static, wister and in the sidecounrty at the ski resort.”
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“The veiled peak and wister area is one that I would like to recreate in/possibly guide. I can't speak to the
sheep conservation needs in that area.”
“I appreciate the need for these closures, but I think just a few less, or maybe a few more routes, would
be helpful for skiers. Maybe another route around Rendezvous connecting to the West, or a route around
Wister?”
“I would recommend another travel route up the south side of Mt. Wister to the col on the East side of
the mountain. This is a common ascent route of the peak.”
“I think all the areas are potential sheep habitat except the south side of Wister Peak which is mostly
deep snow broken with ridges of rock and doesn't offer good enough sheep terrain to warrant
protection.”
“I have traveled in or near many of the recommended and voluntary closures and have never seen a
bighorn sheep during this timeframe.”
“Mount Wister - No sheep”
“Mt. Wister to Hurricane Divide Area - never have seen sheep in winter”

Side country/JHMR (8, 3%)
“The most negatively impactful closures to skiers are the new ones in Avalanche canyon, prospectors,
static, wister and in the sidecounrty at the ski resort.”
“Closing areas south and west of JHMR that are popular “side country” routes seems difficult since they
have been used regularly for more than 40 years. And even more regularly in the past 15. Yes thin snow
areas within these zone could be “not recommended” and or closed. I don’t believe the sheep are
spending any time in the zones people want to ski since these are too deep ( tracks would be seen).”
“I would support the closures south of Teton village as there are a lot of sheep there and the tram takes
up thousands of backcountry users per day. Why did the national forest double the amount of
backcountry user days allowed south of Teton Village if they are so concerned with the sheep? Again,
something that makes no sense.”
“A proposed travel route allowing a traverse from Glory Mtn to the Village should be added.”
“In the "Rendezvous Mountain" area there needs to be a Designated Travel Route down the west slope
of Cody Peak allowing skier access into upper Granite Canyon. The ridgeline of Cody Peak sees the
highest number of backcountry skier traffic in the entire region due to direct access from the Tram.
Expanding the voluntary closure around Cody and No Name peaks doesn't seem like an effective
regulatory move due to the concentration of skiers and also aggressive resort skiers commonly poach
closed areas as is.”
“I have observed bighorn sheep on Cody peak just south of the jackson hole mountain resort. “
“The only Teton big horn sheep I have seen in winter travels was a lone ram directly off the back side of
the JHMR Aerial Tram. We exited Gate 1 to ski Targhee Woods and saw the ram hanging out close to the
summit, within 150 yards of the top of the Tram and 100's of people moving every 10 minutes. He looked
at us and continued to graze on small grasses staying where he was.”
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“Have only seen tracks in Rendezvous Bowl inside the JHMR permit area but late fall, before resort
opening.”

Albright (6, 2%)
“Proposed closure West of Albright/Wimpy's - Same here, I have traveled here numerous times, and have
never encountered or seen a sheep. I think that a closure here would be detrimental to professional
guiding as well as recreational users.”
“Proposed closure West of Albright/Wimpy's - I have traveled here numerous times, and have never
encountered or seen a sheep. I think that a closure here would be detrimental to professional guiding as
well as recreational users. This basin is great skiing and provide.”
“Albright Peak, skied multiple times. Saw sheep tracks and scat once.”
“I skied Wimpy’s and Mavericks this past winter and did not observe any bighorn sheep.”
“Bowl/ridgeline between Albright and Static peaks - have not seen sheep, but saw tracks along the
ridge.”
“Albright to Static Pk. Saw no sheep.”

Fox Creek (6, 2%)
“S. Facing Fox Creek: There is a winter rock climbing venue not far from the upper reaches of the Fox
Creek Quarry. I think it is important that winter access be maintained to this crag. I think the impact on
bighorn sheep is minimal since climber use is focused on one small area. Climbers do not wander, they
use a defined trail and only recreate in a very small area, leaving any sheep in the area undisturbed. This
is an important recreational resource as it is the ONLY consistent outdoor winter climbing rock climbing
in the region.”
“I’m very on board with the Darby and fox creek closures.”
“Fox Creek/Upper Death Canyon shelf no sheep observed”
“I have seen 2 bighorn sheep rams in the Fox Creek quarry at the upper most pond about 10 years ago,
this was in late April/early may when”
“Fox creek - did not see animals or skiers on my tours”
“I have traveled in Darby Canyon and the South Facing Slopes in Fox Creek. I have not observed bighorn
sheep in these areas, but I also don't spend much time there.”

Moose Creek (6, 2%)
“Modify the Moose Creek closure to only include the area north of Moose Creek Meadows on East facing
slopes. Eliminate Moose Creek south facing slopes below Moose Creek Meadows.”
“Moose Creek/Owl, No sheep”
“Moose Creek and Berry Creek areas, skied a couple of times... did not see sheep.”
“I guess I’ve also travelled in the Moose Creek closure. Again, no sheep”
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“Moose Creek never have seen sheep”
“South facing gullies into Moose Creek – no sheep observed”

North Grand Teton Park (6, 2%)
“In politics (which ultimately this is-people setting policy), compromise is key. Maintaining access to the

very popular southern areas could buy a lot of goodwill towards closures farther north.”
“I believe the areas in the north are unnecessary for bighorn sheep conservation because 80% of the data
taken from the recent study were taken from people who used lift access ski terrain in the south parts of
the range by Targhee and Teton Village. 0 people were surveyed in the north part of the range. It is a
different area there are much fewer people that go there and a completely different herd. I also think
that if you are going to close large swaths of the north to backcountry skiers, than you need to abolish
snowmobiles (fast moving things that actually make lots of noise and could be considered predatory)
from Jackson lake. It makes no sense to limit a handful of skiers yet allow endless amounts of machines
making loud noises in that area.”
“North facing ski terrain should remain open in the northern tetons”
“I feel very strongly that some of the northern Park closures should be reexamined. Very few skiers travel
in these areas - especially the Doane/Ranger Peak areas due to the additional six miles of skinning
required for crossing Jackson Lake in both directions. I have been skiing consistently in these areas for the
last 15 years and have not seen sheep in this area. The southern closures, which many more skiers
frequent, make much more sense to me - I imagine, just numerically, those areas likely experience more
impact from skiers. Perhaps, the suggestion from the Zoom meeting last fall could also be considered lifting the closure areas in the north earlier - by March 1 at the latest? The snowpack in the Northern part
of the Park often is relatively unstable until that time period so that could allow for protection of the herd
along with use in that part of the Park?”
“About twenty years ago it was decided that winter closures in the northern end of the Teton Range
were unnecessary. With the new winter travel plan access that terrain via snowmobile across Jackson
Lake was no longer allowed. Therefore, due to the long approach, recreational activity and impacts to
sheep were negligible. Has this changed? This area offers some of the best multi-day winter wilderness
recreation in the range. Is closing it necessary? Not sure what specific area are most important. The best
part of this area is that the ski terrain is relatively unexplored and is ideal for "primitive and unconfined"
winter recreation. I hope the experiential value of wilderness is considered when considering closures.”
“Mount Hunt, Static, Avalanche Canyon, Northern Range... have NEVER seen one sheep in any of them.”

Death Canyon (5, 2%)
“I have only ever seen evidence of bighorn sheep in Death Canyon at the base of the Mayan

Apocalypse/Birth Canal couloirs.”
“I believe the widespread proposed closures are unnecessary in Avalanche canyon and the lower parts of
Death Canyon. Identifying the nuances of ski mountaineering routes and traverse routes through these
zones will go a long way to managing impact in these areas. Conditions change from winter to winter, so
exact "routes" through these zones also dont seem like a great idea for safety reasons.”
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“Have never seen bighorn sheep in any of these areas during winter.”
“I traveled in Teton canyon, avalanche canyon, death canyon and near the middle Teton. Both high and
low. Those areas have potential closures. Yet I have never seen any wildlife in those areas.”
“Upper death canyon- no sheep”

Forellen/Survey/Red Mtn (5, 2%)
“Forellen and Survey zones also seem to be included more because it is easy to do, not becuase there is
data indicating that numerous skier-sheep interactions/impacts are occurring.”
“Survey peak saw sheep on that one”
“Red Mountain - Forellen Peak - no sheep”
“Owl/Elk/Red Mountain area - sheep observed”
“I have skied in the Avalanche Canyon closure area, specifically on the south side of the South Teton, as
well as the Survey Peak and Forellen Peak area. I have not seen sheep in those areas”

Dartmouth Basin (4, 2%)
“Have never seen bighorn sheep in any of these areas during winter.”
“I have seen sheep in these areas over the years”
“I have never seen sheep in these areas”
“Could be accomodated in the closure area by including a travel route over the following divides
1. Lower Saddle-Darthmouth Basin
1. North Fork Avalanche-South fork Avalnche via col West of Veiled Pk
1. Static/Stewarts to No wood Basin via high col above Timberline Lk (just south of the south buttress of
Buck
1. Static Draw to Death via No Wood Basin using col between Static and Albright Peaks”

Mavericks/25 Short (4, 2%)
“25 Short and Maverik are popular winter ski areas. I would hope they can remain open.”
“I’ve skied the 25 short area and maverick’s. Never saw big horned sheep.”
“I've skied 25 short and Maverik the last two years. These do not appear to be in the winter closer areas.
I've never seen Big Horn Sheep in these areas.”
“I skied Wimpy’s and Mavericks this past winter and did not observe any bighorn sheep.”

Mt. Whiskey (1, >1%)
“Mt and whisky basin to determine how to connect them to the Teton range. Elk refuge animals and
understand why elk regfuge sheep can be near people and cars but not skiers on rare occasions”
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South/Middle Tetons (1, .1%)
“I believe that the current proposed expansions (red/purple) in the southern+middle aspects of the range
are UNnecessary - and frankly a bit disrespectful to all those who love to recreate in the Tetons in the
winter.”

Please share your comments on specific closure areas and travel routes (recommended or
voluntary this winter).
n=

156

Expressed preference for not or
limited closures
Expressed support for closures with
other comments
Expressed both support and
disapproval for closures depending
on location
Mix of comments

37%
22%
22%

19%

Expressed Preference for No or Limited Closures (58, 37%):
“Every time I have seen sheep they have appeared unconcerned with my presence so I do not agree
with any of the closures.”
“I don’t think Teton canyon or Teton north fork and table mountain and Alaska basin ought to be
closed. This is because these are high use areas and because I’ve yet to see sheep there. Also, as use
increases, not only due to Targhee’s expansion, the odds are high that even mandatory closures will
be ignored by a large number of people anyway.”
“All areas north of Leigh canyon are very rarely traveled and do not need closures of any kind. The
Western slope of the central Tetons similarly sees very little traffic and closures do nothing to reduce
almost nonexistent traffic.”
“Would severely hinder winter travel ability.”
“Backcountry skiers are not crawling all over the Tetons. We go in very specific locations and rarely
see them if ever.”
“The Teton range is a much loved backcountry winter recreation zone for many people i know both in
the Salt lake valley and those who live up in Jackson. Backcountry skiing is generally low impact and,
among all human usage methods, is likely one of the least impactful on the environment. The sport
has boomed recently though and some level of protection would be helpful but it seems like the
above method goes a bit too far towards closures.”
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“The impact of winter backcountry recreationalists pose very little negative impact to big horn sheep
habitat (in general), regardless of the area being discussed.”
“In the "Rendezvous Peak/Jensen Canyon" area I question why the existing volunteer closure area is
being considered for expansion. The expanded area is all due north facing terrain that holds heavy
snow throughout the winter and sees a fair amount of skier traffic from the Pyramid. Yes there are
some small cliff band areas, but are separated by thick forested terrain with typically deep
snowpack. In the "Rendezvous Mountain" area there needs to be a Designated Travel Route down
the west slope of Cody Peak allowing skier access into upper Granite Canyon. The ridgeline of Cody
Peak sees the highest number of backcountry skier traffic in the entire region due to direct access
from the Tram. Expanding the voluntary closure around Cody and No Name peaks doesn't seem like
an effective regulatory move due to the concentration of skiers and also aggressive resort skiers
commonly poach closed areas as is. I would like to see a significant increase in signage and
information provided to these users about the Sheep population. Possibly including mention of the
sheep in the tram announcement? Users should be asked to be on alert for sheep and if sheep are
spotted on the planned travel path either take a different path to the destination or ski something
else.5”
Unnecessary and culturally damaging: Avalanche Canyon - This area is a prime demonstration of the
weakness of the research on how we can actually help these animals. The correlation between
backcountry ski travel and abandonment of habitat is specifically disproven in Avalanche canyon,
where skiers travel commonly during safe and favorable weather and snowpack conditions, and
Sheep coexist without any measurable impact. Closures in this area will almost certainly cost the
trust and support of the backcountry ski community, and the subsequent polarization will likely lead
to an adversarial relationship between the NPS and skiers, causing all efforts on behalf of these
animals to be lost. Furthermore, closing citizens access to public land based on an imaginative theory
without any causality or even correlation is a dangerous precedent for the National Park Service to
set, and goes directly against the organizations mission statement. Closing this would be a
devastation to the cultural resources of GTNP. Ranger/Doane Complex - This area currently holds the
northern herd, which is a more logical base to start from regarding sanctifying sheep habitat.
However, this complex is drawn over an enormous amount of area with little resolution or specificity.
As crowds grow intensifying impact to the tiny amount of GTNP we have access to in the winter, the
eastern slope and north facing canyon walls of this range is an opportunity for expansion of use for
the high fitness and highly skilled ski population. These eastern and northern aspects hold deep and
soft snowpacks for nearly the entire winter and are therefore not suitable habitat for sheep. A
closure of this complex as it is currently drawn would be the equivalent of a land manager trying to
dig a flower hole with a backhoe. Without extensive remapping, closing this would be a devastation
to the cultural resources of GTNP. Static Peak expansion - I support the current closure of static peak.
The expansion of this is an obvious motivation of politics as much of this terrain goes the entire
season without a single human passing through, yet the sheep aren't leaving static peak. The SW
face of buck mountain is a vertical face of 5th class rock climbing, so including this in the expanded
closure shows an innate lack of knowledge of the terrain and its subsequent value of habitat.
Similarly, due to the lower impact of wind in Alaska basin the area holds one of the deepest
snowpacks in all terrain near the hydrological divide. Much of this area is not commonly used by
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backcountry skiers, however it harbors crucial terrain for approaching or linking elite level terrain
which is of enormous cultural value. This area demonstrates a motivation to "close it cause we can"
mentality without their being any actual benefit to sheep. Closing this would be a devastation to the
cultural resources of GTNP. I have experience in many of the other areas, but this survey says I'm out
of words.”
“These closures are unnecessary and completely unjustified. I'm reminded of a saying we had in
engineering school - If you can't dazzle them with your brilliance then baffle them with your
bullshit.... Rather than take the time and effort to do the proper research to determine actual sheep
populations and track their change over time the NPS has generated a "plan" based on nothing but
conjecture. Do the hard work - prove that there is actually a problem!”
“I believe the widespread proposed closures are unnecessary in Avalanche canyon and the lower
parts of Death Canyon. Identifying the nuances of ski mountaineering routes and traverse routes
through these zones will go a long way to managing impact in these areas. Conditions change from
winter to winter, so exact routes through these zones also dont seem like a great idea for safety
reasons.”
“I believe there should not be any current closures to any backcountry winter travel in any area of
the grand Teton national park for any reason. Additional field studies need to be
completed/evaluated by qualified field biologists at the federal & state levels before a full winter
travel closure can be considered by users.”
“It's not warranted based upon the one scientific study and population estimates vary greatly and
the one study was based upon faulty population numbers.”
“All the locations I mentioned in the pervious question are unnecessary because I’ve never seen
sheep there during those dates. NE snowdrift lake to Dartmouth canyon. Avalanche canyon. Upper
Alaska basin. Static peak to 11094. Darby Canyon. South facing slopes in rock creek. Moose creek.”
“In particular, I think an access route on the south side of Mount Wister should remain open to
backcountry travel. By maintaining access to the north side of Mount Wister, it is paramount that a
safe access route via the more manageable south side remain open to keep backcountry travelers
from subjecting themselves to unneccessary overhead hazard present if they choose to climb and ski
the mountain from the north side. Also, I have never seem sheep in this location as the access
couloirs on the south side have deep snow and are not prime sheep habitat. Secondly, I think
maintaining access to the south side of avalanche canyon is critical for working with backcountry
travelers and encouraging them to support the other closures. many of the most enjoyable ski runs in
the entire Teton Range exist in this corridor and again, these deep couloirs are not idea sheep
habitat. Maintaining backcountry access to some of the northern Teton peaks such as Eagle's Rest
and Ranger Peak provide some of the greatest solitude for winter backcountry travel and are very
important places to maintain an area still home to a great, remote adventure. Again, I have never
seen sheep in either of these places and I think the backcountry community would benefit greatly
from having some access to these remarkable, remote peaks.”
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“I do not support any closures, existing or proposed, to protect this bighorn sheep herd. This is not
their natural winter habitat, and because bighorn sheep are not endangered. The public should not
be denied access to public lands to protect this unnatural behavior.”
“I believe additional closures in the Avalanche Canyon and Ranger/Doane (including some of Eagles
Rest are unnecessary. Traffic to the northern range specifically is low enough that interfering with
the sheep is unlikely. Additionally, I have not seen conclusive data from the working group that
backcountry skiers are directly impacting the sheep. In general, I think the proposals for additional
closures are too broad and not backed by the necessary data to prove that skiers are impacting the
sheep.”
“Please think carefully before adding additional closures, to those pre-2020. Make sure that the
evidence is present that skiers are having an adverse effect on sheep. I'm not sure that adding more
restrictions will be beneficial. Unfortunately, the sheep are genetically isolated and are an at risk
population.”
“I do not think we need to add more closures. How do we know this will help? What is the evaluation
process? What is the timing of evaluation? I have an issue with implementing changes with an initial
evaluation and some sort of follow up evaluation. I am also a fan of science. Where is the research to
support closing areas?”
“I don't think any closures should be made for human powered travel.”
“I honestly don't think we need any of these closures due to the lack of data supporting the claim
backcountry skiers are having a negative effect on bighorn sheep throughout the greater Teton
Range. The data collection process seems faulty and lacking, if I remember correctly around 75% of
the data points used from backcountry skiers came from skiers exiting the JHMR gates. With around
25% coming from the taggart TH and no data points coming from the northern end of the park.... But
to answer your question Unnecessary closures: Avalanche Canyon, Mt Wister, Static Cling, the
greater Rendezvous Peak/Jensen area Necessary:”
“Loosing avalanche canyon would be devastating for bc skiers and riders, but otherwise most of the
proposed closures are rarely visited in the winter.”
“Small groups in my opinion have very little impact on animals.”
“Feel that north fork of Teton canyon should not be a recommended winter closure area unless there
is a history of winter bighorn sightings there.”
“Quite frankly, it is scary how sweeping these proposed closures are. Myself and my ski partners
have spent a lot of time skiing in the Tetons, including more remote areas, and have NEVER
encountered one sheep or trace of them. To close this much public land for so few encounters seems
very dramatic and I'm not sure I understand the strategy. A more logical first step would be limiting
guided days from JHMR (did they just double their sidecountry permits in prime sheep habitat??) or
other guiding services who bring larger volume groups into backcountry areas? Or, close one smaller
area that can be studied to measure the effect on the sheep, if any. Or, finish the goat eradication
plan and measure the effect on the sheep, if any, before moving on to proposed closures so the effect
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of each action can be measured independently of each other. Based on personal experience over the
course of ~15 years, small independent groups of backcountry travelers are very unlikely to cross
paths with or disturb these animals. The proposed closures in the northern range are vast and I
wonder if they are really necessary given how light and disbursed backcountry travel is in that zone.
Overall the proposed closures are extremely restrictive, they will bottleneck backcountry skiing in the
Tetons which may create broader environmental and safety impacts, and most frightening, THERE IS
NO EVIDENCE THAT THESE CLOSURES WILL GUARANTEE SAVING ANY SHEEP. I would like to
understand how the proposed closures are going to be measured in this endeavor. Is there a timeline
for gauging their success? Will closures be indefinite once enacted? If there is no effect on the sheep
population, will the closures be lifted at a point in the future? Will there be an ongoing study to
measure anything? I hesitate to cede my rights to travel in my public lands based on such thin
science.”
“Please don't close more areas to humans. We are very quiet vs airplanes, helicopters, snow mobiles
etc... Once these areas are closed it is unlikely you will open them back up to us. The ski resort is loud
and intrusive vs. quiet skinning. Thank you”
“I believe we should take an active, and measured approach to closures. Much like raptor closures in
the summer, I believe the sheep herd should be monitored with the locations being updated
throughout the critical winter months. Without follow-up and active monitoring, any closures are
based on
“hoping it works”. I could speak to zones I hope to visit and have not got the chance, but mainly, I'd
like to reiterate the importance that Avalanche Canyon holds to Teton skiers. Please reconsider
sweeping closures within Avalanche Canyon.”
“N. Fork of Teton canyon sees very little ski traffic compared to much of the other zones. It is one of
the only access points from the Idaho-side for backcountry adventures into the park. The Teton
Canyon Yurt provides a great base camp for trips into this area. I have ventured into this zone a few
times a week all winter, and never felt like my presence was a disturbance or even saw animal tracks
beyond small varmin and Moose. It’s a reach to close this area as well. No backcountry users in this
area cause disturbance, but venture back to avoid the crowds and becoming closer with nature.”
“Open all currently closed areas and don’t close anymore.”
“I believe many of the closures are unnecessary. For instance, if someone wanted to ski across
Jackson Lake and climb up Ranger Peak, a certain number of permits could be available, rather than
just saying humans who travel under their own power are BANNED. Pathways through for other
mountain range traverses such as Fox to Open, S. Fork Teton Canyon to Death, should be added if
not already in there. I would like to see less closures and the implementation of a permit system for
many of these places. There is a lot of high value ski terrain on: Rendezvous mountain, S face of
avalanche canyon, Eagles rest and Ranger peaks. Also west face of the Grand Teton is home to some
classic test piece winter climbs. For these reasons I do not think these areas should be considered for
closure. I also think that more lower elevation closures are necessary to allow to the herd to migrate
and mix with other herds.”
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“closures in Teton canyon & north fork of Teton canyon as well as near rendezvous peak do not make
sense given the proximity to grand targhee resort and JHMR respectively and the high number of
human users and the existing human impact that may already deter sheep from visiting the area
(explosives, snowmobiles, snowcats, etc)”
“Let bighorn science be the guide, not human skiers and human guides... Where there is a chance of
disturbing bighorn sheep in the winter, these areas should be closed (mandatory - not voluntary).”
1.1. “I think that all proposed closures south and west of Jackson Hole Mountain Resort are
unnecessary. In six years of exploring this area, I have never seen a sheep. Moreover,
backcountry skiing is the lowest impact interaction humans will have with bighorn sheep.
Backcountry skiers make little noise, travel in small groups, and leave no trace other than ski
tracks. Perhaps educating skiers to give sheep space is a better approach than closing coveted
ski terrain and creating more traffic, avalanche hazard, and a more stressful environment for
wildlife in areas like Granite Canyon. Additionally, I feel the closure will be largely ignored,
particularly in the areas west and south of JHMR. Why should skiers have to bear the burden
that developers in the valley have created? “
“I write this partly as a backcountry user, but more importantly as a defender of access to public
lands. Ms Courtemanch's study has never been published in a scientific journal. This study will not
show up on any scholarly searches because it has not been peer reviewed. It is of great concern to
me that those that manage access to our public lands are making decisions based on science that
has not appeared in scholarly publications. I am a staunch believer in science and the scientific
process and publication in scientific journals is perhaps the most important part of this process, as it
validates the methods and approach of the researcher. That fact that this study, that hasn't been
peer reviewed, is the basis of public land decisions sets a dangerous precedent not only in the Tetons
but all over the country. I am all for closures to these areas when supported by valid scientific data,
however I am yet to see that. Therefore I can't support any changes beyond the closures that already
exist.”
“All mandatory closures would be illegal under DO # 41 and Wilderness Act and not helpful for
Bighorn’s.”
“I have not seen any sheep in the areas that I frequent in the tetons (Rendezvous mountain to
rendezvous peak/jensen, avalanche canyon, Mt wister, and Teton canyon). I don't feel like there
should be winter closures in these areas. Furthermore I don't feel human powered backcountry
recreation has much of an impact on any potential winter habitat. Furthermore, the number of
visitors to many of these areas is pretty minimal. While I don't typically spend time in the north
tetons, I hate to see thems closed. I would rather see science based closures with known tracking and
historical data rather than blanket closures based on "potential habitat." Additionally if any areas
are closed for sheep habitat, it would be good to track the usefulness of the closures and see if they
had the intended results. Based on this data, it would be great to see areas reopened that aren't
being used, while areas that are being used by the sheep remain closed.”
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“Again I think the NF Teton Canyon closure is the most unnecessary. It is adjacent to a ski resort,
there are no sheep ive ever seen there and it will be impossible to keep people out of.”
“Closing the top of the Pyramid and routes north into Jensen Canyon would be a huge loss. This is
prime winter skiing when the conditions are safe. The Pyramid has seen less traffic in recent years
due to the change in access, but it is still very high value terrain, offering some of the most
interesting skiing in the Southern Tetons. I've skied in this area tons and have never seen a bighorn
sheep in the proposed closure area for the Pyramid proper. In addition, closing the Pyramid would be
really sad considering that this plan seems to maintain access to Rendezvous Peak/Martini Chutes,
where I actually have seen sheep! Is this recommendation to appease JHMR and its guides? If you're
going to close prime ski terrain on the Pyramid to protect sheep, then you should also close the side
country runs that they would normally live in if there wasn't a constant onslaught of skiers using lift
access and guides from the resort. A proposed travel route allowing a traverse from Glory Mtn to the
Village should be added. I've never encountered sheep using the exit route in Avalanche Canyon or
while skiing the world-class runs off of the South Teton and Shadow Peak. Losing access to these runs
until May would be really sad. I firmly believe the recommended closures need to be re-evaluated on
a yearly basis based on how the sheep have responded to less skier traffic in these areas, since these
closures are based on a single, limited study. Test your hypothesis. Also, not every snow year is equal.
If we have a low snow year such as the 2021/2022 season and a decision to lift the closures early is
warranted, then that's what should happen.”
“North Teton Creek area seems to be ridiculous since never have seen sheep and prime area to
access from Gate at Grand Targhee Resort. The available routes shown would be very hard to
interpret. Eliminates prime backcountry access at high elevation.”
“Routes through the center of canyons are problematic as they are within disturbance range of
sheep. Sheep are the priority and under legal protection of the Park. Unlimited recreation guiding
can be done in many areas. Recommended closures otherwise are justified.”
“Winter closures are unnecessary anywhere in Grand Teton National Park. The sheep don't mind the
skiers, and the skiers don't mind the sheep. If you ever seen a sheep in the winter backcountry, you
would agree with me.”
“North facing ski terrain should remain open in the northern tetons”
“I’m a non-resident so have less time in the mountains here but I will say the human traffic I have
seen is very consolidated. The level of proposed closure seems over the top.”
“I can’t identify specific areas but I do think there needs to be more studies, in the winter, where it is
observed how skiers and sheep interact. My experience with sheep in the high alpine of Colorado in
May is that they stay on the tundra and graze while I am on snow. Most of the regions proposed to
close don’t seem to be areas where there are many skiers and I would like to know if an occasional
skier on snow affects sheep who aren’t usually on snow. I am not opposed to closures but I do feel
like there hasn’t been enough specific studies.”
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“I think no amount of closures are going to restore this heard and feel energy could better spent in
addressing habitat loss in other ways.”
“I think that the avalanche canyon closure is closing too much. I think that if it is high value to the
bighorn sheep, then there should be some sort of coexistence, not completely restricting human
access.”
“I feel very strongly that some of the northern Park closures should be reexamined. Very few skiers
travel in these areas - especially the Doane/Ranger Peak areas due to the additional six miles of
skinning required for crossing Jackson Lake in both directions. I have been skiing consistently in these
areas for the last 15 years and have not seen sheep in this area. The southern closures, which many
more skiers frequent, make much more sense to me - I imagine, just numerically, those areas likely
experience more impact from skiers. Perhaps, the suggestion from the Zoom meeting last fall could
also be considered - lifting the closure areas in the north earlier - by March 1 at the latest? The
snowpack in the Northern part of the Park often is relatively unstable until that time period so that
could allow for protection of the herd along with use in that part of the Park?”
“About twenty years ago it was decided that winter closures in the northern end of the Teton Range
were unnecessary. With the new winter travel plan access that terrain via snowmobile across
Jackson Lake was no longer allowed. Therefore, due to the long approach, recreational activity and
impacts to sheep were negligible. Has this changed? This area offers some of the best multi-day
winter wilderness recreation in the range. Is closing it necessary? Not sure what specific area are
most important. The best part of this area is that the ski terrain is relatively unexplored and is ideal
for “primitive and unconfined” winter recreation. I hope the experiential value of wilderness is
considered when considering closures.”
“Maybe eliminate these wide-sweeping closures and instead recommend/ require humans avoid
winter sheep habitat, i.e. windswept foraging areas, steep exposed rocky/ cliffy terrain. Sheep do
not/ cannot travel in deep snow. It seems to me that most winter users (backcountry skiers,
snowshoers, snowmobilers, etc.) seek out deep snow/ coverage and can easliy avoid most winter
sheep habitat. For example, I will continue to travel in most of your proposed shaded/closed area in
Teton Canyon because most of that terrain is too snowy/ deep for winter sheep habitat. I will avoid
areas in the Wigwams/ north fork Teton Canyon (not shaded/ closed in your map) if I encounter
sheep.”
“Closing areas on the East side of the Northern Peals seems unnecessary. These areas collect copious
amounts of snow in the winter creating good skiing and poor sheep habitat. This statement holds
true of many of the proposed closures. I would support more detail in the closures finding the dry
areas on windward sides of the ridges for sheep habitat closures and keeping the leeward, snowier
sides open for recreation. The closures in Darby canyon seem to close prime ski terrain and very
limited sheep terrain. I would recommend another travel route up the south side of Mt. Wister to the
col on the East side of the mountain. This is a common ascent route of the peak. Overall I strongly
support actions to help support the Teton bighorn Sheep heard, but I feel that scientific data is
lacking to implement these closures. It cannot be underestimated how important some of these
areas are to many skiers. It is some of the best ski mountaineering terrain in the lower 48. To have
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hunts in the National Forest, while closing terrain to humans sounds ludicrous. Both goat hunting
from helicopters and hunting in the NF surely puts the fear into the bighorn sheep making them
afraid of humans.”
“I do not belive that skiers have even close to the harassment level that helicopter surveys and illegal
Snowmobile travel puts on the herds. I see helicopter travel and illegal Snowmobile tracks in all the
closure areas. More legal skiers would discourage illegal Snowmobile traffic and ultimately help
sheep no doubt about it. Skiers avoid sheep Habitat as it is all rocks no powder.”
“I believe a lot of these closures are unnecessary because 1. Target population for sheep was 200
(stated by Ali C in the last meeting), current estimated population is 178, so we are looking at a 11%
increase. Step one- stop hunting the sheep. 1 sheep per year makes a big difference! Step 2- how
many sheep to skiers kill annually? There doesn’t seem to be a huge gap between target population
and actual population. Additionally there were 0 people surveyed in Ali’s thesis in the north park.
Why so many closures there? Just under 80% of people surveyed accessed backcountry terrain via
LIFT ACCESS. Why are we looking at areas within the park to close and while the forest service just
doubled backcountry guided user days at JHMR- where most of the data was collected.”
“I do not think the sheep are disturbed by humans. Any time I have seen a sheep in the wilderness
they do not move when they encounter a human. I have only observed them in the Elk refuge and in
Alaska. Skiers have very little impact on their surroundings. They leave no trace and are in areas for
only minutes. The sheep are un-bothered by humans. I don't think we need to have closures for these
sheep. They are not affected by the few humans that enter these areas.”
“Keep access open. Closures are unnecessary. Backcountry skiers are not driving the population
decline of bighorn sheep.”
“Closures are unnecessary, period. The sheep are on the rocks where we can't ski. They didn't care
about us. We didn't care about them. Coexistence.”
“I don’t think any additions areas are necessary. I’ve traveled around many of these areas
throughout my years in Jackson and have not seen any sheep.”
“The south aspects of darby and Teton canyon are not used by BHS in the winter, there is no evidence
of their presence in the areas designated as prime habitat. No winter surveys of these areas are
being undertaken before closures are suggested.”

Expressed Level of Support for Closures, with Adding Comments on Other Topics (34, 22%):
“I am fine with the closure areas. I haven’t used the areas during winter.”
“I support 100% of the recommended closures, including what is recommended by the Teton Bighorn
Sheep Working Group in the North Fork of Teton Canyon. In my opinion, the best option is to close
that area to ALL BC use in order to protect the identified critical habitat for the sheep. This is a small
sacrifice for the BC skier community who have literally thousands of acres of public land available in
this region for them to enjoy their BC activities.”
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“I feel these closures are necessary and going to happen more often as the climate crisis increases.
Prioritizing the sheep and ecology vs. human luxuries and recreation is a necessity to help in building
a more resilient ecosystems.”
“I support and respect closures for our wildlife. Our wildlife is the most important resource.”
“These proposed and existing closures are a small fraction of available ski terrain in the Teton range,
not to mention the vast acreage of great ski terrain in nearby mountain ranges. Recreationists can
and should accept limits to conserve and be stewards of the wildlife we share this landscape with.”
“None of these will particularly impact my backcountry winter travel in the future. The designated
travel routes in Darby and Teton Canyon seem sufficient for accessing terrain. Though I've never
been there myself.”
“If biologists are concerned and believe big horn sheep require these existing and new closures, I
trust them more than any anecdotal evidence and think the closures are worth it.”
“I'm fine with the recommended closures. There are plenty of other backcountry areas for people.”
“I tend to stick to north-facing slopes, the Big Holes, and areas around Teton Pass, so I don't have
much information regarding the closures. I personally defer to the experts and have avoided these
areas. There is so much territory that closures don't bother me at all.”
“I think it’s important to protect wildlife winter range. It seems we have plenty of areas for
backcountry skiing. I am not well informed at this time and do not know the exact proposed
boundaries, and it’s difficult for me to discern here, but if they’re not significant I do not object.”
“I support all recommended closures. First and foremost, this is a National Park managed to
"preserve unimpaired the natural and cultural resources and values of the National Park System for
the enjoyment, education, and inspiration of this and future generations". If we can't manage
wildlife here, nowhere is wild anymore. There is a TON of ski and climbing terrain in the Tetons--I've
been exploring here for 20 years, and have barely scratched the surface. There is room for sheep-and skiers and climbers. Frankly the fact that some backcountry skiers are opposing this is appalling
and I'm embarassed for my tribe.”
“Backcountry skiing is fun, but the sheep must come first. I would happily limit my skiing to areas
where the sheep are not likely to be impacted. I am extremely discouraged by my conversations with
other backcountry skiers, who claim that these sheep are going to die off anyway and so there is no
point in protecting them. They approach the problem backwards, claiming that you need 100% proof
of negative impact before limiting skiing. But of course by then it’s too late. I am frankly disgusted by
my friends in the skiing community when it comes to protection of sheep.”
“There should be more closures. There are too many people out there!”
“I personally don't access ski terrain via the closures, and I 100% support winter closures to protect
bighorn sheep.”
“I think we should put the sheep first and close areas that risk them in anyway”
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“I would make the current voluntary winter closure areas mandatory: no skiing or travel in them
between Dec. 1 and April 30.”
“I would like to see all the designated “High Quality Big Horn Sheep Winter Habitat” in GRTE placed
into winter closure protection. There arI am for the guidance of science and biologists. Though, I
believe the sociological matters at play may inhibit the closures from being imposed for accepting
users. Specifically, I have heard multiple user groups (skiers, boarders, climbers) talk negatively about
the proposed Avalanche Canyon closure.”
“Teton Canyon. Because There have been sheep in the area. Suggest closing the paths from Peeked
down into Teton Canyon. That traffic will bother the sheep in the area."
“I support all voluntary winter closures and I support all additional recommended closures.”
“Why should skiers, most of whom have never even seen a bighorn in the Teton Range, be telling
biologists what areas are necessary or unnecessary for bighorn sheep conservation? Shouldn’t the
scientists who spend hundreds of hours actually observing the sheep be the ones telling us what the
sheep need? Are you seriously going to recommend, based on skiers’ opinions, whether sheep should
be allowed to have critical habitat or not? This population is on the edge, and allowing them their
critical winter habitat (all of it) should not be too much to ask of human recreationists. Sure, skiers
know what areas they like to ski, but their opinions, based at most on one or two anecdotal
observations, should not be driving the decisions about what sheep need or don’t need. The whole
premise of this survey seems weird to me.”
"I support land-management decisions that are based on the best available science and the
consistent measurement and analyzation of key data such as TBS population numbers. I furthermore
endorse an adaptive management approach that is iterative in its review of the success of past
policies, and support the revisiting of science on a regular basis to ensure that the land-management
decisions upon which it is based remain valid in light of additional information. In the event that
subsequent findings indicate the need for modifications of land-management decisions, I strongly
encourage responsible agencies to make them publicly, transparently, and with all due haste in order
to preserve the coexistence of human and wildlife populations.”
“I don't know enough about the sheep to answer this, except I do hope that routes through closure
areas will remain available! Part of the reason I moved here is to explore the backcountry.e plenty of
other places both in the park and throughout this region to backcountry ski. If this is what it takes to
protect our sheep wildlife, I am in support.”
“I’m okay with any closure. I think defining a route from Grand Targhee to Teton Canyon will be
difficult but not impossible.”
“We are happy to comply with the closure areas to protect the sheep population.”
“I fully support public agency closures to reduce stress on the Teton range's imperiled bighorn sheep
populations, as proposed.”
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“I believe all the closures should be implemented. I believe the NPS has the responsibility to protect
wildlife habitat. I would like to see funding for the NPS to monitor and reopen areas if the sheep are
recovered or closures do not affect the herd.”
“I think sheep need the mountains more than humans. Close 'em all and revisit how much
commercial pressure is allowable throughout the year.”
“I have no problem with the suggested closures.”
“- I believe land in the valley and buttes should be made available for bighorn sheep and other
animals that would return to it given reduced disturbances. Perhaps the buttes should be
occasionally closed to construction etc. or road use limited during specific times? - I appreciate the
consideration for wildlife, but I'm concerned that the bighorn sheep infatuation is big-game hunting
related. I'd like to see other species considered in these deliberations.”
“I am not the expert, but I wholeheartedly support the scientific recommendation.”
“All areas near Grand Targhee and high in Teton Canyon should be closed.”
“Honestly, I support whatever is decided - I am totally for helping the sheep -Im in support of any
closure deemed helpful for them. Let be honest here, we've got plenty of other places to ski!!! SO
MANY PLACES! ALL OVER THE COUNTY, STATE, US, AND THE WORLD! These sheep are special! and
do not have motorized travel assistance to get to get around as we do.”
“Closures should be expanded wherever it can help expand good/suitable habitat likely to be used by
sheep.”
“I have avoided all closure areas, and respect the park determinations. There is plenty of available
space for skiing.”

Expressed both Support and Disapproval for Closures, Often Depending on Geographic Area (34, 22%):
“Areas of deep snow do not need to be closed, according to BHS research, these areas are not used
much by sheep. Key areas, such as refuge areas during storms and deep snow season need to be
identified and avoide. “Other appropriate closure areas: South Slopes of Battleship Mt. South slopes
of Teewinot -- have seen sheep tracks there in early spring. Also South slopes of Housetop Mtn. The
pass south of Table Mtn, is always thin, hard snow from the wind and sun. -- same for the ridge
above leading to Table Mtn. I have never seen BHS sheep or their tracks there, though. Seasonal
timing is very important. Late winter/early spring when snow is easier to travel on by sheep and
skiers is a likely time for encounters. Spring skiing during lambing season could be a problem too
(mostly after April 30,, but still important).”
“I appreciate the need for these closures, but I think just a few less, or maybe a few more routes,
would be helpful for skiers. Maybe another route around Rendezvous connecting to the West, or a
route around Wister?”
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“25 Short and Maverik are popular winter ski areas. I would hope they can remain open.”
“The areas mentioned above are frequently used for skiing and day trip accessible and have been
skied for decades and should not be in closures. I’ve never seen sheep or sheep sign in these areas.
Routes to connect from a closed side to an open side of a ridge or drainage should be allowed.”
“The most negatively impactful closures to skiers are the new ones in Avalanche canyon, prospectors,
static, wister and in the sidecounrty at the ski resort.”
“I ski elsewhere in the Teton range as well, but will focus comments on the North Fork of Teton
Canyon closure as that is where much of my backcountry skiing is focused. The area is adjacent to
Grand Targhee Resort and is quality backcountry terrain that has been accessible from the resort for
at least 30 years. A little effort is required to get to it currently and to get back from it so the number
of people using it is relatively small at the moment. That is going to change with the Peaked lift
going in this summer. This new lift (which has been approved for 20ish years) will give many many
more people access into the terrain and an easy way out. Whatever the configurations of
backcountry gates or even closures are will not keep people from going into this area. It will be
exactly like a Rock Springs situation. When Rock Springs was closed, people still went. Gates went in
and more people went. This Rock Springs scenario is the simplest comparison to what will happen
when the Peaked lift goes in. It seems as if the Rock Springs drainage would meet the requirements
for a sheep closure as well if it weren't for the skier history and demand. The skier numbers won't be
as high at Targhee as at the Village, but there will be a drastic increase in backcountry use in that
zone. They will not need to go all the way to the canyon bottom as there will be a simple traverse
back to the lift. A closure in that area will present a bunch of challenges; Who will police the closure
(I repeat...You will not be able to keep people out of there!)? If someone gets injured or avalanched
in the area, will they call for help knowing they could get fined after the event? Will the rescuers
(Targhee Ski Patrol and TCWYSar) be able to be in the area so they can be prepared to rescue people.
The responsible thing for the resort to do is provide is a Guide Service (with arrangements with
current permitted outfits) for that area (similar to JHMR). Will they be able to guide in that area?
Other thoughts: The two straight line permitted ways through on your map makes no sense at all.
Where did those come from? Are you supposed to ski exactly in those lines? The comment that
people can watch sheep from the canyon in that area is BS. The view is obscured and a long way
away. I've spent a lot of time in there over the years and saw one sheep in mid April about 7 years
ago. Saw goats until they were shot. I do not think a lift should ever be dropped into Teton Canyon as
proposed in the new master plan, but that terrain will be used by backcountry skiers. And it should
be. I am all for sensible sheep closures and much of your proposal make a lot of sense. This area
however, even if the studies may show that it is prime sheep habitat, is just too close to a ski area
that will be putting lots of folks directly above that closure.”
“As noted above, the South - North loop of Avalanche Canyons is a major recreational route. While I
have never seen any sheep on this route, I do have any data to state that they don't occupy some of
this terrain.”
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“This totally shuts down any skiing into Teton canyon from peaked mountain, Mary’s nipple, etc.
That’s a big recreational concession that will be hard to achieve. I want to see more data as to why
this is so critical. I’m very on board with the Darby and fox creek closures.”
“The North Fork Teton Canyon area will likely become much more trafficked with the new lift at
Grand Targhee. Even with a closure the access is going to become much easier. I would either not
recommend this closure or include many more routes through this area that correspond with the
many historic ski routes. I am concerned that if a closure is in place if anyone gets hurt while skiing in
that area they will be less likely to contact Targhee Patrol, or TCSAR for fear of getting a fine.”
“Jensen Canyon - I’ve been up there for 15 years and have never seen big horn sheep. Any areas that
they might be located are likely not areas that one is skiing or accessing.”
“S. Facing Fox Creek: There is a winter rock climbing venue not far from the upper reaches of the Fox
Creek Quarry. I think it is important that winter access be maintained to this crag. I think the impact
on bighorn sheep is minimal since climber use is focused on one small area. Climbers do not wander,
they use a defined trail and only recreate in a very small area, leaving any sheep in the area
undisturbed. This is an important recreational resource as it is the ONLY consistent outdoor winter
climbing rock climbing in the region.”
“Not sure north side of Peak 8602 near mouth of Webb and Berry is sheep habitat, but south side is.
A travel route from Ortenburger Lake over pass into Webb? GTNP needs to take an active role
speaking out against expansion at Targhee. Gotta keep Lower Saddle and OS route on Grand Teton
open. Travel route from Sunset Lake over Sunset Pass into head of Cascade…more important than
route to Schoolroom Glacier. Easternmost 2 or 3 avalanche paths on north side of the Pyramid on
Rendezvous Peak should stay open….everything east and north of 9,670. Not sure entire headwaters
of Moose Creek needs a closure. Maybe just the east and south sides of the summits and cliffs
around Moose Lake.”
“I understand the need for closures on some south facing slopes. I do not understand why north
facing slopes are included. This does not seem like sheep habitat due to deep snow. I support
calculated closures where bighorn sheep currently reside or may migrate due to it being prime
habitat. The current voluntary closures and proposed ones seem quite large. Can these be evaluated
regularly instead of just closed?”
“Any restrictions are a balancing act and it seems closing the proposed Avalanche Canyon section
balances too much on providing range for the sheep and not enough on providing Winter access”
“I have never seen a bighorn while backcountry skiing. I have skied quite a bit in south facing Darby. I
think that there is generally too much snow for the bighorns in that area. Maybe they are close to
The Wedge, but there is generally a ton of snow on the western portion of the ridge. I understand
that Fossil may be good habitat, but I think the closure is extended a little too far north. Teton
Canyon South facing is going to get extensively used by slackcountry skiers. Maybe close the eastern
part of the ridge, but not the area close to Targhee.”
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“I am assuming that the proposed closure in Teton Canyon does not include the nordic trail at the
bottom of the canyon... I believe that this trail should remain open.”
“Closing areas south and west of JHMR that are popular “side country” routes seems difficult since
they have been used regularly for more than 40 years. And even more regularly in the past 15. Yes
thin snow areas within these zone could be “not recommended” and or closed. I don’t believe the
sheep are spending any time in the zones people want to ski since these are too deep ( tracks would
be seen). I have seen mostly compliance with the recommended closures around Static and Hunt
until Spring skiing season.”
“Closures need to be based on confirmed sightings and impact and need to be irrespective of resort
boundaries, i.e., saying that closure areas end at resort boundaries seems too coincidental and
suggest some bias in data interpretation or policy application”
“Overall, I do support winter closures for Bighorn sheep. However, the amount of acres proposed for
closures is too high. Start with smaller closures closer to the current ones. Like expanding the areas
around Mt. Hunt and prospectors peak. Western facing aspects that receive lots of wind and little
snow. This is where the sheep hangout in January, not in the deep snowpack of avalanche canyon or
in the northern part of the park. Closing areas without a monitoring and management plan is simply
irresponsible. Skiers and winter climbers will be more receptive to closures IF there is a specific plan
and evidence that the closures will help the bighorn sheep. Again, start with smaller closures and a
monitoring/management plan to help convince the backcountry community that the closures are for
a good cause.”
“There is a lot of high value ski terrain on: Rendezvous mountain, S face of avalanche canyon, Eagles
rest and Ranger peaks. Also west face of the Grand Teton is home to some classic test piece winter
climbs. For these reasons I do not think these areas should be considered for closure. I also think that
more lower elevation closures are necessary to allow to the herd to migrate and mix with other
herds.”
“Generally, focus potential closures on areas where there are sheep, especially in winter into spring
lambing habitat. Some areas recommended for closure , I.e. east of grand Targhee, hold so much
snow in the winter I can’t imagine a sheep being there in winter, and have never seen one or sign of
one….although some of that terrain likely would be excellent for summer and lambing. Perhaps
closures could focus on seasonality”
“I support most current and recommended closures. I do believe the ski descents into Avalanche
Canyon from the south side of the South Teton are classic and should remain open. I also would like
there to be an exception to closures for people doing the Teton Crest Trail, or other overnight
traverses. This would still limit the number of people passing through these areas, therefore limiting
stress placed on wildlife, but protect a unique type of recreation as well. I also believe that JHMR side
country should remain open.”
“I believe the areas in the north are unnecessary for bighorn sheep conservation because 80% of the
data taken from the recent study were taken from people who used lift access ski terrain in the south
parts of the range by Targhee and Teton Village. 0 people were surveyed in the north part of the
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range. It is a different area there are much fewer people that go there and a completely different
herd. I also think that if you are going to close large swaths of the north to backcountry skiers, than
you need to abolish snowmobiles (fast moving things that actually make lots of noise and could be
considered predatory) from Jackson lake. It makes no sense to limit a handful of skiers yet allow
endless amounts of machines making loud noises in that area. I would support the closures south of
Teton village as there are a lot of sheep there and the tram takes up thousands of backcountry users
per day. Why did the national forest double the amount of backcountry user days allowed south of
Teton Village if they are so concerned with the sheep? Again, something that makes no sense. I also
think there should be a designated travel route for the Crest trail. I think the the north face of
Forellen, The South West Couloir of the Middle Teton to IceFlow Lake, the Basin below Static Peak,
Albright to No Woodds basin ( both in the recent voluntary closure) should remain open because it is
high value ski terrain with different aspects other than East so it allows safe decision making in
changing terrain and I have skied there often and never seen sheep there.”
“Four high quality, non-technical canyon loop tours could be accomodated in the closure area by
including a travel route over the following divides: 1. Lower Saddle-Dartmouth Basin 2. North Fork
Avalanche-South Fork Avalnche via col West of Veiled Pk 3. Static/Stewarts to No Wood Basin via
high col above Timberline Lk (just south of south buttress of Buck 4. Static Draw to Death via No
Wood Basin using col between Static and Albright Peaks The Ranger-Doane complex is a more
remote zone and wilderness ski touring zone. I would hope that access could continue to be
accommodated in some way in this zone. Very little traffic here; curtailing access seems more about
convenience rather than based on numbers of skiers actually skiing there.Forellen and Survey zones
also seem to be included more because it is easy to do, not becuase there is data indicating that
numerous skier-sheep interactions/impacts are occurring.”
“Honestly, I do not have a good sense of where she are and are not. Of the places I have traveled
over the years, I have only observed sheep in the Owl/Elk/Red Mountain area in the north part of the
range. However, I understand that the sheep also live in other parts of the range. I support
reasonable closures to help protect wintering big horn sheep. Of the proposed closure areas, the only
one that I question is the Teton Canyon area and the western (non-wilderness) portion of the north
fork of Teton Canyon.”
“Grand Targhee Ski patrol violated the voluntary closure of South Bowl. They tow up to the top of
Peaked, ski south bowl then traverse back in GTR above the Apostle Chutes. the travel route the
sheep folks gave us is down Noodle Ridge not South Bowl. GTR ski patrol is only allowed to do this
lap when the avalanche rating is at moderate. GTR wants to develop South Bowl. They want to put in
a backcountry gate at the top of Peaked and allow people to ski the south bowl then traverse back
into GTR. South Bowl is a huge avalanche path that has a history of producing crown depths of 10+
feet and running full track. GTR would have to bomb the shit out of the South Bowl to make it appear
safe. Remember avalanches still happen in controlled areas. People still get buried and die in the
areas controlled for avalanches. The noise from these bombs can not be contained and will be heard
up both forks of Teton Canyon and probably on the saddle of the Grand Teton. I have been in Teton
Canyon when GTR is controlling the top of SE Bowl of Peaked and they are super loud. this will
greatly affect all forms of wildlife in the area. If Big horn sheep are so affected by human presence
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the bombs will defiantly effect them. Wolverines are also in the area. A judge just ruled that they
could be placed on the endangered species list.”
“I believe that the current proposed expansions (red/purple) in the southern+middle aspects of the
range are UNnecessary - and frankly a bit disrespectful to all those who love to recreate in the Tetons
in the winter. This winter alone we’ve seen incidents where people could have died or been severely
injured by having multiple travelers on the same ski lines/routes - further compressing this area will
have the opposite effect you desire by forcing *more* people into less area. The proposed closing of
the area around Cody and south to rendezvous peak…is there even a thought behind this? If as
theorized, skiers affect sheep movements even by being in the same region, then I’m a bit confused
as to what closing an area that has been heavily trafficked - and will continue to be trafficked despite
the closure (guarantee there will be poachers trying to access this terrain) - will actually do? Perhaps
those pushing this decision should take into account the recent explosion of popularity in
backcountry skiing amongst those in the US and those flocking to Jackson. Also - perhaps they should
keep in mind that they and the agencies they work for are funded by the public - the public that will
shortly be denied the right and ability to access any of these well-loved areas. Just a thought! We all
know this isn’t going to change the “working group’s” mind, but maybe the pushback will at least
alert you to the fact that there are those in the community who are deeply disappointed in the
course of action you plan to take.”
“I can only speak to areas like Rendezvous Mnt. and Rendezvous Peak due to fairly close proximity to
JMHR and people using the tram to access. Hard to keep people out of there. Then the Grand
Targhee expansion will have a huge negative impact if lift infrastructure is granted and a marked
increase of skiers going out gates to access more critical terrain to the east out Targhee ridge as we
call it.”
“Proposed closure in Avalanche Canyon - This is the big one for the ski community! I have skied here
extensively and have never seen sheep, or any sign of sheep, over the past 5 years. There are a
number of classic ski descents that would be affected by your closure (Amora Vida and SE on South
Teton and the Nugget, Chinstrap, and 4-hour couloirs). These are AMAZING ski descents. Amora Vida
is one of the best ski descent in the Park (and the country). Chinstrap is the best intro to ski
mountaineering line we have in the Tetons, hands down. I struggle with this particular closure, as I
want to find common ground on this issue, but find it hard to believe that these slopes are (or would
be) inhabited by the sheep.Proposed closure West of Albright/Wimpy's - I have traveled here
numerous times, and have never encountered or seen a sheep. I think that a closure here would be
detrimental to professional guiding as well as recreational users. This basin is great skiing”
“Here are a couple general comments to begin with:
After reviewing the documentation on the Working group website it appears that the analysis is very
focused on the east side of the range but there are extensive closures proposed on the west side of
the range. Please, remember that there are people who live on and access the Teton Range from the
west.
Sheep within the GYE generally winter in areas with little snow as shown by the herds in northern
Yellowstone, the Dubois northern Wind River herds or the herds in Hoback Canyon and the current
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wintering areas in the Tetons on Survey and Prospector Peaks where there are existing closures.
Some of the additional proposed closures make inherent sense (Upper Death Shelf, areas along the
range crest at the head of Avalanche Canyon, Moran Canyon....) These are similar areas to where the
sheep are currently wintering characterized by wind swept ridges and little snow. Some the other
proposed closures for example in the North Fork of Teton Canyon or Darby typically have deep snow
packs even on the south facing slopes. Is the purpose of these closures to try and develop a corridor
for sheep to move to lower elevations on the west side of the range. If so why aren't the sheep using
these areas already.
One of the hypotheses behind the proposed closures is that back country skiers are disturbing the
sheep and preventing them from using these habits. Yet in some of the proposed closures, for
example Darby, NE Snowdrift, Cirque Lake, Ranger/Doane, back country use is limited yet the sheep
are not using these area regularly. If this is the case then perhaps there are other reasons that the
sheep find these areas unsuitable. Some of the closures where the sheep are not currently using the
areas appear to be aspirational meaning that there is hope that the sheep might find there way to
this habit. If it is good habitat why aren't the sheep using it already?”
“Closing any aspect of Mt. Wister, or the more eastern regions of avalanche canyon seems
unnecessary. Creating more contiguous sections of closure rather than large swaths of unconnected
areas seems like it would be more efficient and less intrusive on recreation (e.g. enlarging existing
closures in areas where recreation is less prevalent)”
“It is a bit concerning the amount of terrain being considered for closures. This terrain comprises
quite a bit of the alpine zone throughout this region and contains countless desirable ski lines. I am in
support of sheep closures and protecting terrain to ensure winter grounds for bighorn sheep but
quite a lot of terrain is included in this closure including many places i have been looking to travel to.
Much of this terrain is under a voluntary closure now. It would seem that there could be a better
balance of use- identifying the prime habitat and acutal usage for these animals in winter that is less
used by backcountry users and address those areas first. These closures seem to take a much more
broad stroke approach, suggesting all terrain that might be potential habitat as closure regions
rather than habitat that is actually used. The Teton range is a much loved backcountry winter
recreation zone for many people i know both in the Salt lake valley and those who live up in Jackson.
Backcountry skiing is generally low impact and, among all human usage methods, is likely one of the
least impactful on the environment. The sport has boomed recently though and some level of
protection would be helpful but it seems like the above method goes a bit too far towards closures.”
“The closed routes coming from peaked mtn into Teton Canyon seem too small. I don't feel like I
know enough about the sheep to comment, but would abide by closures.”

Mix of Comments (30, 19%):
“As a Mountain Guide in the Tetons having spent hundreds of days in the backcountry skiing and
climbing over the last 8 years I’ve encountered sheep only twice, both in areas not recommended for
closures.”
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“Closures need to be based on sound science. I'm in favor of protecting sheep and restricting skiers,
but I don't think the evidence is there yet.”
“i do not have strong feelings about what the best management plan for these animals is.”
“1. Hard to say. Have never felt as if I was disturbing sheep habitat while backcountry skiing, but
maybe I was not paying close enough attention. Have never seen more than a couple of sheep while
skiing in the Tetons. 2. NA 3. Would want to further examine the Avalanche canyon area.”
“I believe additional closures in the Avalanche Canyon and Ranger/Doane (including some of Eagles
Rest are unnecessary. Traffic to the northern range specifically is low enough that interfering with
the sheep is unlikely. Additionally, I have not seen conclusive data from the working group that
backcountry skiers are directly impacting the sheep. In general, I think the proposals for additional
closures are too broad and not backed by the necessary data to prove that skiers are impacting the
sheep.”
“I have a high level question - is the peril of the sheep really caused by backcountry skiing? Or is
backcountry skiing acting as the scapegoat for loss of habitat, predation, disease, and competition
for habitat with goats? I have reviewed many studies (see Op-Ed: Questions Post Participation in the
Collaborative Sheep Group on Wildsnow.com written by Elizabeth Koutrelakos) where closures have
been implemented in other ranges in the United States where sheep populations were similarly
decreasing - most of those closures were lifted after not accomplishing the goal of increasing herd
size. Why do we think closures would work here?”
“We saw sheep on a wind blown northwest reidge on Static Peak heading up from the park cabin.
The closure around Static seems small. Being able to ski from JHMR and over Moose divide would be
nice. I can’t tell if the closure includes the summer trail that exists over Moose Divide.”
“In the many years of skiing in the area, i was not aware of voluntary closures until the present
survey/closure/comment process came up. It might be worth better trying to inform users of the
area as to what areas to avoid or what signs to look for so we can collectively be beter users of the
area without needing to resort to full closures.”
“In politics (which ultimately this is-people setting policy), compromise is key. Maintaining access to
the very popular southern areas could buy a lot of goodwill towards closures farther north.”
“None of this helps solve the problem when you issue hunting permits for bighorn sheep. Also, this is
the only national park with an airport in it, so that's a big problem. Classic deflection away from the
real problems.”
“In all the skiing we have done in these areas we have seen 1 or 2 bighorn once!”
“I do not have an opinion regarding specific closure areas other than that I hope the commercial ski
resort will not be allowed to develop within the proposed Teton Canyon closure zone and that routes
will remain open for human-powered ski descents down the South Bowl into Teton Canyon.”
“none”
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“The veiled peak and wister area is one that I would like to recreate in/possibly guide. I can't speak to
the sheep conservation needs in that area.”
“Defer to more knowledgeable and experienced people and organizations”
“Closure areas should be determined based on bighorn sheep conservation. It is too late to make
skier opinions and desires a primary factor in micro-management, if there is a will to keep the sheep
population from going extinct. Closures should be expanded wherever it can help expand
good/suitable habitat likely to be used by sheep. These questions seem to minimize the knowledge
and skills of biologists, and may contribute to the idea that science is a matter of opinion and bias.”
“Most areas due to lack of sheep from conversations with exum and jhmg guides”
“I don't know anything about bighorn sheep conservation routes, but surely we can work something
out between backcountry users and wildlife biologists that doesn't close as much BC terrain. This
survey feels like the right way to go about it.”
“In the Rendezvous Peak/Jensen Canyon area I question why the existing volunteer closure area is
being considered for expansion. The expanded area is all due north facing terrain that holds heavy
snow throughout the winter and sees a fair amount of skier traffic from the Pyramid. Yes there are
some small cliff band areas, but are separated by thick forested terrain with typically deep
snowpack. In the Rendezvous Mountain area there needs to be a Designated Travel Route down the
west slope of Cody Peak allowing skier access into upper Granite Canyon. The ridgeline of Cody Peak
sees the highest number of backcountry skier traffic in the entire region due to direct access from the
Tram. Expanding the closure around Cody and No Name peaks doesn't seem like an effective
regulatory move due to the concentration of skiers and also aggressive resort skiers commonly poach
closed areas as is. I would like to see a significant increase in signage and information provided to
these users about the Sheep population. Possibly including mention of the sheep in the tram
announcement? Users should be asked to be on alert for sheep and if sheep are spotted on the
planned travel path either take a different path to the destination or ski something else.”
“Utilizing a thesis paper for closures based on no other scientific research doesn't seem appropriate,
and it's sad that this topic has become so black and white with park versus skiers. Just recently a peer
reviewed study showed that the sheep numbers are higher than initially thought, I think this group
needs to realize that and not impose new closures, but rather continue to monitor and work more in
harmony with the backcountry skiing community.”
“I'd leave that to the experts and ask for transparency in return from the Biologists and Agencies”
“I believe that this body needs to review and add many more routes for recreational travel off Grand
Targhee Resort. A new lift will be installed next year which will drop people off at the north fork
Teton boarder. Knowing that terrain and how many people already ski the north fork of the Teton
area, it is unrealistic to think people will not be skiing that no matter if it is winter closure or not.
Next year and the potential of 1000's of skiers having lift access to that area will create a huge
problem if it is not open or has many more routes through it. Please rethink your original plan.
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Closing this area would be like closing the rock springs area off Jackson resort, which is similar
habitat. I can't help but notice that was not suggested.”
“I think for a proper wildlife survey and study to be done, instead of closing wide swaths of the
Tetons, choose a few spots that are (mostly) representative of the range. And once these study areas
findings are researched and then shared, then let’s move forward using the data collected.”
“I trust that areas that are recommended for closure should be closed and areas that are allowing a
travel route are acceptable. I believe in the science and studies that have been done and respect
those decisions.”
“I think all the areas are potential sheep habitat except the south side of Wister Peak which is mostly
deep snow broken with ridges of rock and doesn't offer good enough sheep terrain to warrant
protection. I also feel there should be a travel route over Rendezvous Peak as this is very commonly
used. Any sheep in this area would be well acquainted with skiers.”
“I have not seen sheep in this area”
“North side of Avalanche Canyon - the backcountry lines and approaches in this area are in couloirs
and canyon drainages and not along ridge lines, where sheep are typically found. North side of
Eagle's Rest/Doane/Ranger Peaks - - the backcountry lines and approaches in this area are in
couloirs and not along ridge lines, where sheep are typically found.”
“I don't have the knowledge to judge the impact on sheep.”
“no place I ski is listed here.”
“none”
“Most areas. These areas represents far more then 5% of high value winter recreation areas, more
like 40%. The existing closures have not worked. These closures will not work either. We are barking
at the wrong tree. There is no published scientific data that shows that small ski touring parties pose
an existential threat to big horn sheep. The data that has been published is speculative and not
statistically significant. (ie not scientific). This data (2014 MS thesis of the biologist now employed by
GTNP) was never published in a scientific journal.”

How can the backcountry skiing and winter climbing community best work with Grand Teton
National Park and the Forest Service to protect the bighorn sheep population?
n=
Mix of comments
Educate skiers on being responsible
Better communication

195
31%
26%
14%
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Work with scientists
Don't know
Need for greater awareness and
more education of agencies

10%
11%
9%

Mix of Comments (60, 31%):
“Reduce the closure time period to March 30”
“Carpool. Limit parking to control max daily human travelers. Consider limiting commercial ops
during critical seasons.”
“I wish I had the answer to that. The skiing community needs to be less selfish.”
“I am fine with the closure areas for bighorn sheep. I have plenty of other places to go that don’t
impact sheep.”
“Stop promoting backcountry skiing! It is not the activity itself but the expediential growth in the
activity that is creating the perceived conflict. This has been driven not only by improved
technologies (AT) but by promotion by the ski industry, the chamber of commerce, local guide
services, and outdoor media.”
“I think we should put the sheep first. There lives are more important than a few extra ski runs.”
“It's not clear they need protection. Their population appears to be stable.”
“See comments in previous section”
“End the hunting season on Big Horn Sheep. In my opinion, it does not seem to make sense to close
areas to winter use when there is a hunting season for these animals. Also limiting the use of
helicopter tours in the summer. These helicopter tours have a much bigger impact on all animals
because of noise than a few skiers that tour in by foot and then leave the same day. Ski touring is
very un-intrusive and users are in an area for only minutes each day. They are constantly moving and
in very small groups. Please limit or cancel the hunting season to let these animals re-bound so we
don't need to limit ski use. Closing terrain to skiers is just pushing more people into the same areas.
This will create more user conflicts and cause more accidents. The sheep are undisturbed by a few
skiers in these zones each week. Please do not close these zones. If you are very worried about their
food source then you could feed the sheep as you do with elk.”
“Eliminate professional guiding. The presence of large guided parties has increased tremendously in
recent years.”
“I am sure locals will comment on this.”
“Stop the Grand Targhee expansion into Teton Canon. No backcountry gate at the top of Peaked.
Keep the access in this area how it is now. The system that is in place now works.”
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“Just keep everything open.”
“Leave access open for backcountry skiers. Maybe look into much more disruptive activities such as
snowmobiling and low flying aircraft.”
“As winter weather becomes more inconsistent, continue with boundary expansion to provide more
room for sheep to travel”
“The public should continue to oppose efforts by GTNP and BTNF to close access to public lands due
to this problematic bighorn sheep herd. If these agencies continue to implement closures, the public
should work with our legislators to reduce funding for these agencies.”
“Ski touring is incredibly low impact on the environment compared to airports, 10k sq ft homes, the
town of Jackson, and ski areas in historical winter range of this species. Hopefully we can make the
biologists realize this.”
“We need to leave the sheep in peace. Should have been here in the 70’s. 40 people on top of 25
Short is disgusting, the backcountry has become a junk show. There should be hard and fast rules
about winter travel, pitches that cannot be skied.”
"1) show definitive proof that specifically backcountry skier traffic is negatively impacting the sheep
population 2) more data transparency: possibly create a web dashboard showing current known
locations of sheep and update voluntary closures accordingly. Similar to the Avy forecast"
“Again, I'd echo my question - does the backcountry community really have to power to move the
needle on the sheep issue? Or are larger factors at play (habitat loss, etc) that are really causing
most of the trouble for the sheep? Closures of wild places (which are more and more difficult to find
these days), especially to human powered travel, should have the HIGHEST bar to prove that it is
necessary for any cause.”
“We’re constantly gathering data that could help refine closures and aid in protecting the big horn
sheep”
“I think backcountry users could be of great help locating sheep in their habitat. I think that so few
people actually use these areas on a regular basis that the sheep are not meaningfully impacted by
use- especially this winter- these areas were pretty much already closed due to conditions, and a
legal closure was not necessary. I think you will find a lot of people ignoring large closures, and
therefore making the existing closures less effective as the odds of getting "caught" in a closed area
are so low.”
“report any sheep sightings to a website. Let fellow skiers know that this is an imperiled population
and that we should do what we can to help sheep survive.”
“a) the Bighorn sheep don't care about skiers, and skiers don't care about sheep. They can coexist
just fine. These closures are only going to help pad the resumes of the people creating the closures.
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They won't help the sheep, and it will destroy a great American resource. The Tetons are a wonderful
winter playground, and you're going to ruin it.”
“The closures seem very exaggerated for the actual instances of backcountry travelers-sheep
encounters. I'm curious if existing closures have already been studied in-depth to measure the effect
of the closures on the sheep population? The herd is quite small and the scope of the closures is quite
vast. Perhaps implementing a closure in an area where the sheep congregate most and studying the
impact would be more beneficial than indefinitely closing off large portions of public lands to public
land owners.”
"The NPS and wildlife population managers should better supply information to the backcountry
community, including recent sitings and places to avoid, so we can all be better users of the space. As
backcountry skiers, many of us are drawn to the sport because of its connection with the natural
world. If there is some way we could contribute to the health of this population without large scale
closures, i am sure the community as a whole would be happy to help out.”
“This includes making users more aware of current voluntary closures or things to look for and avoid
to protect these animals, i was not aware of the extent of sheep closures until the present survey
process.”
"Teach the grand Teton nps that closing terrain isn’t how you fix this issue.”
“Introduce more sheep!!"
“To support these closures and gauge how it is impacting the ecosystems.”
“Work towards alternatives towards mandatory closures for most areas.”
“Co-habitate just like every other animal in our ecosystems. I have skied and hiked with big horn
sheep and they don't run off. we actually hang out together. Why's is co--habitation not even a
consideration or a discussion?”
“Minimize and regulate guiding. There seem to be a very large increase in guided groups.”
“Actualize wildlife management plans through informed park and civilian discourse, providing
untrammeled wilderness designations are allocated seasonally to wildlife.”
"1. Don't restrict skiers
2. Stop allowing people to hunt bighorn sheep.
3. Get rid of the freaking airport!!!"
“I would like to see a dynamic/adaptive management regime in which skiers and mountaineers are
involved in tracking sheep herd locations in real time (using smart-phone apps) and avoiding herd
and closure zones based on actual current position of herd (similar to the way in which skiers and
mountaineers avoid avalanche terrain under certain conditions). I also hope there will be a clear and
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specific monitoring regime with goals and milestones for herd health and numbers so that skiers and
mountaineers can participate in and track the ongoing stewardship of bighorn sheep in a way that
feels tangible and non-arbitrary.”
“As I mentioned earlier, I think education is the best approach. Backcountry skiers typically act
appropriately around moose and springtime bears. Why can't the same approach be taken with
sheep?”
“Listen to the experts. Honor the closures. Care about whether native populations persist or not.
Think about future generations and whether they’re entitled to experience Grand Teton National
Park with its full suite of wildlife species. Educate others about why the sheep deserve protected
habitat.”
“I think skiers can help collect more data and observation for the sheep. GTNP can limit helicopter
and plane use- something that does significantly alter sheep movement, and they can look for advice
from other parks and forests that have done similar closures and realized that the closures did not
have in impact on population. I also think it could be a good idea to limit loud music so people can be
more aware of their surroundings while skiing and thus more aware of animals around them. I would
also recommend abstaining from more closures as there has been no follow up on the Mt.
Hunt/Static closures from 20 years ago (which is legally required under director's order 41) and now
the park just wants to close more areas.”
“Lead with voluntary compliance. Move to mandatory closures only when required.”
“Would it be helpful to have a website where skiers can report sheep sightings? Then maybe alerts
could be posted on the BTAC website as areas to avoid skiing.”
"I think if there are specific closures in place like the Static Peak/Mt Hunt and Rendezvous, skiers and
climbers tend to respect those closure because they are targeted for where there are sheep. I think if
you just close huge areas that make sense on google earth, even if you have no idea if there are
sheep there or not or any understanding of how BC travelers and sheep interact, Ben no one is going
to respect those closures and they shouldn’t.”
"Be respectful and honor the recommended closures. However, also hold the regulatory agencies
accountable for evaluating the impact of the closures on the bighorn sheep population and make
that data available to the public in a timely manner. Ideally, data used to implement and justify
permanent closures should be published in a reputable journal.”
“The exponential increase in private use and unlimited guiding permitted by Grand Teton NP are
getting into seemingly every area of the park not voluntarily closed to for sheep. Voluntary closures
seem to be adhered to well but the consistent inability of the Park Service to proactively manage for
increased use is worrisome. Rather than letting problems like Mountain Goats go for years and years
before action does not bode well for being ahead of the curve for the future of the sheep.”
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“We think supplying the community with information about the research on the sheep populations
would be helpful. Explaining the stresses animals feel when coming into contact with humans would
help people understand the rationale for the closures. The more people who feel connected to the
sheep, the better. Are the sheep tagged? Would it be possible for people to "adopt a sheep" and be
given information about its whereabouts?”
“Through education and finding thoughtful, common understanding on how to best protect the
sheep. This will require compromise form both sides and further scientific research.”
“Get the study in a peer reviewed journal before making major policy changes. Stop hunting sheep.
Stop targeting only backcountry skiers and leaving out the side country skiers at targee and Jhmr (a
much greater population).”
"Education, signage at trailheads, maps in the newspaper--Using the same methods as the “"Don't
Poach the Powder"" campaign which seems like it is working?"
"actually establish high value ski terrain. I mean not counting avalanche canyon/whister and the
Grand Targhee backcountry as ""high value"" shows how the working group is actually working. I
travel in these areas regularly and have never seen the big horn sheep in these areas. Since the NPS
seems to suggest that there are many collared sheep, perhaps rolling closures and a system similar
to Rogers Pass in BC.If you care about protecting the sheep and other large wild life, low elevation
habitat and migration corridors have to be re-establised. Instead, we are expanding the airport
inside the NP, and building more mansions in low elevation habitat."
“We as a community are very respectful to the animals plants and environment in which we ski and
climb. We do what we can to keep animals healthy and safe. No need to ad closures to the park as
there already are and no data to support that they are even helping.”
“I would suggest that the Northern herd be the focus and have seasonal closures there. The
skier/climber population accessing the southern herd ares will be too hard to close but recommended
non access during part of the year may be feasible. I have not seen much attention to the dates when
sheep are most impacted. It seems that there is no interest in closing any of this terrain during the
summer. Are they only vulnerable in the winter months?”
“Hopefully people will respect the closures, but I think GT and the FS need to make sure that each
area that is being closed is well thought out. If people think that the closures are too restrictive
without good reason they will disregard the closures. I would recommend making small additions as
we learn more about the bighorns than making sweeping closures.”
“I’m in support of protecting the sheep but closing backcountry terrain will not protect them. It’s the
airport and the town that has forced them up into the alpine. For this reason my answer is that no
winter restrictions on backcountry travel, as that is not the solution to the problem.”
"First of all it's a 2 way street. The #1 thing GTNP and the USFS can do is stop telling the owners of
this land (the public), what is ""valuable"" and what is ""not valuable"". This is the same exploitive
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attitude that was used to justify forcing indigenous people off the land in the 19th century. All this
land is of value, to ecosystems, to culture, to religions. Humans are an animal who has lived in these
ecosystems for 300,000 years. So our ability to travel and explore it in a low impact manner such as
skiing is imperative to our protection of it. In specific regards to the sheep: In order to protect this
species we need an understanding of their needs and an understanding terrain that can meet those
needs. Skiers are the bearers of that knowledge. We are the only people gaining real knowledge of
this terrain, and can identify characteristics of the land necessary to the animals. Observation and
study of this ecosystem is something skiers can provide. I'm out of words.”
"I am hopeful that climbers and skiers can recognize that sacrificing some backcountry access in
order to help sustain the sheep population is important. I am also hopeful that GTNP is reasonable in
their requests to close terrain.”
“Hopefully we can all reach a reasonable compromise."
“We can encourage other skiers to learn and understand about conservation, sharing the landscape
with other creatures, and that sometimes, the lives of wildlife are more important than another ski
day that will fade into other hundreds of ski days we have. Positive social pressure can help make
changes.”
"I don’t know. Less contact the better The sheep got very stressed out with any approach especially
by air."
“Voluntary closures that are bought into, enforced, and culturally acknowledged among the ski
community. Better signage. If we’re going to close places where people have been going for the last
few years, we need to educate. People see shit in social media and want to duplicate a line skied. The
closure needs to be well notified before they are committed.”

Education of skiers and skiers being responsible (51, 26%):
“Voluntary closures”
“Let us be your citizen scientists. We are a respectful group and I would like to think all skiers and
climbers would act in the best interest of a sheep when encountering them.”
“Knowledge of habitat and what to be aware of.”
“Education”
“Stay out of areas where they winter.”
“Skiers traveling into sheep areas can buy a bag of sheep food for $5-$10 and dump it out on a rock
up there. Skiers pay for the food and more than offsets the impact of the skier's presence. It's winwin.”
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“Sightings, data, and Historical sheep encounters (1970's-present)”
“More education”
“Stay out of all closure areas, including the voluntary ones. Turn in witnessed violations. Respect
scientific information and try to understand the experts in this field. Spread the word that the sheep
are worth protecting, and that we all have a role to play in conserving wildlife for the future.”
“Suport and adhere to the recommended closures. This is not difficult. The research data shows the
need--do the right thing.”
“change their tour plan if they encounter bighorn sheep, report where they see/encounter sheep”
“I strongly encourage all Teton winter backcountry travelers to observe and respect the voluntary
closures for the winter of 2021-2022. I furthermore encourage winter backcountry recreationists to
assist the Teton Working Group on Bighorn Sheep and its participating land-management agencies
by providing data and input via the interactive GIS maps.”
“Back away from any and all locations that potentially might disturb or harass bighorn sheep.”
“When closed areas are finally agreed upon, respect them”
“Bringing the ski community into the conservation efforts for sheep, utilizing voluntary closures and
designated travel routes, and trying to determine a method to monitor/record when and where
skiers are going would all help, educating managers and the skiing public. Closing areas in the north
endo of the park with no inidcation of levels of use creates divisions unnecessarily between skiers and
park managers on this issue.”
“Adhere to the closure rules.”
Educate backcountry users. Encourage logical voluntary closures, but don’t enforce. Do more to
protect and improve habitat outside of 12/1 to 4/30 to support population growth. Eliminate any
hunting of big horn sheep, if allowed (I don’t know if it is), in these specific areas if it’s of such grave
concern.”
“Skiers and climbers can be realistic about there needs for ski terrain. I can’t say most closures
proposed have affected where I generally travel in winter or spring.”
“Respect the closures!”
“Observe crucial boundary lines and respect.”
“respect voluntary closures but with the knowledge that the latest survey shows twice the amount of
sheep as previously thought so no additional mandatory closures are needed”
“Don’t hassle the wildlife man”
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“Put the sheep first. There is plenty of space for recreation users elsewhere.”
“Makes the winter guides responsible for observing the sheep's movement & ranges. The guides
have the most intimate knowledge of the mountains, are in them and observing them every day, and
are impacted the most from closures.”
“Have more ski "ambassadors" spreading the message that staying out of bighorn winter closure
areas is the right thing to do. Get the hunting community on board to stop hunting bighorns on the
west side of the Tetons.”
“provide user input to surveys like this, respect final closure decisions”
Be aware of closures and report any sign of sheep.”
“There is a lot of terrain. We should follow all closures to save the sheep.”
“stay the hell out of their habitat”
“Adhere to sensible closures and be educated.”
"-Report sheep observations
-Educate ourselves on sheep habitats and behavior, and understand how to minimize disturbances to
the sheep
-Observe closed areas"
skiers should stay out of areas where sheep exist
“Respecting closures which protect bighorn sheep on critical winter range, adjusting travel plans to
avoid bighorn sheep and other wildlife if encountered.”
“I feel like education regarding the needs of the sheep being conveyed to the backcountry users will
help minimize recreational users' impact on the sheep while existing in the same space.”
“Adhere to closures and support the wildlife.”
“Skiers/climbers need to report sightings and behavior (both theirs and the sheep's)...so there can be
adaptive management.”
“Efforts by the NPS and USFS to allow bi-directional communication surely helps. But the biggest
challenge is likely the cadre of skiers and climbers who simply don't have an environmental ethic that
values bighorn sheep. When I started backcountry skiing, being a backcountry recreationist meant
that you had an environmental ethic - and usually a very strong one. There now seems to be a
disconnect between recreation and ethics in the backcountry, and bridging that gap is probably the
NPS's and USFS's biggest challenge.”
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“Following all closures, recommended or not. Native animal populations are MUCH more important
than skiing or climbing in specific areas.”
"Report mountain goat sightings. Receive alerts when sheep are known to be in an area. Have access
to good maps and apps for the closures. Don’t close already popular areas or easy access areas. With
modern technology, provide variable maps that can help inform when sheep are in certain areas.”
“Education for new users and those who choose their own ego over the fragility of the Sheep inn
winter.”
“Skiers can stop complaining and accept the closures recommended by actual biologists. There is still
plenty of terrain for skiing. Wildlife needing the terrain for survival should take precedence over
skiers wanted access for entertainment. And I’m a skier.”
"Report observations of wildlife when out touring. Respect established closures."
“Would be willing to adhere to seasonal closures or more limited terrain closures. Is there anything
we can do outside of terrain closures to help protect the sheep?”
“I can only speak for backcountry skiing (don't climb). I don't see a problem with following the
closures. I do think it's important that both GTNP and the Forest Service provide science based
information to justify their closure recommendations.”
“Be humble and acknowledge the incredible privilege of skiing in the Tetons, with or without the
closures.”
“By respecting habitat as the first priority.”
“skiers should stay out of areas where sheep exist”
“Abide by rules - and get snowmobilers to abide by winter closures and Wilderness boundaries as
well.”
“Voluntarily avoid wind blown, sheep wintering territory.”
“Be aware of the winter needs of Bighorn sheep and do not disrupt them. If you encounter them,
travel an alternate route.”
Better Communication (28, 14%):
“I think working together as a community to identify the places that are logical to close to protect
the sheep and those that are not and are better suited as backcountry skiing and winter climbing
terrain to compromise with GTNP and the NFS is the best way to protect the sheep. This way,
backcountry travelers are more likely to comply and buy into the closures and sheep are likely to
have lots of protected winter habitat.”
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“Working together is key. Closing access in a broad fashion feels like it’s the opposite of working
together. How do you empower skiers to help preserve and recreate responsibly in regards to sheep.”
“I hope that both sides can help each other. The backcountry skiing community can provide spatial
information on areas of thick/thin snowpack coverage and bighorn sheep sightings. GTNP/ USFS
providing helpful and widespread information on the sheep population has been a good start but I
think needs to be increased. The presence of bighorn sheep in the area of a desired ski line should be
treated like a red flag avalanche hazard which means seriously reconsidering the planned route and
ski run.”
“Have more opportunity for those 2 communities to meet. And in particular for people who live on
the idaho side. This community is not even aware of what is going on, for the most part, and
therefore is unlikely to abide any restrictions I am sorry to say.”
“Groups like TBCA participating in the sheep working group is extremely important. TBCA also needs
to help the working group communicated the results of studies and research to the skier community.
The working group has done a poor job getting communicating there discussions and research
results to the general public.”
“Come to a reasonable compromise as to keeping key skiing terrain open while closing lesser used
terrain to protect the sheep.”
“There should be frequent discussions and consultation so that all parties concerned understand the
issues. Options under consideration should be made public through media and internet to facilitate
discussion.”
“Come to an agreement on winter closure areas.”
“Please publicize all closures widely, and provide concrete data and information about the precise
reasons for all closures.”
“Possibly directing people to specific access points with better parking lots and plowed roads so they
will be more likely to ski where they don't have huge efforts to get to their preferred climb or ski
zone.”
“It is important that the ski community buy in to the conservation plan. It is absolutely necessary that
the Park convince skiers that the closures are necessary by monitoring the number of sheep and
being willing to end the closures if the numbers don't increase. Most skiers I know, myself included,
are not sure the closures will make any difference. If they do, then I and others will continue to honor
them. If not, then they should be curtailed. With DNA monitoring, the park has the tools to keep a
fairly accurate count of the sheep. I hope they will continue to keep a close eye on sheep numbers
and keep the public informed.”
“I believe finding compromises on the closures will be essential for buy-in from the backcountry
skiing community. In chatting with those that I know who ski in some of the more remote areas of
the park, the northern closures seem to be the areas of greatest concern. This concern stems from
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the fact that so few people frequent these areas. Many times when I ski in the northern part of the
Park, there is no evidence that other skiers have been there earlier in the season. The potential
closures in the southern part of the Park make a lot more sense to us. Skiers access those areas so
often - it is undeniable that the herd is likely being disturbed in those areas. It's a more challenging
argument to understand that the herd is being disturbed in the areas where very few people usually
travel per a season...”
“I am not sure that the Park knows about a lot of the ski descents that would be affected by their
closure. This is the impression I got from attending two meetings. The Avalanche Canyon closures
would be incredibly detrimental to the guiding community in the Tetons. Many clients come in to ski
these particular lines, and they are great for working people up to bigger ski descents like the Middle
and Grand Teton. It has also not been communicated why this habitat in particular has been chosen.
I have never seen or heard other people see sheep in this area. Some more clarification here would
go a long way.”
“Dissolve preservationist special interest groups like the BHS working group and create better lines of
communication between land managers and those who use these zones. Users want a conservation
based model not a preservationist model for moving foward with BHS management.”
“We can have reasonable representatives able to present skier needs based on data and an
acceptance of our role as stewards of the landscapes on which we ski. Those representatives should
have clearly outlined goals and should not be cowed by emotional overtures from skiers regarding
access. I would appreciate the outdoor community having the grace to listen and understand the
data from a perspective of coexistence, rather than the loud group whose only attachment to the
scientific information presented so far is to attempt to poke holes in it. We should have leaders in our
communities that vocally and transparently engage with wildlife officials and the skiers who are
against such closures to demonstrate the importance of the platform we've been given as users and
the responsibility that confers. Our leaders should explain that sheep protection is not simply an
either/or proposition, meaning migration corridors can work alongside closures, not in place of
them.”
“Seems like, by closing certain areas, and designating specific routes through closures, skiers and the
park could work together to preserve both the sheep and the recreation.”
“Help develop realistic voluntary closure areas”
"A codified system to report observations of sheep. It seems there isn't a clear data-based system in
place, for reasons both obvious and less clear.”
"@skiers can document observations of sheep, movements, etc Maybe @GTNP can listen a bit more
to the ski community??? Do any follow up studies?? Data is frankly pretty thin to push through these
drastic changes - not to bad mouth the researchers (Aly et al) who have spent years doing this…I get
that, I have a phd and have spent years collecting observations :/ )”
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“Finding a balance. Sharing actual facts with user groups who may not have accessed the meetings
or material presented by scientists. In an effort to counteract people who are currently sharing
feelings with baseless facts.”
“Keeping an open, informed dialogue like this I think is great so we know where heavy, med, and
light BC use is occurring. Then combining that with heavy, medium, and light bighorn sheep activity
and going from there. Heavy bighorn sheep activity with light to no BC use is a no brainer to close,
and so on and so forth.”
“Working together is a good idea. I don't think all these areas need to be closed all winter.”
“More education”
“I think if consideration is given to other threatened species as well, and if closures affected valley
land, and JHMR ski resort expansions, then skiers and climbers would be more enthusiastic to agree
to certain important closures. I am glad that the climber/skier opinion is being considered and hope
mutual involvement and communication continues.”
“Regular communication, clear guidelines from the park, etc.”
“Emphasis, publicize and promote our community's support for these closures”
“More education and transparency from agency people.”
“There needs to be a transparent process for reviewing the efficacy of these closures. It was
frustrating to hear that the current closures which have been in place for 30 years have not helped,
nor was there a mechanism to review them”
“I think that the two communities can work together, although I question if closures are necessary on
some of these more remote areas that only see a few people in each season. Some of these lines and
climbs are major multi year goals that climbers and skiers work years for this naturally resulting in a
very low human presence in these areas. Education and outreach I think is key to public Opinion and
not forcing a closure.

Work with Community of Scientists (20, 10%):
“By respecting the advice of the wildlife biologists.”
I am still figuring out the best way we could all work together. I think continuing to track where we
see big horn sheep and how frequently we see them in specific closure areas would be affective. I
spend a lot of time in the backcountry in winter, spring / summer and fall and have never seen a big
horn sheep other than in the snake river canyon, outside of the national park.
“There is a flaw in in the data presented in regards to animals behavior when interacting with people
at distances. This will become apparent.”
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“First, a scientific survey of the actual locations of big horn sheep should be conducted. Those results
needed to be communicated to the public. An educational campaign centered on skiers and climbers
is also necessary to communicate the reason for any closures. The agencies responsible should also
have meetings seeking input from skiers and climbers on any closures and get their buy in.”
“Start by providing hard evidence of what actually works, see comment to next question.”
“Help disseminate best evidence and recommendations”
“I think that trying to preserve wild spaces for animals is great in theory. Yes decisions are being
made without data to support them then I don’t support those decisions.”
“I believe there should not be any current closures to any backcountry winter travel in any area of
the grand Teton national park for any reason. Additional field studies need to be
completed/evaluated by qualified field biologists at the federal & state levels before a full winter
travel closure can be considered by users.”
“I believe the best way to work with Grand Teton National Park and the Forest Service is to comply
with their expert opinions and avoid closed areas.”
“I think the best way forward is to better draw the lines of closures based on direct feedback from
professionals and recreationalists that travel frequently through these areas. Secondly,
communicating the nuances of what is at stake with the sheep will likely get more of the backcountry
community behind voluntary closures.”
“By respecting the recommendations of the Teton Bighorn Sheep Study Group.”
“By listening to the biologists from GTNP, CTNF & WGFD, following their recommendations & making
thoughtful recommendations based on their experiences and terrain knowledge of the specific
closure areas.”
"Work to understand the herds in sheep Mt and whisky basin to determine how to connect them to
the Teton range. Elk refuge animals and understand why elk refuge sheep can be near people and
cars but not skiers on rare occasions"
“By collecting accurate information on the big horn sheep winter range and attempting to strike a
balance between closing critical habitat and keepin as much of the area open to back country skiing
as possible”
“Continue to study the sheep with real scientific data without implementing new closures yet. During
the autumn meeting one official said that once new closures are in place they are likely to not be
removed, even if the numbers go up. So if we just learned from a real peer reviewed scientific paper not a school project, that numbers are actually higher it shows that we're placing the cart before the
horse. There is a way this can be done effectively.”
“Accept best available science and have an open mind.”
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“Show the science and the results of the closures. If I see the science, I would be more convinced of
the need for these closures.”
“listen to biologists”
“Get a accurate info from naturalist”
“By following science.”

Don’t Know (21, 11%):
21 respondents

Better awareness / More Education of Agencies’ (15, 8%):
“With the Forest Service, it is important to understand their level of commitment to education,
enforcement and monitoring. They be unwilling to follow through. You will have to be persistent and
creative.”
"GTNP and FS need to take responsible action to protect the sheep population. Follow Sierra Nevada
in CA. sheep program. Open closures, CA studied closures and found they didnt help the sheep
population, so they opened them back up. GTNP has not studied closed areas of Prospector and Mt
Hunt to see if they are effective yet still want to close more areas. GTNP has been talking about the
shrinking gene pool in the Teton sheep herd yet wont take the inevitable step of herd
augmentation.”
“GTNP and the FS are taking the easiest steps they can take even though they have been proven
ineffective by other sheep management programs"
“I would like to know what other conservation efforts are being done besides goat kills”
“Providing data on sheep sightings and reactions to skiers/traffic in the areas. Even anecdotal
evidence is more valid than anything I've seen thus far.”
“Maps of closures / volunteer closures at trailheads, public information sessions, guide training,”
“Share data from the field about observations. Show some game camera pictures and facts so
people will see the animals they are affecting. Tighten the closures or allow specific routes to provide
alternatives and help keep people out of hard closures”
“information boards at the bradley taggart and death canyon parking areas.”
“I guess just keep people posted on the current whereabouts or activity of big horn sheep.”
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“I think there should be a larger outreach because I think that some of the backcountry skiing and
climbing population don’t know what is being discussed and implemented.”
“Eliminate North Teton Creek closure area because it seems fragmented from any sheep that I have
ever observed in either summer or winter. I have seen goats in this area during the summer. Modify
the Moose Creek closure to only include the area north of Moose Creek Meadows on East facing
slopes. Eliminate Moose Creek south facing slopes below Moose Creek Meadows.”
“I suppose if GTNP identified key habitats it would be easy enough to relay those closures to winter
recreationists. Take into account key recreation objectives like know ice climbs and couloirs that
people will always want to visit.”
“I think the ski and climbing community would like to see more action taken toward the commercial
users with large impact on wintering bighorn sheep - like helicopter tours and Grand Targhee
expansion. Many responsible backcountry non-motorized users feel singled out and feel like they are
facing dramatic impacts on their traditional uses while commercial users with higher impact are left
unscathed.”
“Work to get the park funding to monitor the success of the program and lift closures when they find
it is safe for the sheep. Write Congress, etc.”

Please elaborate on your response to the previous question, Are you likely to follow voluntary bighorn
sheep winter closures in the future? N= 160
n=
160
Likely to follow
50%
Mix of comments
24%
Following depends
14%
Not likely to follow
12%

Likely to Follow (80, 50%):
“Why would I not do this?”
“I am interested in following the rules. Though I have met many backcountry guides who ignore
them.”
“Will respect closures”
“Only assholes want to displace native wildlife to extirpation in native range.”
“Respect the wildlife and winter closure”
“Follow science. If a closure is needed, good to follow the regulations.”
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“I want to see the sheep survive. Plenty of ski terrain without impacting the sheep.”
“If it has been determined by experts that these areas should be set aside I’m happy to abide by
those rules.”
“I believe all wild species deserve space to live. Obviously the Teton sheep are living under extremely
harsh conditions and are stressed by skier intrusions into the small remnants of habitat they occupy.
The sheep have been in the Tetons for thousands of years and only in the 50-60 years have they been
driven to winter on the high peaks and ridges as humans took over their lowland winter ranges. The
population is so small that its continued persistence is in doubt—with disturbance on their winter
habitat being a critical factor in their continued survival. Our recreation is not more important than
their survival.”
“I like bighorn sheep more than people. I want them to thrive.”
“Likely because if the closure area makes sense I would follow it. An example is the upper miles creek
/ south bowl area behind GTR a closure would make more sense there in spring, snow volumes in
winter into mid may almost certainly preclude any sheep use of the area until you get lower towards
Teton creek…I avoid those lower slopes anyway all year….yet that is a popular route for many folks
all winter”
“why wouldn't I follow the closures? There are plenty of routes & choices of terrain which avoid
conflict.”
"The Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem is one of the largest nearly intact temperate-zone ecosystems
on Earth. In the midst of the ongoing sixth mass extinction, its health and protection must continue
to be priorities for inhabitants, visitors and backcountry travelers alike.”
“Yes.”
“I care about the sheep and there is plenty of terrain to still ski”
"Unless i have a need to travel in the area, i would likely support voluntary closures to ensure the
health of the population.”
“I support protecting areas for bighorn sheep habitat.”
“Truthfully, I would like to protect all the animals out there, not exclusively the sheep.”
“Its the right thing to do. But I don't think voluntary closures wall be effective.”
“I care”
“I am for scientific understanding, and for the rehabilitation of a genetically unique population of
sheep that I do not want to see extinct on my watch.”
“I will respect any closures the Park comes up with.”
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“I am likely to follow bighorn sheep winter closures, but I would be more likely to follow them if it
does not jeopardize my safety or that of my clients (i.e. maintaining safe access to open terrain) and
if I believe the closures are likely to help.”
“Sheep habitat should be sacred, don’t ski it Period. Take more time, go around, go elsewhere. Go ski
the Grand, ya spoiled, bonus baby wannabe’s, wait in line for the Tram.I’m an old ski bum, in the
vanguard of skiing Teton Pass, then moving to the Park because of the crowding and bullshit
attitude, stupidity, dogs. Against more gov’t. restrictions in the Forest and the Parks, tighter Game
and Fish regulations, but on this issue I feel the opposite.”
“It is already apparent that our accessibility to terrain in the Tetons is diminishing. Between the
shear amount of people that show up every season, as an avid backcountry traveler, it is important
to me that we keep terrain accessible to travelers for the safety of spreading out in the mountains
and not being crammed into small spaces where we are skiing / climbing / traveling on top of one
another and causing potential harm and injury just due to exposure with other parties. I will follow
closures that are mandatory, but voluntarily having moved around those mountains without seeing
or being in the presence of those sheep.”
“I strongly support voluntary closures with clear guidance and will follow them.”
“Yes, if they are not extremely onerous.”
“I believe the wildlife needs all the help possible.”
“I believe in participating in citizen science and giving the sheep population more space to rebound. I
also feel that more data needs to be collected to show if these closures are actually necessary and/or
helpful.”
“If we know we won't go”
“The closures are carefully considered to favor human use, so following them is the least I can do for
the Sheep.”
“I just doubt I will go to any of those areas. Seems like they are mostly zones that don’t see many
people?”
“If that’s the expectation then it should be honored. Backcountry ethics. I don’t think the voluntary
closures were elevated enough this year -the more people know, the better they are about being
considerate.”
“If I knew of a closure, then I would follow it and respect it the only time I wouldn’t would be if I
didn’t know there was one.”
“I want to be a good steward, and I suspect things will go better for us as BC users if we can
successfully self manage. I would say extremely likely, but as they say: "there's always a never, and
never an always."”
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“I'm less likely to follow winter closures if they're voluntary but I will probably still do it.
“There is plenty of terrain for me to explore outside the winter closure areas.”
“I've always abided by the closures in the past. As much as I love to access the more remote areas in
the Park, I also want the herd to thrive.”
“The voluntary closures in the Jedediah Smith Wilderness work well. When planning ski adventures I
avoid them whenever possible.”
“I obey them now. I don't want to see these sheep disappear.”
“the voluntary closure areas are not areas that I normally visit”
"Wildlife is first before skiing for me. I want to do what is needed to prospect the GRTE Big Horn
Sheep Population."
“Seems fair.”
“I am now 83 years old. I do x country ski but not very far into the wilderness.”
“There are many great places to ski in the park, and we don't think that closing off a relatively small
area is a big deprivation.”
“I am willing to follow the voluntary closures and certainly avoid terrain where I encounter sheep.”
“I believe voluntary closures can work. If populations are still stressed, voluntary should be mandated
closures. Nature needs a break from selfish human-centric neglect.”
“The longevity of the sheep are more important that my ski objectives”
“The sheep are important too”
“I am not a wildlife biologist, nor are many of the skiers protesting these proposed closures. I have
faith that officials believe based on their research that these closures might have a positive impact
on sheep populations, and I am willing to amend my own practices based on that trust. I have seen
restrictions on mountainous terrain be effective, both in Canada for avalanche mitigation and in the
Pacific Northwest for erosion control and wildlife management, so I'm happy to ski the wealth of
terrain we have elsewhere.”
“I like to follow rules and understand the need for protecting our large intact ecosystem.”
“I have enough other places to ski.”
“I respect all closures. Your question should be "yes" or "no".”
“Wildlife cannot speak, but scientific evidence can speak for the wildlife. If there are rules and regs
established to help protect our winter wildlife, then I would respect this.”
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“I'm assuming there will be hard rules if voluntary ones dont work, and I don't want to be fined from
a hard rule.”
“I think traditional routes should remain open in the southern areas near the resort. I would
definitely avoid closures in the northern herd areas during the seasonal closure.”
“It's the right thing to do. We have plenty of places to recreate, they have limited habitat available.”
“I’m a law abiding person..? If you follow these recommendations then there won’t be future
egregious proposals that close the entirety of the park? Can only hope it doesn’t go that route”
“i will be respectful”
“If possible, I will avoid disturbing sheep in winter”
“I am a rule follower. This was very vague in the winter of 2021 to 2022. Most people did not know
about these voluntary closures. Maps were hard to find and access. There wasn’t much news
reporting or information available on the park website. This left people in a confused state.”
“If the Park identifies areas of voluntary closure I'd be likely to follow these closures.”
“Plenty of space to access without impinging on closure areas.”
“I have no intention or desire to harm bighorn sheep by disrupting them in a closure area during their
most vulnerable season. My recreation is not that important, and there are plenty of other places to
go.”
“I will always follow wildlife closures, voluntary or mandatory, if I am knowledgeable about the
closure.”
“Sheep get priority over my recreation”
“The backcountry is the home of bighorn sheep, and we humans merely recreate there. We have the
ability to access countless acres of backcountry elsewhere, so I have no issue complying with even
voluntary winter closures.”
“There are plenty of places to ski”
“I have no problem with it and will do my best to comply and encourage others to do so.”
“Respect for a hardy animal!”
“If the science says it’s a habitat I will”
“Wildlife needs to come first.”
“Generally, I follow rules/guidelines that are established for good reasons.”
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“i want to see these animals succeed. i ski a lot in the backcountry, but do not frequent the areas
currently in question so it is easy for me to make this choice. there are some people who do and i
understand how special these places are to them. whats most important is does it actually help the
sheep.”
“Yes. I want to be a respectful steward of these mountains and do what's right for our wildlife and
natural surroundings.”
“There are plenty of backcountry skiing areas in the Tetons. No need to conflict with wildlife sensitive
areas.”
“Those closures are there for a reason -- to protect the sheep.”
“I value our tremendous wildlife in the Tetons more than I do some people. (Sorry to say!)”
“It’s a small sacrifice for a good cause.”
“I support all voluntary winter closures and I support all additional recommended closures.”
“If it is someplace of significance to wildlife, I respect the closure. They were here first.”

Mix of Comments (38, 24%):
“The term "voluntary closure" is an oxymoron so stupid that only a bureaucrat could come up with.”
“The current voluntary closures are overreach in my opinion based on poor science with lack of peer
reviews and don’t allow the backcountry skiing community to pursue American wilderness skiing in
the Tetons (Ranger Massif) which was previously taking place on an extremely limited basis.”
“I think it’s important to listen to the science and trust that this is the best move for our ecosystem”
“I have never seen a bighorn sheep while touring in the proposed voluntary closure areas- feels like
they would not be an effective conservation method.
“The science is not solid in the study. Human avoidance at close proximity is good.”
“Less likely to follow voluntary closures in places that could be good habitat but where they haven't
been seen. From talking to several folks who regularly ski in No Fork Teton Canyon over last ten
years. there was only one sheep sighting during winter months.”
“I feel the science is thin and I have never seen sheep or traces of sheep in this terrain.”
“Please don't close more areas to humans. We are very quiet vs airplanes, helicopters, snow mobiles
etc... Once these areas are closed it is unlikely you will open them back up to us. The ski resort is loud
and intrusive vs. quiet skinning. Thank you”
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“It's hard to comment without knowing specifics of the voluntary closures.”
“I truly feel like we have no detrimental impact, when behaving appropriately”
“The proposed voluntary closures are in areas that BHS do not use in the winter. They are proposed
under the premise that low volume backcountry use disturbs sheep, which it does not according to
recent research. Why would one avoid good skiing in an area that has no negative impact on
sensitive wildlife.”
My background is in wildlife ecology and conservation, and I currently have friends researching
bighorn sheep throughout the southern Rockies.”
“This is asinine. Stop allowing hunting of the sheep and get rid of the airport.”
“I am not a biologist and am not an unbeliever but there are several issues that concern me; no
evidence that previous closures have worked or failed, failure to impose restrictions on JHMR, in fact
they got more guide days this year, and although very unscientific, the sheep species in the Elk
Refuge seem to LIKE people.”
“I think additional closures are unnecessary due to the low impact nature of backcountry skiing.”
“I like to have a choice around closures.”
"Closures that have existed for years in the Tetons have not been studied to show their effectiveness.
Closures in other sheep areas have been studied and proven to have no impact on sheep mortality or
reproduction.”
“GTNP is doing the easiest thing and neglecting to take effective action to benifit the sheep herd."
“The area where I have backcountry skiing for 12 years, adjacent to a ski area where I’ve never seen
a sheep is now a closure. The FS has companies with permits to operate in those same areas. I’m not
going to watch a guide bring clients to an area but stay out just do some people behind a desk and in
a zoom meeting feel better about improving sheep habitat. Also the “proposed travel routes” are
dumb they are just a straight line on a map have these people actually been in the mountains
before??”
“The map seems to be drawn by Jackson side special interests where prime backcountry skiing is
limited but areas on east side of range allow access to all the side country around JHMR.”
“North facing terrain that holds deep snow should remain open.”
“I don’t necessarily agree with restricting huge areas of public land to help a doomed population.
Especially while there are unlimited flights going over head, helicopter flights, and an exponentially
growing and unchecked guide scene that is totally blowing out some of these areas.”
“Voluntary closures seem goofy to me, like a license for jerks to go wherever they want. Also
supports a view that "Its OK, I will only go there 2 or 3 times"; "if I don't go, someone else will", etc.
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The sheep and other wild creatures of the backcounty need and deserve a place to live in peace and
security. If humans cannot respect that even in national parks and Wilderness, a very grim future
awaits wild animals, wild places, and all that love them.”
“A collaborative effort between GTNP/USFS and the backcountry users I think can be a great strategy
to support the bighorn sheep population. I would hope that the voluntary closure areas are updated
semi-annually based on more accurate sheep population locations and proper habitat based on low
snow coverage throughout the winter.”
“I think many skiers are neutral to this given the fact that currently the relationship between the
group and skiers isn't very good. If this is remedied than perhaps the community can get behind it
more.”
“see previous comments”
“I would like to have a definitive start and finish for closures. Meaning we are closing off an area for
3 years, check if it is actually working, and if it isn't remove the closure. Or if it is, continue it but my
fear is that areas will be closed minimally to keep the public happy but without results to back up the
experiment.”
“You are closing a widely used area on the north fork of the Teton, that will soon have lift access. No
one will obey the closure.”
“VoluntAry closures gives safety flexibility to changing conditions. I would prefer no closures but at
this point doesn’t look like that’s an option.”
“If the closures are well publicized and justified by well I will be happy to abide by the closures. We
do need give the sheep space. That said if the closures are not well publicized and administered and
most skiers don't know about them or ignore them it harder to personally comply with them.”
“I will as long as the sheep population increases, showing the closures to be effective. This is
especially important in the northern end of the park where there is very little winter travel.”
“The sheep don't care about backcountry skiers.”
"Well I did not even know about the voluntary closures until march… is anybody reading this?"
“If I felt that my being in the backcountry was detrimental to the sheep I may be more likely to abide
but I don’t think we as skiers are hurting the sheep. I believe the infrastructure and growing size of
the town and ski resorts is what the issue is.”
“I am a conservationist and have been calling in and reporting sheep sightings to the park for
decades. I live to ski tour. I pour over maps and plan routes all winter long waiting for weather,
conditions, partners, work schedules to line up for a particular objective. I spend more time thinking
about touring than I acutally do. Just the ability to plan these wilderness trips gives me inspiration
and peace. I don't impact sheep by penciling lines on my quadrangles. It's only a handful of days that
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everything comes together so that a conservative ski mountaineer can access a zone like DoaneRanger, or Snowshoe Canyon North Fork, or Forellen. I'd like to ski up there in the winter again
sometime, and I'd like other ski mountaineers to look across Jackson Lake and be inspired to gain the
skills and mindset to launch their own trips to these remote corners of the range in the decades to
come. It's big, humbling country. Wild. I hope to see sheep up there again.”
“I have to admit that I think that some of these closures are unnecessary and not overly well
researched. In areas that have a deep snow pack and nothing for bighorns to eat I would possibly not
follow the voluntary closure. However, this is unlikely as I plan to respect the closures”.
“It's a matter of getting the information out in an easy to use manner.”
“See comments in previous section”
“Generally already following the closures, but sometimes it’s nice to go exploring.”

Following Closures Depends (23, 14%):
“I would make a personal assessment about the closure at the time”
“I want to see the local herd survive, but I want to see sound science support additional restrictions.”
“It depends on where the closures are and whether they make sense or not - if we close all areas
proposed for closure, many of the amazing places to travel under my own power would be off limits with no proposed time frame for studying the effectiveness of the closure to see if it is warranted
long term. Would be a classic form of government overreach and overregulation.”
“If say “voluntary” closures are implemented throughout the part with little input from the
backcountry community and not taking into account the monitoring and behavior of the sheep, then
I’m guessing I will be less likely to follow voluntary closures. If however, closures are developed with
collaboration and specific areas are identified as “critical range” then I will definitely follow the
closures. But not haphazardly and without a monitoring plan.”
“Not really sure. If they get in the way of a cool objective I might not. If I knew a population was in a
specific area I would probably avoid the area.”
“may not follow voluntary closures in remote areas that i disagree with (assuming i don't see any
sheep)”
“if I have a specific objective that passes through a voluntary closure and that is the only safe route
then I will use that route”
"Would be more responsive if the closures were temporary depending on current sitings"
“As stated above, some of these closures are in remote areas of the park that I do not plan to
recreate in. However there are some lines in the closed areas that if conditions were right I would be
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tempted to go and attempt. I do think that the nature of these “big day” lines naturally creates a
closure as not many recreationalists go there.”
“I will have to understand the impact on sheep better to make a decision on that.”
“Except in the N F of Teton Canyon”
“This is dependent on how expansive the closures are and what the justification for the closures is.
Data on the effectiveness of past closures or measurement criteria for the effectiveness of new
closures needs to be communicated so we can all understand whether closures will actually have an
impact on the sheep population.”
“I work in the backcountry. If I need to go somewhere I will.”
“This depends on the extent of the voluntary closures. Part of the appeal of backcountry skiing is its
solitude; if most travelers are limited to several crowded drainages, this will detract from that
experience (not to mention increase human impact in those areas).”
“It really depends on the credibility of those dictating the closures - I will stay away from sheep, but
any indication that the boundaries are arbitrary, based solely on hypothesis, or suggestive of special
accommodation of resorts will reduce the credibility of the closure program. Determination of
closure areas should also consider the recreational viability of the closure boundaries. If a boundary
could be moved a tiny bit to allow access to a popular run, consideration should be given to
sacrificing a small portion of sheep terrain.”
“I don't see a lot of people frequent many of these areas and don't feel human powered winter
recreation has much of an impact on the habitat. If I started actually see sheep I would steer clear of
these areas where the sheep actually are located.”
“I would support and adhere to most voluntary closures. If closures overlap with “classic” skiing I
would consider alternative routes in unrestricted areas, but can’t rule out entering a voluntary
closure that I disagree with.”
“Provided they make sense and there is robust continual wildlife science that continues to justify
them. I’m not willing to heed the advice of an outdated study. But if studies continue to show that by
not skiing some places that helps the sheep, I can follow the science.”
"extremely likely to follow voluntary closures where sheep are seen.”
“I'll follow it if I am convinced by significantly better scientific evidence that it is necessary.”
“Even as a sheep advocate I may not follow a voluntary closure. If the sheep are impacted then the
closure should be non-voluntary.”
“When working, I won't have a choice. When not working, I'm fundamentally opposed to wildlife
closures, as they don't do anything.”
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“I would try to adhere to all closures. Looking at the boundaries, it seems that some of them were
not drawn by backcountry travelers familiar with ski routes. I needed to connect legally open areas
by crossing a small corner/edge of a closure, I would consider doing it.”

Not Likely to Follow (19, 12%):
“I do not agree with closures. They do not seem to be scientifically based and I have never seen a
"spooked" big horn sheep. They always appear unconcerned by my presence.”
“Closures have been proven to be ineffective many times in other bighorn sheep management
plans.”
“I believe there should not be any current closures to any backcountry winter travel in any area of
the grand Teton national park for any reason. Additional field studies need to be
completed/evaluated by qualified field biologists at the federal & state levels before a full winter
travel closure can be considered by users.”
“More credible research is needed.”
"Although I would ignore a voluntary closure if I really wanted to ski somewhere, I doubt that will be
the case."
“Why am I going to volunteer to participate in something I do not believe in. Now if I see a bighorn
sheep in the backcountry I will act responsibly and respect its space.”
“Area closures are something we often see in the climbing community for clff closures- we start off
the season with more closures until it is determined where the animals choose to nest and unused
areas are opened back for use, this could be a good model for the range to show the backcountry
community that the closures are based on actual usage data rather than theoretical. This would also
likely increase compliance as it has the perception to the community that the management
organization is trying to balance backcountry use with habitat preservation."
“Winter backcountry travel in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem offers physical, emotional and
spiritual benefits that contribute to our appreciation for and understanding of our ecosystem’s
importance. First-hand experience in the backcountry imparts a profound regard for the power,
beauty and significance of our natural world. Backcountry recreation has resulted in the
development of countless conservationists and the advancement of conservation efforts that have
played key roles in the protection of our natural habitat. Prioritizing the coexistence of human and
wildlife populations is therefore a critical responsibility of land-management agencies, as doing so
advances our efforts to live in balance with nature."
“Wilderness must remain open”
“Stupid rules are meant to be broken. I have the resources to take you to court. If you ban this, I'll see
you there.”
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“I dont agree with the closures so no.”
“I will not follow voluntary closures that have little to no impact on sheep.”
“I plan to continue to visit the Fox Creek rock climbing area in the winter even if a voluntary closure is
left in place”
“Like I said, I have been west from the ski resort for the last 35 years and never seen a big horn
sheep, so I would likely continue to travel in those areas.”
“The limitations on where I can and can't go are very insignificant”
“Won’t be following any closures. It’s not the way to fix this.”
“Making closures voluntary means impacts will still happen, so what’s one more user?”
“Free the peaks.”
“Won’t be following any closures. It’s not the way to fix this.”

Please elaborate on your response to the question -What is the likelihood you will follow hard (nonvoluntary) closures in the future?
n=
131
Likely to follow
53%
Mix of comments
14%
"See response above"
12%
Following depends
11%
Not likely to follow
10%
Likely to Follow (70, 53%):
“Yes”
“I follow regulations”
“I am a law-abiding citizen”
“I respect the current wildlife closures and will respect new ones as well.”
“I’ve never in 8 winters knowingly broken the rules on wildlife closures.”
“Drunk is drunk, pregnant is pregnant, Closed is CLOSED!!!”
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“I will of course follow protocols for hard closures for big horn sheep if they are put into place in the
future. I just believe that we have to find a balance between protecting the sheep and their habitat,
as well as providing space for humans to spread our and meander through the mountains safely.”
“On top of believing in the science, that would become a fireable offense with my employer”
“I respect the fact that hard closures are in places where sheep have been regularly seen.”
“In support closure areas for bighorn sheep.”
“This is NOT a big ask -- no other strategy will be effective, it's just that simple. I've seen no solid
evidence that the BC users will voluntarily "do the right thing," and as such, it is foolish to think the
sheep closure will be respected voluntarily.”
“I’ve always followed closures in the past.”
“Please don't close more areas to humans. We are very quiet vs airplanes, helicopters, snow mobiles
etc... Once these areas are closed it is unlikely you will open them back up to us. The ski resort is loud
and intrusive vs. quiet skinning. Thank you”
“I don't know if some people care. They feel mountains exists so they can ski it.”
“Will respect closures”
“would follow non-voluntary closures (like the current static and prospector closures)”
“A strange question. See my answer to the non-voluntary closure question. If they’re non-voluntary
closures then it would be a violation of park policy to enter the closed areas. I generally try not to
violate rules that are put in place to protect wildlife. I think that if the Park Service and Forest Service
want to show that they’re serious about protecting the sheep, the closures should be non-voluntary.”
“I would likely not enter a well posted hard closure….”
“Uh, it's the law? Plus the above sentiment.”
“Illegal”
“I will follow closures unless I get disoriented and wander off route.”
“Yes.”
“I believe the wildlife needs all the help possible.”
“I hate breaking the rules.”
“I prefer to follow the rules but feel it should be pointed out that basically all these closures are
voluntary since enforcement would be impossible”
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“Rules are rules.”
“If I knew of a closure, then I would follow it and respect it the only time I wouldn’t would be if I
didn’t know there was one.”
“I've always abided by the closures in the past. As much as I love to access the more remote areas in
the Park, I also want the herd to thrive.”
“I obey them now.”
“easy to respect firm closure decisions”
“Not trying to get fined.”
“I believe the park biologists know what’s best for the Bighorn Sheep population. Wildlife is
important!”
“I would not venture into area with hard closures.”
“Seems fair.”
“Duh.”
“Again I do not want to be banned from GTNP”
“They are closed areas. Closed means closed.”
“Hopefully they will be well justified based on sound science and I will follow them.”
“Rules are rules.”
“See above, plus I'd rather not pay fines.”
“I like to follow rules and understand the need for protecting our large intact ecosystem.”
“I am a rule follower.”
“I respect all closures. Your question should be "yes" or "no".”
“Don't want to get fined!”
“I would be very upset with the decision but I would listen to the law”
“I'm a rule follower.”
“Same response as for voluntary sheep closures. The voluntary closure, IMO, is a very naive concept.
Something is either closure or not. Closed voluntarily means they people most likely to violate
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closures have can do so freely while making GTNP sound like they're making a compromise. It only
punishes the most respectful backcountry travelers.”
“It's the right thing to do. We have plenty of places to recreate, they have limited habitat available.”
“Lol non voluntary = a law?”
“i will be respectful”
“Rules are rules”
“I work in the backcountry. I’ll respect closures to keep my job.”
“I am hopeful that a hard closure indicates that the terrain in question is critical sheep winter range
and sheep have been documented using this terrain frequently. If this is the case, I'd follow the
closures.
”I respect the hard closures like the ones currently on mount hunt and statuc peak.”
“As above I have no intention or desire to harm bighorn sheep by disrupting them in a closure area
during their most vulnerable season. My recreation is not that important, and there are plenty of
other places to go.”
“If closures are enforced, I likely wouldn’t poach.”
“As stated above, I believe in following the experts and avoiding those areas.”
“I don't feel the need to interfere with their lives in the winter range. In the past I have encountered
sheep in winter and could see that it was stressful on them just by our being in the vicinity.”
“Same as above. I think there is value in hard closures only when there are resources to provide some
level of enforcement of the closures.”
“not looking to cause trouble and with non voluntary closures i will have to put my faith in the
science being sound.”
“There are plenty of backcountry skiing areas in the Tetons. No need to conflict with wildlife sensitive
areas.”
“For the same reasons as above and I try to obey most laws (may go 5 or 10 over the speed limit).”
“I don't go on big tours very often as an aging body is slowing me down. So the likelihood of myself
getting to these areas is very low.”
“I support all voluntary winter closures and I support all additional recommended closures.”
“I try and follow all closures and be aware of them.”
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“To me, the closures being voluntary or not matters little. I will follow them if they are logical.”
“I have never skied in the current closed areas when they are restricted but if large amounts of highly
valued terrain was involved I would definitely start to consider encroaching on them in the future.”
“I'll follow it if I am convinced by significantly better scientific evidence that it is necessary; until then,
civil disobedience is the responsibility of the populace when faced with unjust rules.”
“I have followed the current hard closures, but again it is hard to comment without knowing specific
closures.”
“A hard closure should be supported by data with clear, measurable benefits. I'm happy to oblige in
this case.”

Mix of Comments (18, 14%):
"Better science”
“Rules”
“ hard closures imply that this area is actively being used by the animals and is best avoided because
it will have a direct negative impact on the population.”
“Same as above. This one, though, is taking away more public lands. “
“You guys are funneling all the backcountry skiers into narrow areas. Its already dangerous enough
with all the people skiing on top of each other in GTNP”
“Then everyone will be following the same rules (voluntary means some people will still go, which
misses the point/seems unfair)”
“There will be no enforcement in the CTNF, lets be honest here, also no sheep”
“I have assisted social science research in Grand Teton, administering stated-choice modeled surveys
to park visitors and assessing the soundscapes of the Grand, and this research driven park
management plan continues to interest me.”
“This is asinine. Stop allowing hunting of the sheep and get rid of the airport.”
“I think not having a choice makes it so people want to break the rules.”
“If the closures allow reasonable access with routes looking at both Big Game and Sheep closures. I
don't understand why the bottom of Game Creek does not have a route at bottom to access well
known backcountry areas. I understand the closure of the South facing slopes in Game Creek area.
You also need to clarify what is open and closed on the BLM parcels that go 2 miles into the area
from west edge of mountains to the ID/WY stateline.
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The Park is mandated to protect/preserve the wildlife therein.”
“People don’t like being told what they can and can’t do in our parks. Education and a voluntary
closure brings people into the problem and empowers them to be part of the solution. People don’t
like being told they can’t do something after they have been doing it for years. I think a hard closure
would foster resentment in the community and hatred towards this project and the sheep”
“Is this question your a wink and nod to acknowledge that hard closures are not enforceable or
enforced?”
“I don't see how there could be a cost effective and long term way to enforce a hard closure between
multiple federal agencies when funding is already such a challenge. The closure areas are already
mostly in areas of poor snow coverage and poor skiing. If designated routes are included through
these areas I don't think a massive impact to skier travel would be required”
“Closing a beautiful skiing area with lift access, north fork of the Teton, is a policy doomed to fail.”
“Don't turn GTNP into Yosemite in the 70's. If you create an adversarial relationship you will destroy
this place.”
“like I said before swift and silent we were asked to wear gps to show our ski routes . we turned
them off.”

See Above (16, 12%):
11 respondents

Following Closures Depends (14, 11%):
“I have historically respected closures, but if they become too onerous and limiting in the future I
would consider violating them.”
“If they are based on where there are actually sheep like the current closures not just large polygons
on a map they make people feel good”
“Same as above. Hard closures in prime ski terrain like steep, deep faces where I've never seen sheep
will be harder to swallow”
“I already abide by the current closures, but If the closures continue to expand, I may choose not to
abide from time to time.”
“When working, I won't have a choice. When not working, I'll think about it. I'm fundamentally
opposed to wildlife closures as they don't do anything.”
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“same as before - if the only safe route is through an area to get to somewhere I will use it”
“If it’s deep snowpack and inside the closure, it seems unnecessary.”
“If I need to (for whatever reason) enter a "hard closure," I will. However, similar to the voluntary
closures I will avoid them when possible.”
“Whether the closures are voluntary or non voluntary won't affect my willingness to abide by
closures, only whether the closures are effective or not.”
“This is dependent on how expansive the closures are and what the justification for the closures is.
Data on the effectiveness of past closures or measurement criteria for the effectiveness of new
closures needs to be communicated so we can all understand whether closures will actually have an
impact on the sheep population.”
“It totally depends on the areas proposed. Avoiding a closed area that has very few sheep ever seen
there seems like overkill for a diminishing herd…”
“Voluntary vs non-voluntary closures don't influence me much - I support a well-documented and
justified effort to accommodate native wildlife, but USFS and local law enforcement has a long
history of being capricious, arbitrary, biased, and generally ineffective, so my own ethical constraints
guide my actions more than the tiny chance of encountering law enforcement”
"I follow the closures now but still there are some proposed areas that call to me in the right
conditions. Better than a full closure.”
If the areas where I have been in the past end up being a hard closure, I might venture there anyway
unless I knew for sure sheep were in the area.”

Not Likely to Follow (13, 10%):
“Hard closures are unacceptable on public lands.”
“I believe there should not be any current closures to any backcountry winter travel in any area of
the grand Teton national park for any reason. Additional field studies need to be
completed/evaluated by qualified field biologists at the federal & state levels before a full winter
travel closure can be considered by users.”
If more non-voluntary closures are implemented, then I will support legislation to overturn them.”
“Same as above. You can’t close wilderness. It violates my constitutional rights.”
“Free the peaks.”
“The limitations on where I can and can't go are very insignificant”
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“I do not agree with these closures.”
“I feel the science is thin and I have never seen sheep or traces of sheep in this terrain.”
“The science is not there to support more closures. The GPS study is not adequate.”
“My tax dollars pay for all conversation efforts. These closures are hurting our public access to a
National Park. Why don’t you allow the sheep to be in their natural habitat in the Valley and stop the
over building and population of our valley?”
“Same as above. Closures will not impede my suing.”
“I have the financial resources to fight you in court. I don't accept that you have the right to close
public land for scientifically spurious reasons.”
Please describe what alternatives could contribute to bighorn sheep conservation.
n=
154
Mix of comments
22%
Limit skier and other
19%
activities/expand closures
More/better monitoring and
18%
research
Create need-based closures
9%
Education
9%
Stop hunting of sheep
6%
Create Migration corridors
6%
Increase genetic diversity
5%
No Closures
3%
Travel Corridors
3%
Mix of Comments (34, 22%):
“Protection of native low elevation range”
“I have no clue, but it seems like there must be some options. It seems like helping the sheep in the
summer would help them in the winter too.”
“Ah, but they are unlikely! Global focus on mitigating climate change. Reduction of overall human
footprint in JH valley.”
“Adaptive/dynamic management per above.”
“If the sheep are starving, as you say, then have skiers bring them food. Feed them, like we do in the
Elk Refuge. That would end the stress that you say skiers create.”
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“predator reduction which has been found to be effective in ungulate recoveries in northern British
Columbia”
“Communication on location and spacing”
“Closing JHMR. But in all seriousness backcountry users and sheep can coexist, we are a small
population that isn’t creating infrastructure, trashing the place or harassing the wild life. The
majority of climbers and skiers have a deep respect for the outdoors and are conversationalists. We
are out just quietly going for long walks deep in the park.”
“see previous comments”
“There are maybe better areas. I just wanted to be able to comment and say, I don't know.”
“Yes, but I don't know what they are.”
“I noticed a big g herd in the elk refuge this winter.”
“You could feed them. You could transplant some with other herds and vice versa. Sheep are
everywhere in the greater Yellowstone ecosystem. If you were to drive Hoback Canyon tonight, you'll
have to slow down to avoid hitting one.”
“I spend 3 months a year directly working in habitat restoration and improvement for sage grouse,
mule deer, and a variety of other species. I see first hand how humans destroy habitat, then close it
thinking their effect will magically disappear. It doesn't work. Instead of shutting down a bunch of
area they wont use, we need to improve the habitat they do use. There are a number of pro-active
efforts to be taken: Prescribed burns in subalpine regions near already used movement corridors, soil
improvement and planting efforts of winter food sources, and eradication of non native species of
wildlife, and even terrain modification to create protected routes around avalanche paths. In
everything, we can try to correct with action, or with in-action, I choose the former.”
“I'm sure they are out there, but I don't know what they are. I do think the slaughter of goats in
sheep territory is horrific.”
“I’m not sure, but open to any available.”
“Better low elevation conservation of winter range.”
“Ensure snowmobile restrictions are abided by.”
“Closures are necessary but also look at summer numbers, real estate, local marketing/tourism, non
native mountain goats competing for vegetation, climate change, habitat fragmentation, not
waiting until an animal is almost dead and gone to fix the problem, more awareness”
“I think there are things that should be done in ADDITION to closures, not instead of closures.
Closures are necessary. Other things that should be done are making sure the introduced mountain
goats are kept out of bighorn habitat; stop hunting the Teton bighorns (shooting at them stresses
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them and makes them afraid of humans, even if only one or two are killed); educate people about
just how fragile this population is; do not let Targhee (or the Village) expand into occupied or
potential bighorn habitat.”
“Stop allowing hunting of the sheep and get rid of the airport.”
“Continue to monitor sheep w dna studies, decrease snowmobile traffic on Jackson Lake, limit lift
access backcountry in high population bighorn sheep areas, limit low flying aircraft, stop capturing
sheep and stressing out the population , target animals that prey on sheep- mountain lion, etc”
“More money for the study and treatment of big horn sheep pneumonia, impacts of climate change,
and sheep fertility. Continue elimination efforts of mountain goats. More money for a voluntary
closure campaign.”
“Prevent development of land that is in the path of bighorn migration so the populations can be less
inbred. Make closures for machine access, but not for human powered access.”
“re establish low elevation habitat and migration corridors. Or just close the park and Forrest to all
human activity period, year around. That might finally wake the public up.”
“It is cruel to force these animals to continue to winter in the upper elevations of the Tetons. These
animals should be relocated to more suitable habitat, which exists in abundance in the greater
Yellowstone ecosystem.”
“Obviously there needs to be wholistic approach to managing this herd, including increasing
migration corridors and decreasing competition for habitat, and the federal agencies are thankfully
doing this as well.”
“1. Voluntary closures paired with education.
2. Limiting commercial use, before limiting all human use.
3. Looking more closely at the timing of the (voluntary) closures, and or making them condition
dependent (i.e. Ending closures March 1, or when extended high pressure periods occur).
4. Investing in additional conservation measures and habitat improvement efforts even more before
implementing new closures.”
“If there is information on current sheep activity from guides and such, that might help keep people
out of those areas without having to shut them down.”
“Limit flights, limit guides, and possibly look at opening more trailheads in the winter to spread
people out a little. A huge percentage of skiers during winter are in a tiny area”
“I would prefer more challenging access than closures. If the NPS is so concerned about the impact of
winter recreation why do they not consider NOT plowing the road from Moose to Beaver Creek or
Death Canyon? Like in the northern end of the range, the longer approach would reduce activity in
the high country. Stop promoting backcountry skiing in the Tetons!”
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“Getting rid of the airport. Real time sheep tracking will just attract more skiers to sightsee the sheep
having an inverse effect.
closures beyond ski terrain / beyond GTNP
- traffic limits on roads on the buttes and in the valley
- consideration for more species than just bighorn sheep
- limits on flights / noise at the airport
- limits on noise (snowmobiles) on Jackson Lake”
“Well, actually, we don't know, but there may be alternatives, IN ADDITION to closures that would
help the sheep population and those would be worth adopting.”
“Maybe. It does seem the agencies first response to this kind of conservation effort is to deny access.
Is there really a problem of skiers and climbers negatively affecting bighorn sheep in the winter? How
is this known? Are there that many skiers and climbers in those areas? Maybe, skiers and climbers
just need to be educated to keep a respectful distance. I guess I'm not really seeing a problem, but
then I don't think all the information is available to me.”

Limit Skiers/Expansion/Activity (30, 19%) :
“Only allow Tele Skiers in the backcountry. :)”
“do not allow grand targhee to expand to the south into bighorn sheep habitat”
“Non guided, small group travel only.”
“Make closures for machine access, but not for human powered access.”
“Limited entry permits that are easy to obtain for some areas would be great.”
“Permit system for bc skiers”
“Co-habitation or a limited permit system allowing us to still ski certain areas.”
“I hate to complicate things, but perhaps a permit system to limit the numbers of people in certain
areas of concern. That said, some will ignore the hard or soft closures entirely and enforcement will
be hard to impossible.”
“Banning heli tours in the park.”
“Guiding and Avalanche school limits, possible use limits by private parties in sensitive areas.”
“Not building and growing the size of the town and ski resorts”
“Limiting the size of the group and of course altering plans if spotting the sheep.”
“zone permits and limiting numbers”
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“Areas that include classic skiing and important sheep habitat could have skiing limited by a permit
system.”
“Closures are necessary but also look at summer numbers, real estate, local marketing/tourism, non
native mountain goats competing for vegetation, climate change, habitat fragmentation, not
waiting until an animal is almost dead and gone to fix the problem, more awareness”
“I think there are things that should be done in ADDITION to closures, not instead of closures.
Closures are necessary. Other things that should be done are making sure the introduced mountain
goats are kept out of bighorn habitat; stop hunting the Teton bighorns (shooting at them stresses
them and makes them afraid of humans, even if only one or two are killed); educate people about
just how fragile this population is; do not let Targhee (or the Village) expand into occupied or
potential bighorn habitat.”
“no longer allow hunting of bighorn sheep
do not allow grand targhee to expand to the south into bighorn sheep habitat
encourage skiers/winter climbs to turn around/change their travels plans if they see/encounter
sheep”
“Limited entry permits that are easy to obtain for some areas would be great.”
“Real-time sheep location information and rolling closures based on that could be good if they are in
unusual places.”
“Reporting about locations of sheep by skiers to the Park. Agreed upon travel routes in sensitive
areas.”
“Continue to monitor sheep w dna studies, decrease snowmobile traffic on Jackson Lake, limit lift
access backcountry in high population bighorn sheep areas, limit low flying aircraft, stop capturing
sheep and stressing out the population , target animals that prey on sheep- mountain lion, etc”
“Migration corridors that facilitate breeding between Gros Ventre or Snake River Range populations
would be helpful as well. Corridors that allow movement downward during winter months might be
helpful, but the population is not attuned to those, so encouraging their use would be slow.
Movement of individuals from healthy, stable populations could have positive impacts on genetic
diversity and overall health. Stopping Grand Targhee's expansion would be beneficial, though the
overall amount of habitat saved is relatively small on a landscape scale compared with the habitat
on the eastern side of the range.”
“Prevent development of land that is in the path of bighorn migration so the populations can be less
inbred. Make closures for machine access, but not for human powered access.”
“re establish low elevation habitat and migration corridors. Or just close the park and Forrest to all
human activity period, year around. That might finally wake the public up.”
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“1. Voluntary closures paired with education.
2. Limiting commercial use, before limiting all human use.
3. Looking more closely at the timing of the (voluntary) closures, and or making them condition
dependent (i.e. Ending closures March 1, or when extended high pressure periods occur).
4. Investing in additional conservation measures and habitat improvement efforts even more before
implementing new closures.”
“Stop fucking building.”
“Limit flights, limit guides, and possibly look at opening more trailheads in the winter to spread
people out a little. A huge percentage of skiers during winter are in a tiny area”
“I would prefer more challenging access than closures. If the NPS is so concerned about the impact of
winter recreation why do they not consider NOT plowing the road from Moose to Beaver Creek or
Death Canyon? Like in the northern end of the range, the longer approach would reduce activity in
the high country. Stop promoting backcountry skiing in the Tetons!”
“Getting rid of the airport. Real time sheep tracking will just attract more skiers to sightsee the sheep
having an inverse effect.”
“- closures beyond ski terrain / beyond GTNP
- traffic limits on roads on the buttes and in the valley
- consideration for more species than just bighorn sheep
- limits on flights / noise at the airport
- limits on noise (snowmobiles) on Jackson Lake”

More/Better Monitoring and Research (27, 18%):
“Sheep seem to bed down for the Winter in various places. The Park tracks the herd. It seems to me
like considering seasonal closures based on where the sheep actually are would be a great
alternative (or preliminary) way of handling this. Coming up with permanent closures for this
problem (which is not very well researched) seems drastic.”
“I believe there should not be any current closures to any backcountry winter travel in any area of
the grand Teton national park for any reason. Additional field studies need to be
completed/evaluated by qualified field biologists at the federal & state levels before a full winter
travel closure can be considered by users.”
“Range expansion south into Snake River Range. Refined expectations about population levels - may
always be a small population no matter what, given the limited winter range and long history of
small population.”
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“Already mentioned above. If possible, create a live dashboard of known sheep locations to allow for
fluid voluntary closures Additionally, definitive data that closing skier traffic will have a large positive
impact and not just the lowest having fruit in the attempt the protect the sheep”
“Identify the real reason the population is decreasing. If the sheep are collared then let the public
have access to the their location, people can check and see if sheep have recently been in an area
they are planning on traveling in. Put some signs up educating and informing people about the
sheep. Do something to educate the general public.”
“I would be much more receptive to closures if there was scientific evidence or case studies that
definitively show that closing areas in the winter are beneficial to sheep populations of similar size
and in similar terrain.”
“Skiers recording sheep observations”
“More research. Have you even been able to really study the effects of your mountain goat culls on
the sheep's ability to thrive? Having a plan in place that is well communicated to the public about
how any proposed changes will be measured, and then also communication on how that data will be
applied in the future re opening up terrain or implementing longer term closures. Based on what I've
read, it also seems like the herd is already small, weak, and lacking genetic diversity. I haven't seen
the data that permanent closures improve their chances for survival against these issues that have
nothing to do with backcountry travelers.”
“ACTIVE MONITORING AND FOLLOWUP RESEARCH! We can't just make closures and "hope" it works.
Closing public land wilderness to humans is a big deal, and it scares me these closures could happen
and stay in place for a "long time" (according to one sheep meeting). We need to continue to
expound on the research we have already done. Active monitoring from the sky and the ground
should be done.”
“Study separated heards”
“A Study window during closure to truly evaluate the effectiveness of the closures and real impact of
winter backcountry users.”
“Are they actually endangered by skiing? Show me the data. I know they get stressed by helicopters
and Snowmobiles. They have never run from me skiing a half mile away”
“Another of the hypotheses that is being considered for the decline in sheep numbers is the loss of
loss of low elevation habitat on the east side of the range. There should be more emphasis on this
understanding the role of this habitat and protection of areas that sheep might use.”
“Further study!!! More data!!! Voluntary closures and winter travelers assisting with documenting all
of this!!”
“Do a proper scientific study of sheep population and movements”
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“Have more tracking science to support what actual habitat areas are being used.”
“Monitor/adjust population of predatory animals.”
“Get the Thesis Peer-Reviewed/published so that you have a board range of scientist looking at this
study and giving feed back. It is not adequate to just have a couple of professors review and OK a
thesis that then impacts broader policy.”
“Closures are necessary but also look at summer numbers, real estate, local marketing/tourism, non
native mountain goats competing for vegetation, climate change, habitat fragmentation, not
waiting until an animal is almost dead and gone to fix the problem, more awareness”
“I would like to see dates of closures and more accurate data on where the herd is during times of
the year. Public knowledge of these areas and timing would help the skier public be on board with
the moving closures. We have the technology to move and adjust closures and inform the public as
they change.”
“Continue to monitor sheep w dna studies, decrease snowmobile traffic on Jackson Lake, limit lift
access backcountry in high population bighorn sheep areas, limit low flying aircraft, stop capturing
sheep and stressing out the population , target animals that prey on sheep- mountain lion, etc”
“Population augmentation. Feeding the sheep. Stop building luxury accommodations in their
preferred habitat.”
“Area closures are something we often see in the climbing community for clff closures- we start off
the season with more closures until it is determined where the animals choose to nest and unused
areas are opened back for use, this could be a good model for the range to show the backcountry
community that the closures are based on actual usage data rather than theoretical. This would also
likely increase compliance as it has the perception to the community that the management
organization is trying to balance backcountry use with habitat preservation. This could be a good
compromise rather than making all above areas into hard closure areas.”
“I think it would be better to drive community observations and temporarily close areas when they
are present”
“I don't actually know but would hope some wildlife biologists might have some ideas for us?maybe
month long closures instead of permanent or something?”
“If there is good tracking data on herds the closures could be amended depending where those
populations are.”
“More money for the study and treatment of big horn sheep pneumonia, impacts of climate change,
and sheep fertility. Continue elimination efforts of mountain goats. More money for a voluntary
closure campaign.”
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Need-Based Closures (14, 9%):
“Seasonal or closures for periods of time in winter January February where I would think they are
weak”
“Sightings for temporary closure”
“If there is good tracking data on herds the closures could be amended depending where those
populations are.”
“Rolling closures. Instead of closing an area completely a partial-year (Nov-Feb) closure with Mar June open (or some similar timing) closure could work or closing an area for a year and then opening
it the next year in order to not permanently close the area.”
“On-off days or weeks i.e. days with even numbers are open, odd is closed.. closures for the coldest
part of the winter season (one month? six weeks?) - this seems to be the approach taken for condor
nesting in many climbing areas.”
“Closures are necessary but also look at summer numbers, real estate, local marketing/tourism, non
native mountain goats competing for vegetation, climate change, habitat fragmentation, not
waiting until an animal is almost dead and gone to fix the problem, more awareness”
“-Designated routes thru terrain
-Temporary closures when sheep are in specific terrain.
These are both just ideas from a 'layperson' backcountry skier. I have no science to understand if my
ideas hold any water.”
“I would like to see dates of closures and more accurate data on where the herd is during times of
the year. Public knowledge of these areas and timing would help the skier public be on board with
the moving closures. We have the technology to move and adjust closures and inform the public as
they change.”
“Area closures are something we often see in the climbing community for clff closures- we start off
the season with more closures until it is determined where the animals choose to nest and unused
areas are opened back for use, this could be a good model for the range to show the backcountry
community that the closures are based on actual usage data rather than theoretical. This would also
likely increase compliance as it has the perception to the community that the management
organization is trying to balance backcountry use with habitat preservation. This could be a good
compromise rather than making all above areas into hard closure areas.”
“Identifying the area where the herd actually is and having rolling closures.”
“I think it would be better to drive community observations and temporarily close areas when they
are present”
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“I don't actually know but would hope some wildlife biologists might have some ideas for us?maybe
month long closures instead of permanent or something?”
“If there is good tracking data on herds the closures could be amended depending where those
populations are.”
“1. Voluntary closures paired with education.
2. Limiting commercial use, before limiting all human use.
3. Looking more closely at the timing of the (voluntary) closures, and or making them condition
dependent (i.e. Ending closures March 1, or when extended high pressure periods occur).
4. Investing in additional conservation measures and habitat improvement efforts even more before
implementing new closures.”

Education (14, 9%):
“Education.”
“Education and peer pressure.”
“Education and information sharing.”
“encourage skiers/winter climbs to turn around/change their travels plans if they see/encounter
sheep”
“I think if there is more education on their habitats and such then there could be better
understanding of what is needed for their survival. I think if there is able to be some sort of
coexistence, then we could achieve the best of both sides. The sheep and their habitat would be
respected, while still allowing for human traffic.”
“More public outreach and education”
“Real-time sheep location information and rolling closures based on that could be good if they are in
unusual places.”
“Reporting about locations of sheep by skiers to the Park. Agreed upon travel routes in sensitive
areas.”
“I think skiers could avoid suitable bighorn sheep habitat if they are educated on how best to do
that.”
“Education for backcountry users on how to help avoid disturbing the sheep while coexisting in the
same habitat.”
“I think there are things that should be done in ADDITION to closures, not instead of closures.
Closures are necessary. Other things that should be done are making sure the introduced mountain
goats are kept out of bighorn habitat; stop hunting the Teton bighorns (shooting at them stresses
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them and makes them afraid of humans, even if only one or two are killed); educate people about
just how fragile this population is; do not let Targhee (or the Village) expand into occupied or
potential bighorn habitat.”
“I would like to see dates of closures and more accurate data on where the herd is during times of
the year. Public knowledge of these areas and timing would help the skier public be on board with
the moving closures. We have the technology to move and adjust closures and inform the public as
they change.”
“1. Voluntary closures paired with education.
2. Limiting commercial use, before limiting all human use.
3. Looking more closely at the timing of the (voluntary) closures, and or making them condition
dependent (i.e. Ending closures March 1, or when extended high pressure periods occur).
4. Investing in additional conservation measures and habitat improvement efforts even more before
implementing new closures.”
“If there is information on current sheep activity from guides and such, that might help keep people
out of those areas without having to shut them down.”

Stop hunting them (9, 6%):
“Stop hunting them”
“I fully understand population dynamics and that two rams can be taken each year. However, the
scouting and actual hunting activity stresses many sheep. Quite hunting them for a decade or two
and see if the sheep get more comfortable traveling to lower elevations in the winter.”
“Monitor/adjust population of predatory animals. Determine how many sheep are killed by skiers
each year. LIMIT HUNTING THEM (aka, stop killing them every year, and stop giving permits to
people to do it, Fish and Game). Continue to keep pneumonia out of the herd. Get the Thesis PeerReviewed/published so that you have a board range of scientist looking at this study and giving feed
back. It is not adequate to just have a couple of professors review and OK a thesis that then impacts
broader policy.”
“Closures are necessary but also look at summer numbers, real estate, local marketing/tourism, non
native mountain goats competing for vegetation, climate change, habitat fragmentation, not
waiting until an animal is almost dead and gone to fix the problem, more awareness”
“Wildlife migration corridors, no more hunting, introduce genetic diversity”
“Like I said above, please remove the hunting season, get rid of the non-native goats and potentially
feed the sheep if you are worried about their population. These sheep need non-relative sheep to
mate with as well. You might have to bring sheep in from a different heard to mate with the small
heard. Inbreeding with the same herd is making it impossible for the herd to grow.”
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“I think there are things that should be done in ADDITION to closures, not instead of closures.
Closures are necessary. Other things that should be done are making sure the introduced mountain
goats are kept out of bighorn habitat; stop hunting the Teton bighorns (shooting at them stresses
them and makes them afraid of humans, even if only one or two are killed); educate people about
just how fragile this population is; do not let Targhee (or the Village) expand into occupied or
potential bighorn habitat.”
“no longer allow hunting of bighorn sheep do not allow grand targhee to expand to the south into
bighorn sheep habitat encourage skiers/winter climbs to turn around/change their travels plans if
they see/encounter sheep”
“Stop allowing hunting of the sheep and get rid of the airport.”

Migration corridors for sheep (10, 6%):
“Allowing the herd to escape and migrate instead of keeping them trapped in a harsh environment
for the winter. Buy back ranch land and make more safe migration routes. If the herd is perpetually
trapped and isolated at the high elevations of the Tetons they are doomed to extinction, regardless
of recreation closures.”
“Migration corridors to historic winter range.”
“Creating new migratory path for then”
“Connectivity to winter range, habitat improvements.”
“Wildlife migration corridors, no more hunting, introduce genetic diversity”
“Migration corridors that facilitate breeding between Gros Ventre or Snake River Range populations
would be helpful as well. Corridors that allow movement downward during winter months might be
helpful, but the population is not attuned to those, so encouraging their use would be slow.
Movement of individuals from healthy, stable populations could have positive impacts on genetic
diversity and overall health. Stopping Grand Targhee's expansion would be beneficial, though the
overall amount of habitat saved is relatively small on a landscape scale compared with the habitat
on the eastern side of the range.”
“Prevent development of land that is in the path of bighorn migration so the populations can be less
inbred. Make closures for machine access, but not for human powered access.”
“re establish low elevation habitat and migration corridors. Or just close the park and Forrest to all
human activity period, year around. That might finally wake the public up.”
“It is cruel to force these animals to continue to winter in the upper elevations of the Tetons. These
animals should be relocated to more suitable habitat, which exists in abundance in the greater
Yellowstone ecosystem.”
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“Obviously there needs to be wholistic approach to managing this herd, including increasing
migration corridors and decreasing competition for habitat, and the federal agencies are thankfully
doing this as well.”

Increase Genetic Diversity (8, 5%):
“Importing BHS to strengthen genetic diversity is really the only option to bolster the numbers of this
herd.”
“Again, I am not a biologist but perhaps they need to cross breed with stronger species.”
“I'm wondering if there are options to address some of the ailments in the herd - could we look to
strengthen the herd's health in other ways? Is there a way to reduce the chance of disease
transmission from domestic sheep? Could we possibly introduce more sheep to expand the genetic
diversity of the herd?”
“Introduce sheep from other herds for diversity. “Stock” sheep to help build the base and provide
depth in the herd.”
“Wildlife migration corridors, no more hunting, introduce genetic diversity”
“Like I said above, please remove the hunting season, get rid of the non-native goats and potentially
feed the sheep if you are worried about their population. These sheep need non-relative sheep to
mate with as well. You might have to bring sheep in from a different heard to mate with the small
heard. Inbreeding with the same herd is making it impossible for the herd to grow.”
“Migration corridors that facilitate breeding between Gros Ventre or Snake River Range populations
would be helpful as well. Corridors that allow movement downward during winter months might be
helpful, but the population is not attuned to those, so encouraging their use would be slow.
Movement of individuals from healthy, stable populations could have positive impacts on genetic
diversity and overall health. Stopping Grand Targhee's expansion would be beneficial, though the
overall amount of habitat saved is relatively small on a landscape scale compared with the habitat
on the eastern side of the range.”
“Prevent development of land that is in the path of bighorn migration so the populations can be less
inbred.”

Travel Corridors (4, 3%):
“travel corridors”
“Route designations”
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“Limited entry permits that are easy to obtain for some areas would be great. Real-time sheep
location information and rolling closures based on that could be good if they are in unusual places.
Reporting about locations of sheep by skiers to the Park. Agreed upon travel routes in sensitive
areas.
“-Designated routes thru terrain
-Temporary closures when sheep are in specific terrain.
These are both just ideas from a 'layperson' backcountry skier. I have no science to understand if my
ideas hold any water.”

No Closures (4, 3%):
“Leave it open. We dont bother them as skiers.”
“I don't believe the premise that backcountry skiers pose a hazard to wild Rocky Mountain Bighorn
Sheep. I have formed this opinion through 24 years of skiing among sheep in the southern Rockies,
the Sangre de Cristo Range, and also as a wild sheep hunter. I have spent months watching and
patterning sheep for my and friend's sheep hunts. I routinely see sheep mid-winter skiing in the same
area. Rocky Mountain Bighorns do not have the natural fear of humans that elk or some other
animals possess. If you want to protect sheep, kill Mountain lions and evaluate whether wolves and
coyotes have an impact. Teach backcountry users to avoid approaching sheep when observed
instead of closing access.”
“I believe sheep are generally not affected negatively by the presence of skier’s and climbers.”
“Maybe. It does seem the agencies first response to this kind of conservation effort is to deny access.
Is there really a problem of skiers and climbers negatively affecting bighorn sheep in the winter? How
is this known? Are there that many skiers and climbers in those areas? Maybe, skiers and climbers
just need to be educated to keep a respectful distance. I guess I'm not really seeing a problem, but
then I don't think all the information is available to me.”

What research questions would better inform future Teton bighorn sheep conservation and recreation
management?
n=
167
Research on socal-ecological
56%
interactions
Don’t' know
29%
Biological research questions
17%
Mix of comments
7%
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Research on social-ecological interactions (94, 56%):
“How to assess whether or not the closures work. What is the metric?”
“I am a believer in a long term strategy. It is nearly impossible to understand the sheep habitat with
the amount of current human traffic in the Teton landscape year round. I believe any further
research needs to account for these issues to avoid issues with backcountry users continuing to
phrase this research as invalid because they believe the sheep do not inhabit the areas they recreate
in. I think that we need more of an understanding of the ways that backcountry travelers negatively
impact sheep. In my mind, this correlation is not proven fact. One study by a UW student should not
ultimately inform a decision of this scale.”
“The 330 character limit is too small. My most important comments are: There is too much emphasis
on recreation -- the BHS population has been small through a wide range of skier use over decades.
The past and present skier effects are apparently small. BHS management needs to be more holistic,
scientific, and incorporate adaptive management Monitoring of actual behavior of BHS with and
without skier interactions for the same sheep in the same area all winter. This will inform scientists,
managers, and skiers on the actual mechanism of skier impacts. Energetics -- how much energy/fat
reserves do sheep use normally and when exposed to skiers. The effect sizes (extra distance traveled
due to skiers)at JHMR were apparently small for the most affected sheep, and negligible for those
with less exposure to skiers.”
“Identify crucial winter range areas - places where skiers should avoid at all costs.”
“Better understanding the type of presence that causes sheep to leave an area.”
“How can we relocate these animals?
What can we do to promote greater access for public recreation?
What can we do to reduce funding for agencies that seek to implement closures on public lands?”
“Performing a study to isolate many variables (skiers, habitat loss, predation, disease, etc) would
help us to identify what the main cause of the sheep's troubles are. We know that skiers stress sheep.
We need to know how much scouting and hunting stresses sheep.
“Is there a plan to cautiously reopen terrain in the future if the herd becomes stable?
“Real data is the most important thing. The animals I have seen have not looked distressed and
stayed on windswept land not desirable to skiers’
“Ask folks to share their observations on sheep response when folks were nearby. My observation on
sheep has been that they get habituated in certain areas. I am curious if there has been attempts to
measure their heart or respiratory rate in response to people. I have also been informed that just
because they don't move in response to people doesn't mean that they aren't stressed.”
“What is the primary driver of population decline? Does human interaction increase mortality rate or
just cause the sheep to move around a little bit more? Does moving around more have a measurable
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affect on sheep mortality? How close does a human need to be to a sheep to cause the sheep to run
away?
Does food augmentation help sheep? Does population augmentation help grow sheep populations?
Are the people making the recommendations and decisions about backcountry closures bias? Do the
people making the recommendations and decisions about backcountry closures understand skier's
interactions with sheep?”

“What’s the end game? Close the entire park for 100 sheep? Incrementally increase closure areas
over time as the the sheep numbers rise? How much extra acreage is needed per 5 more sheep? Do
backcountry users really affect winter behaviors of sheep that historically haven’t been in the Tetons
in the winter?”
“What effect does hunting in the adjacent national forest land have on the bighorn sheep herd?”
“Further studies on affects of winter recreation on sheep behavior and survival.”
“ I don't think the location of the sheep or the goats or bears should ever be public knowledge. There
are too many knuckleheads out there. I'd also like to vocalize how upset I am that the goats are
being voluntarily eradicated by humans despite the fact that humans put them there.”
“where and with what freqency do the animals choose particular zones. This would help ensure that
backcountry users give them space while also allowing area for backcountry users to recreate.”
“Bigger picture science, for example, incorporating some info from the Sierra Nevada sheep closures
that were lifted rather than just basing all this on one graduate student's thesis. I feel like we are
getting the shaft and the biologists need to work with a broader community, both scientists and the
public.
“Some tourists will go specifically to view the sheep.”
“How does avalanche blasting at JHMR effect sheep behavior? What is different about the Teton
herd that they are so affected by backcountry ski traffic while other herds regularly hangout on busy
highways?”
“Why don't you study co-habotation more?”
How are closures evaluated? What goals are we trying to reach? What numbers are we aiming for? I
feel unclear about evaluation and specific goals, not general plan to increase population. To what
extent? Also, If we decide to close areas, what is the process for reopening them in the future?”
“Why are some people so selfishly dedicated to the gymification of wild places?”
“proof that skiers/winter climbers having overlapping travel distribution with bighorn sheep travel
distribution actually has a negative impact on bighorn sheep health “
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“Bighorn sheep recovery and survival in the face of human interference and harassment during the
winter months.”
“What is the effect of the increase in air travel on the sheep? Does the noise pollution effect the
sheep? How do backcountry skiers negatively effect the sheep? Are you sure? Positive it's them? If
current closures have not done anything to help the sheep population what's the point of new ones?
Maybe this is just nature doing its thing.”
“Number of JHMR guided days south of resort vs private parties. Restrictions should hit both
equally.”
“How much does a small group affect sheep behavior? I know winter is tougher but they have
seemed fairly indifferent to my presence when encountering them in most ranges even the few
encounters in the Tetons. Just curious about a few hundred people in a drainage for a winter vs
thousands all over the range in all other seasons. Either way sheep were here first and we caused it
so do what you must just make it reasonable because judging by comments on this issue and most
wildlife issues in the cowboy states people aren’t very reasonable”
Are the Teton BHS desensitized to the presence of backcountry trvelers?
Should we close areas for the presence of BHS or the presence of BHS habitat? Should reintroduction
be considered?”
“In addition to human-wildlife interaction, what other impacts are affecting bighorn sheep migration
and life cycles, i.e. climate change, floral dispersal, bee colony collapse, etc.”
“Again, start with doing studies showing the results of pervious closure efforts in the Tetons and
elsewhere. At this point there is just an assumption that closure is the answer. Closing terrain in a
national park is a serious step.”
“How will your closures actually be studied? Free the peaks”
“Maybe you already know the answer. But I wonder if there are any options for historic low lands
that could be set aside (purchased, etc) for winter habitat.”
“What is the impact of backcountry skiing on sheep populations? (I'm certain the answer is very
low)”
“What penalties are required to get skiers obey rules. My sense from my buddies is that they will
disobey and claim ignorance. They don’t care about the sheep, who they say are dumb and will die
eventually anyway.”
“Seems to me a lot of people are questioning the research that already exists. Biologists have good
information about what areas the bighorns are using and what they need in the winter but skiers
choose not to believe it. How much data do skiers need to be persuaded that their presence in the
bighorns’ winter range causes stress, and that cumulative stress can lead to reproductive failure for
the females, susceptibility to disease, starvation, etc.?”
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“How has the increase in backcountry use effected the sheep population over the last 10 years?
Backcountry use has increased dramatically since Ms. Courtemanch study, why hasn't there been a
corresponding adverse effect on the sheep population.”
“How likely is the ultimate survival of the Teton Bighorn herd? It is worth eventrying to protect it? I
BELIEVE IT IS!”
“What subsequent findings indicate the need for modifications of land-management decisions?”
“Again, this would be a great question for the peer review team. What is the park doing to address
flight traffic- something that actually influences movement on a much more regular basis than a
skier. What are you going to do about lack of genetic diversity within this small herd? Is bighorn
population impacted by skiers? What changes (if any) did you see in the population when the park
shut down for covid in the winter? How are you going to measure the effectiveness of voluntary or
proposed closures when the park hasn't done that done that for the last 15 years? Why is the forest
service approving JHMR in expanding backcountry user days in proposed closure areas?”
“Corral of human -sheep movement”
I'm not a wildlife biologist but I am a former researcher and as such, I'll leave it to the actual experts
as to what research questions remain to be answered on this issue. While I'm all for citizen science to
the extent that it helps to engage the public, developing solid research questions is not a trivial
exercise.”
“How does winter recreation compare with other threats to the health of Teton bighorn sheep
conservation? Are closures significantly effective or more performance art? What are other measures
are appropriate to develop a comprehensive approach?”
“Let skiers know exactly how few sheep remain in the Tetons. Keep killing the goats.”
“Why are the sheep dying? Do the current closures help the herds in that area? Where do BC users
interact the most with sheep?”
“What constitutes a real control group for the ongoing study? Which populations are truly isolated
from skiers? What metrics will you use to determine if closing additional ski terrain directly results in
any improvement in bighorn sheep populations (if at all)? How will they differentiate the effects of
ski closures from the effects of reducing the mountain goat population and therefore, decreasing
direct competition for resources?”
“More research on human disturbance sensitivity of Bighorn Sheep. Continue tracking user travel
particularly commercial use.”
“Has a wildlife closure ever been rescinded in the history of the United States? I think that the answer
is no.”
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“This project doesn't have teeth to challenge the real problem which is influence of wealth. There is
really no benefit of closing JHMR according to the research??? I would write more but I have the
short end of a very long stick in my hand”
“More studies of alpine bighorns in the Rockies. We have a herd here in Colorado that seems to be
doing well but unfortunately the Forest service just allowed a backcountry cabin to be built in their
habitat.”
“Working together without closing areas... Similar to Grizzly bear closures when temporarily in an
area. Close when an issue, re-open when not.”
“Seems like real time access to sheep locations would be super problematic as it would lead to
photogs chasing them to exhaustion”
It seams that the sheep and people have been in the same areas for years, what is changing in this
area that isn’t populated by humans to bring this on?”
“How much impact do humans have? How much impact does the airport have? What areas are high
quality for the sheep and what areas do they actually use?”
“How many winter users, where and how much use has expanded in terms of numbers and area;
how much violation of closures is occurring; which individuals, outfitters, source areas, and types of
recreationists cause the most trouble; what types of name and shame or other approaches might
help curb the violators.”
“I'm a complete know-nothing regarding bighorn sheep so I don't know. But I think having info on
bighorn sheep backcountry use (are they taking this survey?) would help us to propose alternatives.
Like if I was looking at a map with highlighted bighorn sheep migration routes or breeding grounds
or whatever I feel like I could better propose questions and alternatives to closures.”
“What are the best ways to effectively communicate information on the Teton bighorn sheep to all
users including both long time locals very familiar with the area and first time users just visiting for a
quick weekend backcountry ski trip that haven't done much online investigation?”
“The research should focus much more on real numbers like the newly released data showing approx
138 sheep. The teams should also focus on other recreation groups - summer hikers, traffic, planes,
helicopters, etc. and not just skiers who may be impacting them. The group should also try to create
a winter reserve for them that doesn't encompass all the peaks terrain for skiing within the park.”
“Are Teton Bighorns truly genetically different from other Bighorn in western Wyoming? If not,
consider supplementing the heard with sheep from the Gros Ventre or Whisky Mountain herds. What
impacts does avalanche control activities and the use of explosives have on sheep? Design future
research that does not require the use of helicopters. Helicopter supported research is significantly
degrading the wilderness character of both the Jedediah Smith Wilderness and GTNP.”
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“How many backcountry areas outside GRTE park do you enjoy recreating during winter? How many
times per winter do you utilize backcountry areas outside GRTE park during winter?”
“Not sure. A good count of how many people usually venture into a he habitat would help.”
“Some answers may be known, but not to us:
What are the most significant factors that affect sheep locations?
How is long term sheep survival affected by human contact?
What conditions do the sheep require to thrive?
Where would they be if there were no humans around?”
“Are there any other pressures at any time of year that humans could manage better? Ag, irrigation,
pony rides, heli skiing, paragliding, drones (UAV's), other? Would a federal climate program help the
larger GYE holistically? Can the agencies involved here get a voice that competes with or supersedes
local politicians and businessmen for local and nation wide initiatives? I think that would be cool.”
“Are back country skiers really the user group causing the greatest threat to wildlife in the
backcountry?”
“Maybe target the real problem of Snowmobile poaching in the Jed”
“Might be good to have the initial thesis peer reviewed so scientists can come up with those
questions.”
“How many sheep tags are given out each year? Why is there a sheep killing season when we are
closing terrain for these creatures? I don't think many people are going into these areas. Why are
you going to make it difficult to manage these zones by making a closure? How many big horn sheep
is enough for you to re-p[en the zones? When the heard gets to a certain number will you re-open
these zones?”
“What are the benchmarks for improvement and evaluating closures? What is the time frame for
reevaluation? What other sheep or wildlife populations can be used to show the effectiveness of
closures? Are there projects elsewhere in the U.S. that would further prove recreational impact on
wildlife? As climate change shifts our winters, could closures be amended to be shorter, if that is
ecologically appropriate?”
“Research to show the location of skiers and climbers to bighorn sheep. The number of skiers and
climbers who actually come into contact. The time and duration of contact.”
“Are there examples of these types of closures working so close to a ski area? I know Mount Hunt has
been closed for a long time. Did that work? That's not exactly next to the resort anyway.”
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“Proof that these closures are helping. What is the plan if the future closures are working and what if
they are not? How would the closure change over time? Proof how backcountry skiers are harming
the sheep. Proof that the town and ski resorts are not harming the sheep.”
“Question the premise that human presence within sight of sheep is a hazard to sheep. Compare the
degree of all hazards to sheep and focus on mitigating the impactful hazards.”
“1. With the new population data from fecal DNA analysis, it seems that population of sheep has
been stable for 30 years, despite increasing skier numbers and threats from non-native mountain
goats. In order to get skier buy-in, this needs to be better understood and/or explained.
2. Understanding the extent of skier use in the range should be a factor that informs when and
where closures occur. Right now it is anecdotal, particularly in the northern range.”
“I would love to see the statistical link between skier traffic and sheep presence. For example, is the
level of skier traffic proportional (linear) to impact on sheep? Perhaps minimal traffic has negligible
effect (suggesting limited access controlled with permits would be reasonable). The current
proposals seems very black and white. If GTNP is going to close areas, they should be willing to invest
the resources to evaulate/manage those closures.”
“A group app that shows herd locations and sightings could make the ski routes interactive and
informed and help group buy-in for closures or recommended low access. If groups are only in the
deep areas and away from the shallow snow ridges and slopes isn’t this enough separation? Are we
really killing off the herd by them being in contact with skiers/climbers, or are they diminishing due
to their isolation and lack for interaction with other Big Horn herds? It seems that increased use and
decreased herd size are not necessarily connected…”
“What happens to sheep after encounters with winter users - do they leave the area permanently or
do they return after a period of time?”
“Sharing the locations of the sheep is helpful to avoid conflict”
“Where exactly are the bighorns and where are they going? Will these closures actually help the
herd?”
“#1 - Have our 20 years of closures had any impact on the mortality of bighorn sheep!!?!! #2 - What
is the population goal of this species in a non migratory environment. #3 - What is the actual causal
effect of humans on sheep (quantitative) #4 - Are the Teton sheep seeking expansion of habitat or
sticking to current grounds.”
“It would also be good to have signs on trailheads to submit wildlife observations. More people may
submit observations through a QR code or the GTNP website rather than going to or calling a ranger
station”
“What percentage of backcountry travelers in proposed closure areas encounter bighorn sheep?”
“- what lands in Greater Yellowstone can be returned to animal habitat?
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how can we facilitate that?
looking at projected development in Greater Yellowstone in the next 30-50 years,
how can we keep migration cooridoors / habitat open (even for species that aren't
currently threatened)”
“Provide documented evidence that closures are a) needed to protect the wildlife population, b)
applied to all users including SUP holders, c) providing an objective benefit based on followup
observations. Demonstrate also that a) sheep are native and beneficial in the area and b) other
measures such as a complete hunting ban have been implemented as well. Is this effort intended to
increase the sheep population, is that population sustainable and appropriate, and is the effort
intended to subsidize sheep hunting?
“Impact of scenic flights and Grand Targhee expansion.”
“would smaller numbers in zone help? what is effect of closures on sheep population?”
“How do backcountry users impact sheep if they are never seen?”
“How much do these backcountry closures actually help sheep? How much impact does other
infrastructure (like ski resorts and expanding housing development) also impact them?”
“Give actual evidence that human powered recreation (i.e. backcountry skiers and snowboarders)
has a negative affect on the bighorn sheep population.”
“If the previous voluntary closures worked and how they will measure success and what will the NPS
do then.”
“Detailed effects of avalanche bombs has on Big Horn Sheep. If this group wants to closed off access
to human powered skiing but allows Grand Targhee to expand into Big Horn Sheep winter range,
build a chairlift and bomb the shit out of the area, we should give this group the big middle finger.”
“How have the closures impacted species level populations and survival? Are there other winter
range opportunities for sheep? Will a human closure in the CTNF be negated/useless when motorized
users are right near the fringes? I.e. will that sound/disturbance negate the habitat advantages?”

I don’t know (32, 29%):

Biological research questions (29, 17%):
“Additional studies by qualified field biologists at federal/state and local levels. Habitat/winter travel
study monitoring movement of species. Additional studies on the impact of winter travel on the
species. Additional studies on winter range/habitat of specifies. Additional population count and
habitat monitoring.”
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“How will the removal of the goats help the Teton bighorn sheep population?”
“-What impacts have current closures had on the sheep population?
-How much time do sheep spend in currently closed areas vs. areas that are open to recreation?
-What level of recreation has an impact on sheep behavior?
-What are the metrics of to determine whether any new closed areas are effective?
-What is the evaluation period to determine whether any newly closed areas are effective?
-What is the number of sheep needed in the Tetons for the herd to be considered healthy?
-What is the time period for the closures? Certain months of the year, a block of months (like what is
currently in place for certain areas)? How many winters will the areas be closed for (specific number
of years, indefinitely, etc.)?”

“Not listening to skewed biologists reports who don’t think high value terrain for skiing is high value
because they’re not good enough to ski it.”
“Even with the undisturbed winter habitat, will the Teton bighorn sheep be able to grow? What is a
“stable” population? What is the goal size of the Teton bighorn herd? Do the sheep like deep snow?
Does seeing humans actually affect their likelihood of survival?”
“When will the herd reach the critical point where augmentation is essential? What benefits have the
existing closures shown to provide the herd. Why after studying their closed areas has Ca found they
are of no benefit to the sheep and opened them back up when the Teton closures have not been
studied but we are attempting to close more areas. Why can Ca augment their herd and GTNP claims
its to risky and impossible for us? Since the herd is isolated what effect has inbreeding had on the
sheep population to date and how much longer will it be before it is catastrophic?”
“Even with undisturbed winter habitat, will the Teton bighorn sheep herd be able to grow? What is a
"stable" population? What is the goal size of the Teton bighorn herd? Do the sheep like deep snow?
Does seeing humans actually affect their likelihood of survival?”
“Where do different groups of sheep range in the winter?”
“Tracking science”
“Should corridors be established between Teton range and other historic ranges to improve mixing
between distinct populations and therefore genetic viability?”
“It seems that the actual numbers of sheep have been unknown. It seems critical to find the carrying
capacity of the habitat considering migration corridors have been cut off.”
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“I'm sure that these thoughts are already under consideration... What is the genetic viability of the
existing groups? (if I understand correctly, the southern and northern groups are genetically distinct)
Do researchers think that elimination of the mountain goats will help the existing herds survive?
Will skier/backcountry restrictions have any meaningful impact to the herds' sustainability?”

“Observations of bighorn sheep in these areas would be good data to release to the public.
Anecdotally I have never seen sheep in most of the proposed areas. Please release the RAW
DATA!!!!!!! Scientific conclusions should be unbiased and not made by, for example, a ski guiding
company or a bighorn sheep activist fund.”
“Study and treatment of big horn sheep pneumonia, impacts of climate change, and sheep fertility.
Continue monitoring and research on the impacts of eliminating efforts of mountain goats.”
“What is a realistic migratory path for them versus staying in the harsh mountain environment”
“I don't know other than accurate sighting information.”
“It would be helpful to know what thresholds of human activity (noise, proximity, etc.) lead to
adverse changes in bighorn sheep behavior. Perhaps then an alternative to closures would be rules
or guidelines such as not getting within a certain distance of known habitat areas, no loud noises,
etc.”
“More accurate counts of animals. How will success be evaluated?”
“I'm wondering if there are options to address some of the ailments in the herd - could we look to
strengthen the herd's health in other ways? Is there a way to reduce the chance of disease
transmission from domestic sheep? Could we possibly introduce more sheep to expand the genetic
diversity of the herd?”
“How to cajole bighorns to lower elevations during the winter, where they wouldn't be so stressed.
The sheep in the Gros Ventre Mountains come down to lower elevations”
“How many are actually in the Tetons. If we bother them at all.”
“Why are these sheep licking salt off my car on the elk refuge and hanging out in front yards of
people in the Hoback Canyon without problem but the high elevation Teton herd living in a less than
ideal habitat for long term survival are being perilously pressured by humans?”
“Genetic/Poop studies about population numbers (apparently in progress, and real-time use patterns
to inform the closure decisions.”
“There currently need to be additional hypothesis considered for explaining declining sheep numbers.
Sheep are not using currently existing habitat that would be suitable and that see few skier visits.
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Why? If we can't answer this question then the sheep population could continue to decline even with
extensive closures.”
“Close monitoring of the populations will be the key to knowing how best to protect the sheep in the
future.”
“Within areas of critical sheep habitat, are they residing in specific aspects or elevations? What type
of terrain do they avoid?”
“Studies of effect of proximity of humans on sheep behavior and effect of behavior changes on
survival and health of the herd.”
“Real science, by real scientist, using data that is statistically significant, not biased and speculative
references. I really only have one question, what is the current big horn sheep population?”
“Better annual population survey based upon genetic evidence”
“Maybe able to use satellite or thermal imagery to better track herd patterns or movements? in lieu
of attaching trackers etc”
“Identifying critical winter range that is frequently used (documented) by the sheep.”

Mix of Comments (12, 7%):
“I don't want to help you because you want to close terrain. If you didn't want to close terrain, then I
would help you.”
“Frankly, wildlife biologists are the single greatest to wildlife. We don't need collars and tracking
devices on everything that moves in the backcountry. Maybe limit human presence but LEAVE THE
WILDLIFE ALONE! And shooting animals from helicopters should never, never happen.”
“The sheep don't care about skiers. It's a non-issue. I think that all of this is more for the benefit of
the resumes of the people closing the land to the public.”
“See previous comment sheep population and movements”
“We don't need to study these animals to death. Taking steps to provide the space they need to
persist by managing recreational use while restoring historic habitat where available will help this
herd recover.”
“Wonder what the advocates for sheep would say about this. Might be a slippery slope so to speak.”
“I'm afraid BHS locations might lead to poaching.”
“What are effs”
“If you do not keep the skids out of certain areas, the sheep will be gone. Problem solved then, yeah.”
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“S”
“n/a”
“Already shared a number of questions in comments above.”
“Real data is the most important thing. The animals I have seen have not looked distressed and
stayed on windswept land not desirable to skiers’

Please share any other general comments about bighorn sheep or winter backcountry travel in the
Teton Range.
“Winter travel in the Tetons is very important to my personal well-being and economic well-being.
The Teton backcountry is extensive, rugged, and remote. I don’t think extensive and widespread
closures are necessary to effectively protect the sheep.”
“Backcountry skiers are not the root cause of population decline, and limiting public access will harm
relations with the community while being absolutely ineffective in helping the bighorn population.
Working with scientists who do not have personal agendas may help inform more effective policy
making. Large scale changes in the ecosystem and reversing recent development trends are the only
possible ways to ensure the survival of this valuable population.”
“Thank you for your work!”
“I believe there should not be any current closures to any backcountry winter travel in any area of
the grand Teton national park for any reason. Additional field studies need to be
completed/evaluated by qualified field biologists at the federal & state levels before a full winter
travel closure can be considered by users.”
“Please increase the character limit in the previous question if possible.”
“What about wolverine areas? As more extreme outdoor travel becomes more prevalent, we will
need more hard closures.”
“Much disapproval of short-sighted science. I don’t disagree that the herd is in decline but I think the
working group is losing environmental support by crossing the backcountry ski community who are
extremely low impact compared to the rest of the valley being exploited by wealth.”
“Become over run with “ extreme” assholes, “wish” snow scientists, entitled punks that could not
make a powder turn without the bullshit new gear. I no longer ski powder anymore, not because I
can’t. Because of potential conflict and jail time, because I do not take any shit, never have. I’m 71
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years old, lived in Wilson since 1973. Very glad I’m as old as I am and survived the backcountry,
having skied untold miles of untracked powder, with friends and alone. Heartbroken and disgusted,
but I am pulling for the sheep. They are my favorite big game animal. I have hunted them, and
observed them for countless hours. We Need to have them around way more than listening to some
young punk in Dornan’s talking about his sweet line in da Banana Couloir, or the East Ridge of Static.
There is beauty in some things remaining sacred.”
“As a 19-year resident, and frequent park backcountry skier, I would like to see that the herd
survive... but I want to ensure that the proposed closures are meaningful and will have a proven
positive impact on the sheep.”
“Human powered travel should be protected in all but the most extreme circumstances. The Tetons
are one of the most special places to travel in the winter in the world - it would be a travesty to see
large swaths of them closed based on suspect science that ignores the main driver of sheep herd loss
- the loss of winter range.”
“Don’t let low elevation big game closures on the Caribou- Target National Forest be confounded
with potential high elevation big horn sheep closures. These are two separate issues.”
“I am an avid backcountry skier first, ski guide second. I love these mountains, especially in the
winter. I understand this small diminishing population of sheep is a unique one and a handful of
people want to do everything they can to protect them. I also want to do everything I can to protect
access to these mountains, to not just me but everyone, all the people who want to experience the
magic these mountains provide. What it comes down to is two groups of humans trying to make a
decision about an animal, one group could be called selfish and the other self righteous. When it's all
said and done it really doesn't matter, this sheep population is going to die out; whether its lack of
reproduction, negative effects from backcountry skiers, rockfall, hunting, or climate change, it is
going to happen, thats how nature works.”
“All I ask that if you are going to make a decision based off science, please make sure its good
scientific research, peer reviewed research."
“I hope the backcountry ski community comes around and follows the closures.”
“I have spent many seasons in GTNP, both winter and summer, and have yet to see a bighorn sheep.
I am unaware of their population numbers (would be awesome to release these as well!). Providing
the public with scientific data would really help backcountry travelers to understand their impactsmost of us are very concerned with the environment and climate but a lot of these decisions come
across as rushed and pushed through by groups with severe biases one way or another.”
“I would like to know about how hunting big horn sheep and skiing management decisions are
balanced.”
“There is plenty of room for both. With the trends of dramatically increasing numbers of backcountry
skiers& climbers something needs to be done for sheep now.”
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“In my opinion this should really be a non-issue for anyone who claims to care about the future of
wildlife in the Yellowstone/Teton Range ecosystems. It is hypocritical to take a position that supports
rejecting any of the closures recommended by the Teton Bighorn Sheep Working Group and also
claiming to care about these fragile ecosystems.”
“Again, I agree with increasing closures, but not to the size and scale that is proposed. Start smaller,
monitor, and see what the results are.”
“Please do not make any closures without forming a plan for follow-up research and active
monitoring. Without those things, it is all for naught.”
"I and likely many other backcountry users would be happy to assist with citizen science projects! we
frequently use these spaces and, if it is easily done, we would be happy to help answer questions or
take data from the field for this or ther projects!”
“THe range is beloved for its technical terrain though and as a user, i would like a balance between
protecting animal habitat while also allowing for backcountry use in zones that are not currently
occupied by animals.”
“This has been the most backwards horrible process ever. The intention has been self serving on
behalf of the nps and biologists from the beginning.”
“No dogs! They are always unleashed and crapping everywhere. Everyone says "i don't let my dog off
the leash", but they all do.”
“I believe that humans under their own power should largely be able to travel where they want. If
many places get completely closed, I don't think that bodes well for the future--people need to really
care about the wilderness and the best way to care about it is to experience it and travel through it.
Closures, whether well intentioned or not, are not the best tool to use.”
“While wildlife conservation is important, I don't see how this is an adequate solution to the issue at
hand. Surely hunting and ranch land as well as other human factors have forced this herd into
isolation in an extremely harsh environment and doomed them to extinction. I understand this is
outside of the power of the NPS and FS to control, however forcing a group of people who are not
part of the bigger problem, and historically stewards of wild places to take the fall does not seem
productive in the long term. I am also worried that this sets a dangerous precedent for closing public
lands and am worried about losing access to public land everywhere, not just in the Tetons.”
“I shared many co-habitating observations at the snow king big horn event but All is so determined
to save the sheep she brushed off my documenting photos. Its so unfortunate because I studied
environmental science B..S with a focus on public land management. I know how radical
environmentalist are. I was one at a point in my my life.”
“Again, it's embarassing that backcountry skiers have turned out to be such selfish, poor stewards of
such an amazing resource in such an amazing range.”
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"please don't adopt the excessive voluntary closures as permanent closures.”
“small parties of quiet skiers/climbers can have overlapping travel distribution in the Teton range
with bighorn sheep without having a negative impact on bighorn sheep health.”
“Consider the huge impact a grand targhee expansion to the south would have considering the use
of loud explosives, snowmobiles, snowcats, etc in comparison to small parties of quiet skiers."
“It is a small sacrifice for backcountry users to stay out of bighorn sheep critical range to help this
herd survive.”
“There bigger issues than skiers and climbers i the range… hunters?”
“Backcountry travel in the Teton Range should only be allowed if it can be proven scientifically that
such activities will not harm or interfere in any way with the movements and biology of bighorn
sheep.”
“I’m not well informed about the Teton sheep heard, but the heard in our area (central WA) is in
decline, as are most herds in the state. Disease (contact with domestic sheep) and limited habitat/
migration routes have been identified as primary problems. A holistic approach seems appropriate.”
“One of my favorite animals and one of my favorite ranges. They deserve first priority but areas just
with suitable habitat shouldn’t be closed unless it is shown sheep are actually using them.”
“In my experience, BHS do not flee from ascending or descending backcountry skiers. There are many
videos out there showing Teton BHS acting like miller butte sheep. Backcountry is low volume
everywhere except JHMR and Teton pass, focus should be there not on the rarely skied pitches of the
west slope or northern GTNP.”
"I have a bighorn sheep tattoo inspired by my trip to the Craighead Wildland Institute in Missoula,
MT.
Also, shout-out to the Jenny Lake rangers for all there guidance and assistance - summer 2015. "
“Let's work together to save the sheep and also preserve backcountry skiing and mountaineering
opportunities.”
“Never seen them. Ski 30 plus days a year in the high country”
“I’m saddened by the “me first” attitude of so many skiers. We are lucky enough to live in this
amazing place that still has most of its native wildlife. Living in a place like this should instill some
ethic of care for the native inhabitants, and a willingness to show restraint in our own activities so
the wildlife have the space they need to survive. Instead, people choose to ignore the science that is
there and insist that they haven’t seen sheep, therefore sheep aren’t there; or they haven’t seen
sheep running away, therefore skiers are not stressing the sheep. It’s the same attitude that has
caused extinctions of wildlife populations throughout the world—we should do better in the
Yellowstone Ecosystem.”
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“Good luck … i think the biggest hurdle facing the Teton herd is poor access to good lower elevation
winter and spring/lambing range, Please use peer reviewed science to make access decisions.”
“Backcountry users, especially Guides, should be respectful of the Government biologists & work with
them to develop a sound science-based plan to protect Bighorn sheep. Yelling, being arrogant &
bragging about NOT following closures is pathetic!”
“I will hopefully be partaking in winter climbing next season! I do have a friend that is up in the
backcountry almost daily so I can’t wait to be part of that!”
"I support conservation of BHS and winter rec consistent with BHS conservation per the following:
*Preservation of sheep is a priority
*An adaptive management approach that is iterative in its review of success of past policies should
be adopted
*The issue of closures should be revisited on a regular basis so that as more information is gathered
adjustments can be made”
“I care deeply about the sheep but am very disappointed in the way this is being handled. Please get
this paper peer reviewed by a broad range of scientist and published before making sweeping policy
changes.”
“Wilderness hikers are not the problem”
"Open corridors for sheep migration. Augment the herd, it has to happen sooner than later. Sheep
adapt to humans very well, let it continue"
“The process is productive.”
“Thank you.”
“Give the sheep a chance!”
“Pretty sure sheep used to come down to the valley floor back in the day so it’s not really skiers it is
the tourism Influx and airports in parks and all that other garbage”
“None, this is helpful. Thank you.”
"Simply put, I don't trust you. I think you are fishing for evidence to support your already drawn
conclusion that you are going to close large areas of backcountry skiing to the public. Neither logic
nor reason apply anymore. You've made up your mind, and now you're just doing the sales job.
No wildlife closure in the history of the United States has ever been lifted. You are in essence closing
this public land to the public forever. YOU ARE RUINING A GREAT THING. FUTURE GENERATIONS
WILL RUE THE DAY THAT YOU EVER HAD THIS POWER."
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“Do not prioritize one population of sheep over all other uses of the Teton Range - they are getting
ready to cull sheep in the Gros Ventres because there are too many”
“We love sheep! Please don’t blanket close terrain that isn’t relevant to sheep winter range!”
“Thank you for making this process transparent”
“Interested in the number of skiers/climbers in the remote areas and their impact on the sheep, I
wonder if the few who go back there are really causing an impact more so than researchers and
helicopter culls”
“Everyone wants to see the big horn population thrive. A middle ground based on science and
possibly backcountry traffic/usage would be informative.”
“There is so much space here, backcountry users can adjust accordingly the conservation efforts
should take priority”
"I want to preserve the bighorn sheep population, but I also want to preserve BC use. I also recognize
that typically when an industry or user group is able to self-regulate, things go better than when the
gov't or governing body is forced to step in. Thank you all very much for the time, effort, and thought
you've put into this. It shows, and I seriously appreciate it as an avid BC user. I think we all owe you a
coffee, beer, homemade bread, etc for your troubles.”
“I appreciate all of the time and effort your team has put in to try making this a collaborative
process. To make the outcome a long lasting and effective solution I think the collaboration needs to
continue. I hope that the outcome from this is updated annually from both sides to keep the
collaboration going and we learn from mistakes as we go so this can be a model for others.”
“I definitely would like to see even greater participation from backcountry skiers in the working
group. I believe that representing this voice will be essential in order to obtain buy-in from the ski
community.”
"It has been a frustrating experience to witness highly questionable science result in such dramatic
administrative actions. It is fascinating that so many from the land management, wildlife, and
conservation community are so quick to demonize backcountry skiers. It is also important to note
that many backcountry skiers don't consider ""out of bounds"" skiing at JHMR or Grand Targhee
backcountry skiing. It is difficult to take this entire discussion seriously when mechanized and nonmechanized forms of winter recreation are considered together. As previously discussed, nonmechanized forms of winter recreation have inherently less impact because of the more challenging
access and therefore fewer recreationists and conflicts."
“We need to find a way to reduce the number of guided parties in the Tetons. Because guided parties
now utilize some of the classic Teton runs, non-guided skiers are venturing further afield to get away
from the crowds. Sometimes that takes them into country used by bighorns.”
“The GRTE Bighorn Sheep population needs protection.”
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“I don't see them very often in winter but probably because I'm not traveling in their zones very
often.”
“We live south of town in Porcupine Creek Ranch and have bighorn sheep crossing our property
occasionally-most recently (2 weeks ago), 2 rams - not sure where they are in the winter but they
were spotted every few days for about a month during mid-March to mid-April-just fyi- saw them a
couple of years ago too so they must like the sandstone cliffs”
“Leave it open!”
“I hope the BT and Shoshone Natl Forest folks are working in tandem given the sheep habitat spills
all across the Winds, Togwotee, Gros Ventres, etc.”
“What is the actual influence of skiers on bighorn population?”
“I have probably said enough already.”
“I strongly feel we need a world wide environmental movement and if it turns out avoiding certain
areas will help the sheep, I'm all in. I just want to know for sure.”
“The tetons are becoming more and more popular with one of the only places in the lower 48 that
hold snow all winter long. It is important to allow access to our National Parks. We have designated
this land for public use. There are lots of Big Horn sheep in Jackson and they are un-disturbed by
humans standing just next to them. Having backcountry users near by for a few moments of a day is
not scaring these animals. Please do not close any more terrain in GTNP.”
“The decline is bighorn sheep population is due to land development in their traditional winter
ranges. Backcountry skiers are not the issue. Public land must remain open for the public to access
and enjoy responsibly. Heliskiing, snowmobiling, and ski area operations are certainly more
disruptive to the sheep than backcountry skiers.”
“I've been sad to see the actions of the backcountry skiing community. The data on this population of
bighorn sheep is somewhat tenuous, and our understanding of recreational impacts on wildlife is still
evolving, but it is apparent from existing research that unpredictable, wintertime human movement
in low-resource habitats can have deleterious impacts on wildlife. Instead of approaching this like
adults, some loud voices in our community have acted like children whose parents took their toy
away. I don't believe this portion of skiers is willing to impartially gauge the research and make
decisions based on a collective good. Instead of recognizing that our unfettered access to wild places
is a pressure on ecological systems and might need to be regulated or limited in some cases, they
hide behind wide claims of losing access and specious readings of land use laws to avoid admitting
they are selfishly guarding a recreational pursuit over the needs of wildlife.”
“I've done some research: in the history of the United States, only a single wildlife closure has ever
been lifted, and that was on state land in California. Not a single federal wildlife closure has ever
been lifted in the history of the United States. What you are proposing is a defacto PERMANENT
closure of our public lands. I will fight you in every way I can.”
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"Teton Pass is for traffic first, recreation second. The skiing community should voluntarily close Glory
& Twin Slides until snow sheds are installed. The entitled attitude of the skiing community needs to
end. Stay out of Targhee's expansion plan debate. The group fighting Targhee (Howie Garber, Ann
Collison, Peter Metcalf, etc.) are totally unreasonable hypocrites."
“I have never seen a bighorn sheep in the Teton Range.”
“Is this really a problem? A better effort needs to be done to educate the public if this a problem.”
“Can you scale back the closures to begin with and see if they work in areas with the greatest
potential and then close more areas based on the success of the initial ones?”
“Protection of sensitive wildlife populations should be prioritized over recreation.”
“I support whatever can be done to protect the bighorns' critical habitat. They are under a lot of
stress in many ways, including respiratory diseases passed on from domestic livestock. The sheep
need all the help we can provide them.”
“With the ever increasing human population and the need for more space to house this increase in
population the area for the wild animal population will decrease as it appears to some individuals
that the humans have priority!”
“I don't want my skiing to push out local wildlife, and support closures to keep bighorn habitat
intact.”
“It has been pointed out to me that wildlife closures are never rescinded. Is that true? If so, then
what you are doing is permanently closing our public land. I will fight you. What you are doing is just
wrong.”
"I’m all in for protecting the sheep, and all the large amazing wildlife in the tetons. My point is simply
that we are barking at the wrong tree. Closing huge swaths of land will do nothing for the survival of
the sheep and sets a hell of a precedence for future decisions. not only this, but the herd has already
grown since 2010, but they refuse to make that public, and we spent shitloads of tax payer money
flying hunters around for arial gunning of the mountain goats. So if/when the herd rebounds a bit,
was this because it already was rebounding, or because the eradication of mtn goats, or the skiers?
Take a wild guess..."
“Backcountry travel should not infringe on sheep habitat”
“I would love to see a visual data representation of the sheep data on a map. I think you could
convince the backcountry community about the need for closures in specific areas of it was clear that
there were sheep frequently that zone. For example, back when Static Peak was open April 1, I never
saw an sheep there in between April 1 and May 1 in roughly 20 visits over the years . I was pretty
annoyed when the closure date was pushed back to May 1, effectively closing access to it for the
season. I have always followed the closures but have often wondered if they were actually doing any
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good. If you were actually able to show me data/observations of sheep on Static in April, I would
have had an easier time digesting the change.”
“The Tetons are valuable resources for a lot of user groups including bighorn sheep and winter
recreationalists - there must be some way to balance both interests without permanently closing
large areas.”
"I get that BC skiers think they have a ""right"" to ski wherever they want, but this is just misguided.
Protecting all animals, all flora, in the backcountry should always come first. I'm sure there are good
BC skiers who would turn away from any animal seen in the backcountry. Unfortunately as the sport
grows in numbers, too many ""newbies"" and others of like mind just think they own the hills and
would probably just ski around the animal. This stress on animals in winter can be life-threatening.
Ergo, the animals ought to win."
"The attack that the ski community of the Tetons is feeling is based on devaluing and
misunderstanding. This must be healed before progress will be made. The sport and lifestyle of
backcountry skiing is based on one overarching principle: encountering natural environments
without creating impact on them. Defining less used terrain as less valuable is completely tone-deaf
to our community. 25 short is not valuable to me. Being in a place where I see tons of people
inexperienced in stewardship, concentrating impact in a small area, pounding snow into moguls and
mowing down vegetation on packed egresses is not why I became a backcountry skier. If we wanted
to ski where everyone else skis we would go to the resort. Backcountry skiing is about exploring and
interacting with the real wildness of nature, and taking care of it. The concept of sacrificing one small
area to high traffic and closing the rest is fundamentally wrong. Access allows stewardship. I am
again out of words...”
“There are fewer than 90,000 bighorn sheep left in the world. Asking winter recreationists to give up
a small area of ski terrain in the Tetons to conserve this at risk population is a reasonable and
responsible contribution to their conservation. It's the least we can do as a community which benefits
from largely unfettered access to public land.”
“Wildlife management has tended to be a failure causing unintended results leading to the next
generation seeking to undo those consequences.”
“Have already shared in previous q’s but please pull back the proposed closures at LEAST in the
southern more trafficked parts of the Tetons. Please.”
“Winter travel through the Teton range is my preferred method for visiting the area. The only times I
have traveled and stayed at hotels/patronized businesses near the Tetons was to help facilitate me
traveling to ski in the backcountry. I love wildlife and respect their important role in the ecosystem
and that external stresses can be difficult on them in a harsh winter climate, but we have to find a
way to coexist with the sheep in a way that accommodates backcountry enthusiasts and wildlife”
“n/a”
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“The winter backcountry community can be a valuable partner, I think, if they are convinced that all
users share in the inconvenience of closures and that the closures are effective, as precise as
possible, and necessary.”
“I am hopeful that science and compromise can be used to find a reasonable outcome for this
project.”
“I am not a fan of blanket closures. I've never seen an area closed then reopened if it's not being
used. Once it's "gone" it's gone. It would be nice to see continued monitoring of the closed areas to
see if they are having thr intended impacts.”
“aasdf”
“I have never seen bighorn sheep on the plateau or western slope of the Teton range, where I mainly
am in the backcountry. I would love to see the population grow and become successful enough to be
commonly sighted all over the range!”
"It’s such an amazing space, it’s important that we strive to manage for all and not resort to broad
sweeping closures.”
I’d love to see a sheep myself, but that seems like it would be bad for the sheep, so I can happily go
on not seeing them.”
“I support solutions that balance protecting big horn sheep and recreational use. I support most
proposed closures.”
“The sheep were there first, and I respect their innate rights to live and prosper in their native
environment.”
“These bighorns need all the help and support we can give them. Attempting to reestablish former
migration corridors to more suitable winter range would be a big help. (Yes, it can be done). Also
restoring connectivity between the north and south populations would help.”
“As I said, I support the use of the park to help the sheep survive and hopefully do better, and maybe
re-learn how to migrate down the west side. we can ski in plenty of other places - seems myopic and
entitled of some individuals to be so against this idea - I call them out if I saw them in closures, for
sure! :)”
“It's we as humans who should yield to the needs of other species in protected areas like our parks
and national forests.”
“None at this time.”
“I don't have any more comments.”
“I believe the NPS was lucky to have the BHS study that was done on this specific population. Not all
science is that so geographically specific and on a particular herd.”
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“A community that claims to care about conservation needs to step up and put their words into
actions. Stay OUT of bighorn sheep habitat and find another place to ski.”
“Please help stop the Grand Targhee south bowl and Mono tree expansion. Let's start with a win
there.”
“I hope backcountry skiers can consider the value of the Tetons beyond the skiing access.”
“I have been skiing in Teton Canyon for 20+ years and have never see a big horn sheep. That does not
mean they are not there.”
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